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Trailer, by red dog

-ISMs, and negative economic inductance of an owned monopoly is
engaged in war; and, has force fed usury; and, applied a corpse to
be an abusive form of control above all beloved’s heads in the
world; up, to this moment; purposeful, media control love bombs
you’d not have looked at the real holocaust of allowing a hand to
exist above your own government; remember, government is only
formed to protect property; not, extort such as has happened to
Dakota’s life;

A, manufactured crisis; and, reaction and response controlled via
state sponsored terroristic acts like 9-11 and 3-11; a, corpse above
you judicially; a, manufactured non-transparency; you’d, continue to
have been waco’d; alphabet, soup land above you and i eh?; a,
served operated smoke screen; holocausting, beloved; bank,
looted; a, consequence of a savage winner take all; your, property
totally extorted non-stop;
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At, last jubbdavid a lucid world sage gives you eclipse; to, gain
economic egalitarianism once and for all time; you, have an eclipse
moment is the rosetta stone of a true re-set; the, path of hollow
bones brings you into a frontier in neuro-behavioral physiology;
and, gives you eclipse; you, and i can remain with what’s familiar;
and, not slide into a certain specie extinction acceleration;

Today, as I consider what to put to you here in the southwest of
turtle island; looking, back from the year four thousand twenty-six to
what happened; a, new epoch was ushered in by a strange
attractor which you could learn more about as you go through the
path of hollow bone; a, biomagnoresinnent vitalization comes to be
like life ceramic; which, enhances life; yet, this is a

Story, about rabbit boy and the holy ghosted spider; it’s, about
minding your own currency and having economic egalitarianism
again; for, the pen is mightier than the sword; criminal, behavior
that was listed observed at the time that became obvious which
was retaliation against whistleblowers; obvious, behaviors was the
geoengineering going on which was to unleash starvation evermore
before it was stopped; a

Story, was about how CO2 sequestration was which is terraforming
the atmosphere by a range of military operation that was run by the
gray council; to, geoengineered weather; to, have controlled water
mass dispersion; all, was observed to have been having produced
calamity only; toxin, is sprayed which graphene oxide is found as a
contaminant; and, a

Radiologic weaponry was used to combine in action with a toxin; to,
have murdered someone; even, though evidence was of the
greater earlier childhood vaccination; the, higher the detrimental
effect which was by a covid war design to have got compliance to
lock down the earth in other ways than just with climate; yet
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Amnesia about the past can cause you to be more spiritual; you,
learn inside here how to be in a new mindset as an agent of
change; you, can change your mind and keep the change; for,
every word is of a physiology and why not have whole brain
patterning which this work is about; none have to see anymore that
the jabs was linked to myocarditis, blood clot, and immune
challenge; along, with a multi system inflammatory condition; of
course

Asteroid, impact can have reset a calendar in the past; it’s what this
strange attractor does everybody is anticipating; which, is where
the charges for genocide gets discharged; birth, rates had been
organized to decline; it, was noted back then there would be less
opposition to a central foreign control of a nation; most, were
consuming the molecule of death unwittingly and mass media
platforms show a despicable disregard for title and any
constitutional right having been preserved at all;

Pleasure, neurological inhibits aversion; and being more I aware
you have a structured synesthesia for processing the information
correctly; what, was criminal behavior of the government was
spotted quickly; because, opposition parties had been banned; and,
a bloke who was a head of an alphabet soup land agency back
then said,

“The, disinformation is complete; as, all you believe is false;”

Climate, hoax speakers you’d see get canceled; and, CB-cowo
Criminal Banking Cartel of a one world order patsy gave negative
information against anyone who showed that the protocol was
causing death; it, was a big lead to try to get you a false ID as
chattel only; so, like climate blackouts it was caused the green
agenda;

Global, depopulation of the common enemy of the people which
was the controllers of CB-cowo clearly was underway depopulating;
a, killbox had been set up and planetary scale atmospheric
alteration; also, biometric theft of the use of your private property;
was, to control you; no, care was of any coming winter famine;
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Education, was more about usury; and, how war always was set up
by a couple of warlords operating for the company; who, would
suck resource from a nation and make that nation wartorn; all,
nations had been just a banana republic that’s it; so, genetic editing
was found and crops had been grown which purposefully wouldn’t
reproduce; automation, was a way to make it so no one else would
be employed anymore;

Censorship was seen for its criminal motivation; and, government
departments been weaponized had suddenly been exposed more;
as, the big PHARMA back then by CB-cowo who was driving
science; in, this work you learn more about how its the response
you’re getting back;

Is the effect of the communication quorum sensing put back? While,
a communistic predatorily capitalistic condition on turtle island no
longer a child was raised by a phantom again; you, saw how
criminals had operated unchecked; until, the strange attractor had
its effect; this, is a great work I’m positive you’re going to enjoy it;
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Introduction, by red dog

Unity, politically; and, codes of social spiritual originals; bring,
stories of looking frog; and, medicine eagle; this story comes to
you; from, happyface; and, it’s notes that i took a long time ago in
one of the very last purification ceremonies happyface did; at, a
place called madre grande; just, on the border of mexico and the
united states; it, wouldn't be uncommon for us to have gathered
maybe some fifty sixty that evening around the fire; and, have had
some sort of service by happyface before the sweat lodge;

Dancing cloud, ran the rocks and organized the women on the
outside of the lodge; everybody, when they came into the lodges
they came into the world; some, came with a towel and that’s okay;
it, would be just before a smudging part of the ceremony; which,
would be a moment that you'd be sensed as whether or not you’re
open or not; happyface, could sense this; smudging, was primarily
used to get a sense of the participants and give medicine names in
that moment; which, then the lodge would seal that medicine name;

You, could've been given a medicine name; and, have had part of
that ceremony; which, is having heard others spoken your name
back three times; and eventually you’ll be consummated more with
a sweat lodge traditionally; the, sun had set already and happyface
had played some panpipes out into the mountains there; and, the
serenity was just breathtaking;

Vistas, that you could see from the ceremonial grounds; happyface,
would always select ceremonial grounds; that, wouldn't have any
rooftops or houses; cloud, had forbid happyface to make any lodge
where anything straight was in sight; so, it had to carefully be
placed in the trees; a, couple big huge shower poles were there;
some, eighty odd rocks would come in; there’d, be four rounds;
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Happyface, told a few stories that night; but, i am just giving one of
those; the, evening was unbelievable; as, per usual; and it was
attended by a whole array of beloved from actually all over turtle
island; this, story is perfect for you here because it’s a beginning of
this fifth volume; and, communication wellness mastery; and, this is

Being, written to you in the year four thousand twenty-six; so, it's
been a couple thousand years since things occurred; and, so you're
gonna just bear with me that i did take notes back then; and,
y’know this is happyface’s vision coming to you; from, the year four
thousand twenty-six; so, it’s written it has happened;

Some, of these stories a long time ago; but, of course you could
imagine this is a far closer moment in time even now actually; you,
could imagine that four or five hundred years here or there;
wouldn't, have mattered maybe too much; stories, are just
recovering what happened; and, they have this path of hollow
bones which assist help guide some;’ i ,gotta tell you it's really only
some; i, wish i could tell you all; i’d, like for you as a reader; now,
having perhaps read the first four volumes; if, you didn't i
recommend that you do;

This, work stands alone; it’s, a sequel to the one before it; so, we’re
staying with this theme of communication wellness mastery; we’re,
going to be having of course backed away a long time from having
had a fat taker effect; and, in this volume you're going to be
learning a little more about the neurology of behavior; you, can
have a little; for, how could it be for you to have found someone’s
shoes at the edge of the shore somewhere; and, this work really
explains what could've occurred; how, that could've happened; and,

We, continue on a bit for you to be able to continue to recover more
information that's been lost; some, of it purposefully redacted
actually; because, it can have been the very nature of what was
being done to you as an act of war really behaviorally; which, this is
a work really which is bringing back originalness to turtle island and
the rest of the world; so this is a
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Story, that happened a long time ago; and, it was a beloved which
really had befallen a fat taker effect back then; and, that was a time
that we’re investigating a little here; of, a moment where there was
really no rules you see; because, there was really few who really
had a father; none, at that point really had been given any fathers’
rights;

This, was a serious moment of a time; where, most were just really
in survival mode; to, say that there is all being said; have, i now be
to seats will the beloved; the, weakenedness you of life; of,
perpetuatedness; depended, on roles only having been cast;
primarily, for breeding purpose really in the past; and, males and
females; comes, back then of a time that was of a land of queens
without any king; or,

Beauty and beast in other words; it, was a time where its hard to
believe; but, males had been stripped to be half naked; and,
females had been covered; it, was a time of a show and tell sorta
thing; of, an inner quality really; of, the way one have been clothed;

The, master was the one who had the robes; and, the other was the
sex slave who didn't; there, was a story back then called samson
and delilah; about a man having been tricked to lay his head in
delilah’s lap without her mind corrupted to have done that; as,
flexible and of no condition must you be aware this; i, tell you; is,
left for you you can

Look upon yourself in the places you have left yourself behind; that,
you've whispered sweet nothing; yet, all that was said was said to
have modified something in the moment; you, developed a process
of investigation which has caused you have cleared away your own
story to nothing; and, little by little;

You, were brought back to be in the law of the land properly;
though, it happened pretty much with the stroke of a pen; ways,
that had been evil and alien; where, a foreign entity; which, is not
even having any central organized nervous system; officials, had
been asked to be swearing to; that, the
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Service provider would impose a will; you’d be taught things other
than being this creator in yourself as Wakan Tanka; this forgotten,
purposefully not put in the syntax as this i you know you are; this i
is creation; and not some observer just observing creation; the,
service provider would do what one could to make you forget; in,
those days back then it was very common for death and sickness
and strange evil wars to have been produced;

To, line the coffers of the bank-whore not anything for you and i;
they’d, eat and ride on animals strange; and, bring live flesh;
animals, killed them before in that time; you, were driven and the
land conquered; a, fire spat sticks; you, would've arrived; a, fat
taker beaded pustulated and bags under the skin; listless; a,

White long legged condition of dead above your head; and, the
mind not empty but contaminated with mental construct that would
become chakra blocking; back, then no one really knew before
eclipse and the path of hollow bones; what, hemi-synchronization
was; or, whole brain functioning;

This, story comes to you from one of the last lodges happyface did
there; and, time last a beloved addressed happyface; who, placed
all into an inducted state; to, cleanse and be renewed; as, the
opening up the flaps was likened to you coming out of the womb;
and, the grasses of sweetness; platted; fragrant; applied, to the
rock; and, leaves of cedar and sage was often spread on the floor;
happyface, would often cover these lodges with leaves and bark;
and, covered lodge cedar; and, branch and cottonwood; for, smaller
more personal sweat lodges;

Clan, lodges were always really some eighteen feet or more in
diameter; about, five feet high; cambered, roof; and, they were built
fairly quick and easy; and, covered with tarps and things such; the,
one that we were attending this night was covered with canvas;
and, blankets; and, laid outside you could come out and lay under
stars between rounds; otherwise
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Inside on the floor there was a beautiful round grass with mountain
sage; very, beautiful inside; and, cozy too; madre grande, was a
beautiful place where the grandmother mountain was honored; the,
grandfather mountain was a little further south;

Happyface, had taught a long time ago some others; who, had
started to change the ceremonial grounds; which, hadn’t been any
reason to do that ever before; yet, there was a changing of the
guards at that time there; and, from fear; the, new group; dug, a
huge huge hole in the ground; where, they would like their fire; and,

Over a moment in time it got deeper and deeper; so, much so that
before sweat lodge; though, happyface had an agreement to keep
the grounds as they were and they could be shared; and,
happyface was the primary one who built and maintained those
ground over many years; and, happyface had provided quite a bit of
revenue on going for the beloved on the mountain;

Yet, some young women would take over; one, in particular who
was really immature; who, would make sure the hole would be
bigger and deeper; there’s, no way you can run a clan lodge out of
a huge hole like that; sometimes, a couple hours work had to be to
get prepared for a lodge; happyface, asked if the ground could be
kept how they were;

Again, happyface came and saw it had again been dug so deep it
took a few beloved a couple hours to fix it up; it’s, amazing because
the younger and older beloved were there; some, very feeble and
old; happyface, would bring them to the lodge first and do a
smudging with steam; which, i never saw any others do; and,
brushes and soap; sweet, medicine would be given to you because
you'd be given the essence of Wakan Tanka if you'd be good to go
through all four;
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It, was on the plains and throughout that a great respectedness of
tribes came to be; quite, proud of happyface’s road beloved skills in
lodge and ceremony; and, giving beloved very deep insight; and, i
gotta tell you i’ve rarely connected with anyone who could really be
communicating to you on another level; i’d, see happyface
sometimes talking to someone and happyface was really talking to
you; and, that the laws were always about your being; so, being is
really what sacredness is; so

The, beloved instructed and medicine eagle; and, looking frog; and,
many others that i recognized came two nights past; that, were
many actually; this, was a time really where over was any famine;
and, anger no longer was; the, spirits; coyotes; and, deer covered
the lodge grounds; and, the owls would come out; you'd, see when
you emerged from the lodge; a, sacred emergedness of the
beloved; and, sometimes some ceremonies went through to
sunrise; as, the day broke; a, mystery great, as you would look up
into the sky;

Often, a hole of smoke through; an, ascended breath; that, was
holy;be given you; you, put fire to some chanupa; and, the pipe
would be smoked; and, a song each; a, song of your being; which,
again being is sacred; and, again the medicine wheel would be
followed in the way teachings would be given; east, was about new
beginnings; south, playfulness; west, shedding away what’s old;
north, wisdom; and, towards the wakefulness of a beloved true; as,
those on turtle island in a time gone by; a, way of a beloved
awakedness; happyface, awakened had a mountain; that, was holy
deep inside;

This, great cosmic wheel of life in you; awakened, through the night
of ceremony; sun; tobacco, sacred of the pipe; a, red stone filled;
looking, frog performed such an honor; and, looking means the
ability to see the future; and, a mirror like wisdom; and, frog is
about yours and my security and representing the skin; for, the
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Skin of the frog really is the frog’s intelligence; medicine eagle;
would, be heard speaking in the lodge so elegantly; would, come
from sometimes very great distance to be at the lodge; and, truly
had the medicine which is about intention; and,

Eagle, which is about being able to see from afar up close; and,
new beginnings; and, nothing hidden like a story of where buffalo
went or something; not, any eager of an above one; a, way of right
or wrong; happyface, asked all to meet in a field beyond that; and,
not to yearn or cry for a dream; it’s, only gonna come to you you've
got pity; and, as being taught here;

Can, really be felt this is being put in the hands of pity; both, looking
frog and medicine eagle would set bundle of a sacred manner of
being; place, herbs on the rocks as each entered the lodge during
the rounds; and, bringing am i sweetness to you beyond
awareness; that,

Emptiness, be for you approaching; happyface, a power that was
great with the beloved; and, out called four rounds; the, village
toward slowly would be walked afterward; looking, frog and
medicine eagle would assist with the sustenance and food for all;
and, that a readiness was all lasting and approaching happyface
during that time; must,

One be aware and awake; there, to stay in the lodge a little longer
than others; you'd, go and tell everyone about the grass and
sweetness of such a purifying; and, sage over the floor that was
covering; and, in the circle of a huge ceremonial grounds was this
center where the largest lodge;

As, a clan lodge was; then, a smaller lodge was set up; where, the
beloved would be looking at the lodges in a setting against a huge
beautiful mountain backdrop; medicine, was great high up there in
the mountain; air, was very crisp; a, gift of wonderfulness of steam
and sound and the water drum and song and story; stories, of a
partneredness; and, individual and group initiatives as instruments
for calibrating where one is in life;
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Beautiful, lights down far in the valley; up, on an hill on top of that
you could be as you came back down the mountain; and, if you
were like medicine eagle and looking frog; before, driving back
down after having lodge; you'd, spend some time on this ridge
because it was so breathtaking high up there; and sometimes

i was there for the fourth morning of a success of days; where, the
third second and first was all tied on again; and, above some times
was the circling of an eagle; seen, in the light before the sun would
set; because, most of the lodges really happened as the sun was
setting more;

Everywhere, you looked out went braves very young; and, some
partnered; and, the message was carried; children, coming out;
happyface, met; in, the morning; out, came beloved; young, and
handsome; to, tell a village of a tale; where, you; and, parent you're
for owed left with the plentiness; in, your vitality as a young brave
told; you'd, eat lifefood enough; as

Now you'd flee the table when ¾ full; no, one wanted to be
buffaloed out; and, figures changed; medicine, eagle and looking
frog would make a mud pit at one point and mud would come over
everyone; you'd, lay out in the sun; sometimes,the next day; and,

Coyotes, and rabbit and deer and bobcat would play; and, coyotes
would be so close you could see their ribs; then, the little ones you
could pick out; sometimes, you could even see the little ones in the
hot sun listless and tired; the, pack of the coyote found; in, a village
far below with a light sometimes at night;

You’d, arrive and you’d feel you had the medicine of the eagle; and,
the power of a frog that was looking; it, would cause you to see
what was bad behaving; a, livedness of and knowing of a beloved
be observed as anger and frustration and aversion was;
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A, hiding gone; had, the beloved originals along with the buffalo
some time before; and, the land and the famine; there, was an
absence of happyface at that time; beloved, would journey up to the
mountain on this evening; and, you'd find yourself sitting in the
lodge with many other braves; some, long begun; some, with
medicine bags that had been put; dancing, cloud and looking frog
and medicine eagle all had bags i noted;

The, lodges were always called dance of the wolf lodges; because,
they were all clan lodges; that, was bird clan; cloud’s, clan;
because, the birth of the mounds they had been built during this
time; and, represented the ether and mastery over the ether really;
yet, you'd be awakening afterward evermore a better feeling or an
emptiness of your mind that would come; that, try as hard as you
can to get some chatter going on in there or even thinking; the,
clarity that you'd have to have discernment would become a gift
you'd be able to feel; that, dancing was a prayer to you; and,

Awakening, to decision making your strategy would be improved;
and, you'd be learning about how to release human growth
hormone and how the breath is applied to access state specific
behavior; and, body was too; you, were awakened to the fact that
children; as, happyface is a father heavenly here in flesh and blood;

A, meeting of a single awakening lesson; of, a content; awakened,
may you; and, occasionally; awakened, in principle; you, were
reminded of preferred mode of sorting information that were more
whole brain patterned; that, engaged your interest and pleasure;
and, your direction moving forward and being able to have a focus
of things more within; versus, what you're moving away from or
what had been outside of you;

You'd, learn about the vestibular sense which is the sixth sense and
how this would be applied in behavior; is, a subject matter we’d be
discussing as we go through the rest of your training in state
preparation for an agent of change; such, was how you were being
prepared to assist with the movement of eclipse back then; and,
also was a way for
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Beloved, to have taken on more whole brain patternedness; and,
the work was so revolutionary really; it, all of a sudden caused
beloved to be extremely observant of whether you are in whole
brain functioning yourself or not; you’d, awaken and apply; the,
individual’s met need in such style of the awakening; and, you'd
educate how to adjust your style;

I’d, hear happyface’s voice; happyface, being extremely poetic; i’m,
doing what i can to capture these words; sometimes, i use verb
tense incorrectly unlike happyface; but, i want you to know it was
extremely poetic; i, think it was way more poetic than rumi; a, way
better writing and way of being than the best i’d ever come across;
the, prophet by kahlil gibran; yet, what happyface wrote left all that
stuff in the dust; happyface, would say that night; before, going into
the lodge; the, stories coming to you; and, i’m giving you bits of it
between drumming and some singing;

Happyface, said; “voice, one with awakened; united, they as you so
awakened; will, you how you talk daily and each study and
objective you have; unity, is as a togetheredness of an alm; exists;
in, how you keep company; and, companion; you, and your interest
is powerful evermore; be, your will awakened; one, two three steps
like kindergarten; this, manifesto of hollow bones; happyface’s,
words; are, where each word does have a physiology; and, such a
spirit inside you; is, a power which is from your formlessness; not,
form; and, forth go shall ye; commanded, has happyface”;

I, am red dog and i will speak; i, want you in this introduction to be
considering how initiation might’ve been back then for you here; it’s,
something which has been ongoing ever since; two, thousand
sixteen; that, this became more popularized; but, you were taught
whole brain functioning distinctions; that, really distinguish whole
brain functioning from any other work really; one, distinction is that
the method is very much to do with neurological processing and
you being able to have remained in the whole of yourself; and, that
as you are remaining in interest;
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The, frontal cortex is being accessed; where, new information is
logged; and, of course also your faculty to inspire to creative
influence of the future is involving your ability to be able to engage
your frontal cortex; and, interest and pleasure stimulates such
neurology; whereas

Aversion only always ever created a limited mind function state; so,
this was the primary thing that was actually grocked back then you
see; you, could've said; your, cups half full; as, an original would've
said before the fat taker effect; and, afterward you would've said the
same thing; yet, you would've said it like my cup’s half empty; it’s,
been a long time since; you were really able to

Witness, much fat taker effect; yet, you can see that the awakening
happyface gave everyone back then; about, feeling and then
hearing and then seeing; was, a teaching of your body mind and
spirit; and, basically it was the body was a kinesthetic self; feelings,
and thing; mind, was the auditory self; your

Ability to have right speech to have right action; and, spirit was this
aspect of ourselves that's involving enlightenment and involving
your ability to be able to visualize; happyface, would be quite
animated; and, happyface’s, languaging to you would cause you to
be actively engaged in the moment; and, would demonstrate whilst

Communicating various things that evening; which, i made small
notes of here; yet, some of it was how you could just observe
someone’s body language; and, looking at that you could see it;
happyface, had such a fine ability that happyface could ask a
question and observe how the response was; and, could be

Observed to see the inner matrix of your brain being operated while
you were being asked to respond to some question; that, from your
response; happyface, could completely see what you'd done inside
your brain; it, was extremely interesting honestly in how someone
could have such uncanny ability to predict;
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To, apply therapeutics; based, upon your sensory motor complex;
and, how and what degree such is in whole brain patterning versus
not; whole, brain functioning distinctions that were noted that night;
was, examples of using direction of the vestibular sense; which,
even an amoeba will go towards what is pleasurable; and,

Even an amoeba is gonna retreat from what’s not pleasant; you’d,
learn a little about the reason why rumor had been so sinful; that,
had been being applied by the fat taker; a, perfect example was
back then; the, new york post; that, was left as an example of how;

A, story could've been got and the truth logic utterly reversed; the,
investigative journalist that was sent out to get a story did quit that
paper from absolutely utter disgust at the despicable lies and ability
such a rag had to completely reverse; utterly; the, truth logic of
what jennifer as a journalist had reported; the, article had even
been got from information was an unknown name kind of thing; so,
it was like wow; the view would be more of an agency back then;
so,

Happyface, was of a joy to have such a damagedness; happyface,
cared to be suffered some of that all could be learned evermore of
how manipulating; and, how absolutely unsafe and dangerous such
a paper had been back then; because, if you had learned that
children as young as dakota were being taken without any court
order of nothing; it, was really very indiscriminate faast; at, one
point before this you couldn't adopt a kid; then, all of a sudden there
was plenty; and, happyface would talk often about plenty blood boy;

You'd, get a deeper insight into everything because happyface
would use body language in sequestering information for your
mind; and, apply the graphics of the space around the very large
fire that was heating some eighty odd rocks or more about the size
of your head; some, thirty or more would be brought in glowing for
the first round to get heated up; that, would be sustained; the
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Water-pourer would be ever cared to provide good heat; without,
exhausting it; be, sustainable; you'd, have a good sweat
experience; and, room enough was in the lodge to be quite relaxed
even;

Primary, as a way to learn various originals’ songs; and, learn how
to lead ceremony such; yet, many came because they’d be getting
an induction into you being more i aware after this discussion; or,
after this awakening; you'd, be listening to; at, this moment; you'd,
be able to determine straight away the whole brain functioned state
of another; it’d, be quite obvious actually; and, to those in the family
it became evermore apparent solidly; you'd, be smudged to come
into a lodge; and, the only qualification you really needed to be a
member of this family;

You, had to have felt a bit of a stranger or you were in the past;
and, you had to have the feeling of living in a strange land; that’s,
all you had to do to be part of this family; happyface, would elevate
all as a stranger; you'd, easily leave your stuff with at the station;
you'd, trust that stranger if you were happyface; happyface, lived
life this way; that, night you'd learn a little more about other senses
you'd have not just the regular five; happyface, would give some
small instruction about the vestibular sense; and, that such a sense
is engaged in integration;

Congruency; associated, and dissociated-ness; and, states of being
in balance; and, all were awakened to the fact that evening around
the fire how you're using your vestibular sense to move forward
towards things; not, to have moved away from stuff; and, that you'd
have a focus of things within yourself; not, outside; so, y’know you'd
be taught about the presuppositions that would be within a speech
pattern back then; as, having said you felt higher; or, as in the new
age movement it was very popular back then to go around saying
you have a higher self;
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Presupposition, is that you have a lower self; also, up is stress; like,
ladder climbing; like, y’know you'd have an up and a down kind of;
and, if you were down; you, might’ve treated yourself not too good;
because, you were down on the ladder; and, if you were up; you,
were always in a manner of in that system; in, judgment; the,

Beloved had yet to be learned more of words; which, are judgment
words; as, bigger; better; mega; super; higher; smarter; faster;
smaller; worse; little; depressed; lower; dumber; slower; larger;
better; these, are full of qualifying words and quantifying; and,

Qualifying, words; which, are involving a comparator; and, with
every one of them you could've said compared to what?; and,
generally back then; no, one would have generally been able to
come up with what it was better or bigger than; it, was just a word
being applied to make something more or less; and, it was just in a
world of more or less; but, your

Experience is not something you can measure; not something you
could go around with a measuring stick and be ruling; nor, was it
something you could keep a tally of; which was an absolute sign of
a failed relation; yet, to go into lodge; you’d, be smudged and meet
the inductedness to be cleansed; and,

This, lodge that you did in the sweating and the cleansing; like, a
spa environment really; would, prepare the brave and those who
were newly learning; awakening, this tribe’s activities; and, it’s
membership; was, where, you'd be connected with generally; by,
being given a book; or,

Perhaps in those days you could've just purchased a book; that,
was something of itself because it was so powerful that assisted
you be much more prepared; it, assisted bring a great invitedness
that allowed the beloved to be of a lodge of cleansedness; and, of a
covenant and a language that you’d keep tight in such
circumstance; and, be really awake to such; and, that through
lodges and these ceremonies happyface would prepare you; that,
those that were giving alm; and, receiving alm;
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Be, committed that heaven is between two children playing; and,
that what wasn’t playful really was repented truly; that's, really what
this organization of beloved did as a tribe; and, you really became
the author of your own writ; and, this family was a witnessingness
of a quiet; scriptural, learnedness being fulfilled more; and,

Beloved would do lodge and sometimes other ceremony; and,
happyface could sense and so would the masts; and, certainly the
awakened ones; to, what you displayed in your own ability really to
be more practicing whole brain functioning; and,

Be, able to be focused more on your own internal development;
you'd, receive this gift of your own being and having a happyface
inside; not, to have been ghosted anymore; meaning, happyface
would clear up the idea that you were getting something from
something else inside yourself; that, was a separate part; but, if it
was had as a pattern; it would, be cleared up straight away after
this; otherwise, sometimes little bits would be left over; and,
happyface would be giving others such the instruction that your
dream is going to have taken care of it fully; so, don’t even bother
with it now;

Such, awakenings you'd be got; would, cause you to be received
more of a preparedness; for, entering the lodge via smudging; and,
the medicine beloved would; as, happyface would sense how
willing you are in your self to come into the lodge; and, it’s possible
that often you'd also be received of a name in that moment; and,
some things being spoke to you that truly would be about you that
happyface had noted about you; so, it was a very amazing moment
of ceremony actually before the lodge; and,

Such, a smudgedness of a lodge; would, not be about repentance
god help us; and, nothing said of fruit being first like that at all; it,
was about whole brain functioning okay; it, was more about what
you're moving forward to; not, what you're moving away from; so, it
was really a mirror like wisdom happyface was teaching all about
back then; which, cause society to become evermore perfect now
in the year four thousand twenty-six;
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Sin, back then was equivalent to debt; and, so constitutional money
came back in; and, the bank was put back inside you who can
perceive versus having been left in a fictional lalaland; there, was
no more taking an oath at all to a foreign entity; and, having forgot
you'd have to have perception in the office; that's, something that's
a no brainer today; and, happyface brought in this new idea; that, it
was really only arriving and returning; and, all dead scripture written
by pro-phets back then would have you talking about the end the
end the end; yet,

Happyface, served so everyone would arrive; and, served so
everyone would be talking about returning; that’s, all; nothing, else;
not, like a lot of words back then beloved used; words, like christ;
which, meant chrisos; which, is a word for oil; so, if you wanna use
a word for oil; it’s, just up to you; happyface, said not for you to be
willing to take upon yourself anyone else’s name; a name is just an
address;

Focus, on what’s behind the address; but, don’t take it upon
yourself just to be a name; that, was a bit dumb alright; you're,
living in a time where there is no debt; and, no sin; you're, given
everything at the age of eighteen; you're, given what’s necessary;
it’s, nothing; you, don’t have to have cared to have not had safe
harbor and safe passage; as, you could've been subject to; as,
most on the earth up to the point; before, the year two thousand
sixteen actually;

Happyface, asked you not to have a mental construct; and, not to
be contrite; and, that a heart that had been broken; with, forth you
could've come; yet, it is for what you would be continued to be as
you can; you, learn how to integrate what was lost; everything, had
to be from an invitation; couldn’t, have acted upon anyone; pretty,
free reign before that point you could've just acted on anybody quite
stupid really; and, if you were humble; that's, quite a good virtue;
but, you were owned with that one; same, with love; nice, virtue but
you're owned with it; so, it’s not really god like; happyface, was
sharing this with everybody; pretty, revolutionary;
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Happyface, was letting everybody know that the path of hollow
bones and perfect detachment; and, i awareness was the most
perfect god-like state of all; a, happyface inside you is really the
gist; and, this is something that’s confirmed by all; as, to be the
response that you'd get back from beloved braves around you; and,
emphasis of living throughout time being and having a happyface
inside; and, framing things positively; because, that was a bane this
new covenant really;

You'd, have a willingness to just have an emptiness; because, there
really was as we were talking no more debt; so all sin as debt
before this time had had you sorta repenting; and, a doctrine that
would draw you down into a belief for instance; was, a pretty low
order representation of something; everyone, would focus on a sin
we missed or something; and, apparently even something written
would've been mixed up and said it was sacred; which, is
absolutely untrue; what’s, sacred isn’t written it’s not gonna save
you; but, it was a very mixed up way of being back then; anyway;

Over, time of a reading and study; you'd, become evermore
awakened; and, sometime suddenly; sometimes, take a little time;
but, you'd be chipping away at things; you'd, be asked to remain in
a visiting frame where you are; meeting, others; and, drawing alm;
and, inducting beloved more into the family; it, was really a joining
of that beloved’s family to this family; and, with the guidance of
happyface you determine the smudging and lodge and i awareness
behaviorally; that, would meet a qualifiedness of a whole brain
functioning instrument that happyface had left for everyone and
awakened everyone to; and,

By, applying this you'd be perfectly determined of the degree to
which someone would be coming from whole brain functioning or
not; a, moment would never be the only moment that something
could be; and, one was open to apply awakenedness and
education as one cared to; additional, awakening happened beyond
by masts; and, more full time awakened ones; and, a fellowship of
masts and awakened ones back then came to be; which, has
influenced everything today fully;
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Lifehouse, sustainable communities formed; and, masts and
awakened ones would be present; and, you'd be inducted into such
an order really by meeting requirements more you were accepted;
come, into being smudged; to, do a sweat lodge and do ceremony;
you, really were asked to have an unreserved letting go; and, that
was that faith was in your self; and, you'd be asked to be with the
greatest master on the earth;

Who, is this master of self; and, this is one who is serving the
servant’s servant; and, a strivedness for such a language of peace
and i awareness; a, life of such; you'd, be keeping a happy face
inside yourself; and, have a willingness to have a Wakan Tanka
being; and, this covenant you'd be inducted into would involve
smudging sweat lodge; and,

Beloved, fellow would service a renderedness regularly as the
community had a joy for; and, lifefood sacrament and the partaking
of such in the evening; was, no more so than any other day;
though, i day came to be what was sunday before; and, wisdom
became your ability to say no to harmful things; that, wasn’t just a
word; and, you were asked to tithe and give alms to the movement;
and, this law of giving was; and,

All, were taught how sharing was not necessarily giving really; and,
beloved had back then an ability to be with some unions beyond
what it was which was really a polarized view about that; and, the
idea that inside outside relatedness was on the basis of some
behavior or something prohibited allowed; which, was some
exclusive something between the two that could be something
shared between them; that, was their property; yet, children are
born now more out of a form of discretion; yet, not back then;

It, was easily determined the degree to which you were willing to be
of such an i awareness and insight; given, in the path of hollow
bones; this, tribe of originals; in, i awareness; as, a tribe of beloved
braves awakened; to, the wrongfulness of the past of having judged
others’ relatedness in terms of something sexual or not; or, that any
need was today which isn’t; for
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Anything other than a natural means to recognize the signs of
fertility; which, all were taught; there, was no such thing as a
victimless crime anymore; like, there was before this point; and,

You, could never have been spoken to like you were some
behavior; you, were not; totally; but, before that point; many, had
beliefs actually; and, any behavior spoken; and, bam; beloved,
thought you were that behavior yet you were not; you; had to learn
how to integrate what was terror; and, you'd have to

Learn, how to be loving probably; yet, no reason to go back digging
into the past; dig, up bad stuff really; no, reason for that; and,
you've moved such a far distance from the fat taker effect the idea
that one would have to repent for something was ridiculous; didn’t,
exist; you, could reframe what Wakan Tanka is; yet, happyface is a
man; that, as a beloved wasn’t of any belief at all not a single one;
and, happyface did restore a family; of

More, i awareness on turtle island; that, the path of formlessness is
about; and, it really is about you being awake; or, otherwise coming
from experience; yet, happyface had told everybody let go your
beliefs; you, don’t need to have beliefs; it’s, actually not a good
thing really; beliefs, have been used to get you to think the easter
bunny is real; the world of it the beloved have been awakened to as
a result; and, you are this savior here; not, something out there;
this, must be something inside you; and, the

Son was given back the fathers’ rights; in, heaven here on earth; in,
warmth and blood; and, the idea that something was cold such no
longer held any weight much; and, happyface came considered
more of a father within your own being of eternalness; and, asked
everyone to have

Let go the idea that there was a saint nick down your chimney;
where, beliefs all were; and, pointed out that the condition most had
put all to is that they’d be asking you to have a belief about stuff;
trying, to get you to believe in the tooth fairy or the easter bunny
back then;
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That, night round the campfire; and, the beautiful lodge that
followed; and, the awakening we all would hear from happyface; as,
braves all gathered; all, would be confirmed; and, the smudging
was how such would be done more; and, this has nothing to do with
your age or anything; quite, stupid arbitrarily to decide that; to have
it at some arbitrary age; happyface, said stop all that counting stuff;
putting, numbers on stuff; no, such bloody ladders and things
existed in i awareness;

You'd, be defined more as being more in i awareness as you simply
had taken on the insight of this; and, was languaging this and
speaking this to people; you, didn’t have to sit under a gum tree or
have seen a koala bear; that, wasn’t related to your own being; you,
became more aware of reality actually; and, this day after these
training come out you're focused more on reality not fictional stuff;

The, fire before the lodge would light happyface up very visibly;
and, it would be a moment when everyone would have an
opportunity to be smudged by happyface; and, the ground would be
pumped; slow, but sure energy would be pumped; you’d, be
reminded that a balanced being was someone’s got something in
their purse; and, that's a good thing; that's, not for everyone to see;
you'd, be in a balanced being that you've got something in your
purse; and, be living like an open book;

Visibly, you'd see happyface standing against the mountain
backdrop so beautiful and a dome was close by; just, very
impressive the beautiful lodges you’d see set apart; standing, by
very beautiful mountains and the land was an upper desert
savannah more;

Beautiful; and, happyface would lead all in a calling voice heard;
and, flute and drum would be applied; and, you'd be hearing the
echoes come into you back and forward back and forward from the
pan pipes especially; it’d, be caused your ears to just be wandering;
that, would all of a sudden cause you to feel a deep all oneness like
you were alone; an, emptiness;
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More, know happyface saw beloved that after happyface was
caught; it, wasn't that you even could've after or before that; yet, an
ever more inner peace of a beloved in the tribe is made and a
chiefdom is come of a great ability for the facilitation of the flow of
goods and services to be amongst the beloved; and, with pursuers;
happyface, sometimes with some hair of some buffalo that was tied
with a rattle; small; and, shook; to, me it was really like a beloved
dog like dressed warrior; counting, coup;

Shield, that was of a beautiful ochre and feathers and paint; and,
happyface would have white dots and sometimes white masks and
sometimes a blue mask over the eyes painted; yet, morning
sometimes it would be the third lodge i’d be seeing the sun up;
chasing, what was futile couldn't be resumed; you'd be

Deftly, emptied out by such an experience; and, anything that
apparently you thought had invaded you; or, you thought could've
been something that destroyed you; or, had caught you; you'd, be
reminded of the otter; how, such is in a wet place yet comes up so
dry; and, the coup of a medicine stick and bag carried would remind
you of some state; elk., for instance would be your beingness of a
stamina;

Now, i am red dog and i will speak; i’m, giving you some insights
here from what can be just spoken in any lodge actually; that, i did
hear some common set of this in most lodges; im, not giving
everything here; yet, at this point; it, would be good for us to
remember at this point this is being written looking back; you, and i
right now are in the year four thousand twenty-six; you're, looking
back a couple thousand years; and, what happyface i saw doing
was basically demanchurianing; and, happyface had such powers
to just shrink anyone’s behaviors so many just called happyface the
shrink; and, so
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You, gotta know that a fat taker effect that's been backed away from
such a long time ago; it’s, pretty vague now; a, lot of the behaviors
were sorta fat takered; but, just to give you a few here now so you
can know what we’ve really backed away from some couple
thousand years ago now; so, let’s review a couple more because
they can have been not mentioned really in the volumes that have
been so far; and, i’m not going to give you the same thing again
happyface said; so, what you're

Reading here is new; so, you're not going to be going over
anything; so, each work is actually a stand alone work; and,
beloved and me would say “aho” if you got something; it, was a way
to auditorily exclaim things and be able to feel your beloved had got
things around you; served, a very good purpose;

Back, then statistical tended data inputted nationally was specified
by the service provider; and, such tender data personal input
information and was just sorta computerized signal data input; that,
can be and was fish from and a lot of input could be and was; with,
serious amounts of error actually; so

Precision, required and the deliveredness; assisted, a greater
feedback back then stronger even more hardwiredness that would
be combined back then; just, to gain a higher pro-fit from you or
someone else; and, that was a pattern back then that was actually
a bad pattern; a, commanded input of such a function and an acted
output was accurately;

Responded, to with an accurate conditioned to the second
formulated by the service provider; that, a problem would be given
you and service provider would've provided a solution you see; and,
national to personal varied output; level, of a specified amplified
economic design really; was a theory of a game called popularly a
has been; and, that was really what was being amplified over the
economic system; the, economic incorporatedness of a factor to
evaluate and define back then; was, completely found out to have
actually been fingerprinted to destroy certainly was;
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As, what’s happening here now in this year four thousand
twenty-six; an, option of a logistical sorted power of an economic
availableness was only just put from negative economic
inductance; and, you didn't have an economic egalitarian system
back then; which, you do now; because, you've got

Constitutional money; and, we’ve cleaned up oceans and forests;
and, that was an objective that became very important for the
eclipse movement; and, objectives that controlled the output could
be gained by the service provider that was desired; so, a single
input available;

Functioned, as an economic amplifier really; a, circuitry really is
existing with you and i and everything in nature really; that, you
could just say is an economy exchange; and, a control cause to use
an effect; also, yet a gained power to have delivered only not just
an amplifiedness of negative economic inductance; such, is

Magnetic and logistical; and, an economic amplifier was being
applied as a functional internal unique comparator; and,
presupposition that you'd be fallen into judgment as a strategy; and,
that such would cause you to feel some classedness that you'd
fallen into; and, that would evermore amplify that energetic
exchange; as, is what economics describes;

You'd, have been given suggestive programming; so, output input;
parametrics; might’ve, been a go no or a go qualitatively; where, an
exclusive option would be given to the service provider; like, the
switch of a rotor might cause a circuit delay or an instantaneous
complexity; and, pulling you out of what really is your own
emptiness to have popped mental construct in your brain;

Back then, how could you really be aware of what was going on on
the outside?; if, your right hemisphere was engaged, you'd, be
more adverse in behavior; and, if you're medial forebrain bundle
was more accessed to more internal milieu; and, when such
occurred it can be very easy for one to have not had much
awareness at all of the outside world;
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For, the outside world was only available to you as a result of yours
and my left hemisphere activity; which, is engaged in sequencing
mode sequencing behavior; and, such involves kinesthetic motor
sequencing; which, is what language is; get, back then output input;
would, be multiple; and, you'd have

Quite a bit of amplified forced negative economic inductance going
on back then; which, hey; a, bank wasn't in anything like it is now;
there, was no perception at all directing the currency; and, that was
the state of affairs and really had to be corrected; it, was a shocker;

Suggestions, would be applied in the media that was monopolized
to be utterly owned; and, was put so that you'd be just reacted and
responded; of, a probability with a suggestibility due; to, you really
basically having only a twelve year old advertised tv spoken
language in your brain; the, advertising that was applied was being
applied more as an amplifier of a force multipliedness; again, to
control input and relatedness; and, to predict a terminal output; and,
an energy that would be delivered;

Generally, a dirty energy and the signal controlled; that, received
either electronic hydraulic mechanical or magnetic function-ness
that would be amplified; upon, some characteristic that was some
engineered economic social contrived; rayification, of your self that
was just mechanical really; not you

Having, any soul; and, i know i’m only as an amplifiedness of
negative economic inductance; i’m, only just giving you a small
introduction to the kind of effect; that, some thousands of years
now; you, and i have backed away from such a heinous social
engineered conditioning;

Following, from volume one; you, learned how to draw out what the
deeper structure is of this beloved’s model; and, you're learning
about what’s more preferred as a mode; and, that that could be
specific as a map of reality; which, you could say is a wizardry of i
awareness as a world; in, what happyface is teaching you; the,
transformation is about you being
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Received, of a true healing therapeutic metaphor; where, your
experience is presented so this beloved can be found a way so
some prejudism can be reframed and transformed; and, whole
brain functioning therapeutics really can be seen to be based upon
what was effective really and practical;

Behavior, option of limitedness; implied, a model that certainly was
impoverished; and, such a map particulars; one, could look at what
was available more and what would be more beneficial to you; and,
you'd become aware of choices that would be more powerful; that,
is in fact; so, sick or crazy bad or not; it, be important that you'd be
realized you're not such; you're, not a behavior you can't be; so,
beloved would have some innerstanding of an i aware world more;
and, leave behind the bank-whores matrix;

As, in this i aware world you're more still silent and transparent; so,
whatever is existing really is options; because, an option that you
have to see self could be open; yet, could sometimes that not be;
and, could many who come to be received of a therapeutic
metaphor have blocks that can have blocked them from being
achieved of an i aware state more; a, session around the fire like
this you'd see happyface really seriously engaged in
transformation; and, all noted and were amazed; and, were able to
live life more abundantly afterward;

So, the brain happyface would teach; and, would do what one could
within the hour of that moment of theater; to, assist you to realize
your brain processes information from distorted deleted and
generalized; and, modeledness of the beloved’s neurological
processing shows that these three are universal processes; and,
that the territory could differ quite a bit necessarily; that, a

Map, could've been what influenced a behavior to have been
triggered; you, and i live the world on directly operating is not you or
i; so, a true healing therapeutic looks at the preferred modes of
your sortedness; and, how i aware and whole brain functioned is
your grammar and body language;
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The, medicine beloved’s grammar; follows, aristotelian logic and
rationale; and, comes from a very deep research into brain function;
that, was completed by happyface at new york university;
information, is stored in studios of space around your body; and, is
applied structurally for you to be able to see into the future; where

Most may not have been able to; because, it’s not easy to see
through what you're looking at here; yet, by having a spatial
relation; one, can see into the future and the past; both, in the same
moment; and, you can be looking back far enough as you can see
this; yet,

Such, sweet medicine could be found in the fragrance of the lodge;
influencing you; the, head over a man became old really; and, was
realized as just a bit of a hit on you; you’d, be boney’d; and,
buffalo’d big time; you'd, have been just grabbed aroused in the
spirit of a fighting; plenty, blood boy type faced; and, that your
medicine would've just been a sweet whipped chief defying plenty
blood boy; a, poor nothing daring shouted;

Non-therapeutics, just whipped riding the appetite of a beast; was,
the fat takers effect back then; a, war of tag started and ended; a,
hold took of medicine; that, was sweet though; and, with this the
walk began to now longer hide or be grabbing any flesh that had
taken over; for, instance any distribution of goods as the chiefdom
did; a

Mast, would be awakened in the community; some, were there that
night; and, one awakened one; such, beloved would assist you with
talk; and, signedness a beloved would be given you; you'd, be able
to experience a mature more as a beloved with a focus that was not
sin based; and, getting away from that; and, nor was that repented
principle being rebutting; so

Love, really was more your expressedness; there’s, no reason for
sins to be confessed for instance alright; such, really all of a sudden
was realized that because no victim existed there wasn't really a
crime there; because, what was
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Victimless, at that point before this movement took place;
partneredness, in mateship; was, always not necessary to be with
or without a togetheredness of any living necessary; yet, through
your common parlance and your culture that was familiar; and,
you’re committed keeping; not, in the past before the fat taker’s
effect was wiped out; dates, which is about when; couldn't, be really
considered; scheduled; because, just it being said that you're a
mind; which, you're not a mind;

How, could anybody ex-communicate anybody else?; it’s, pretty
ridiculous really; members, that were more familial would assist in
smudging and leading lodge; and, you were not instructed that
some priest was between you and god; you, were really ready to be
this father here; until, waitedness of some family; members,
inducted into the family more; would, be smudged and do a lodge;
it, sometimes was somebody wasn't ready necessarily for such a
thing; the, idea that your worth is on a piece of paper and some
record be kept; is, really taught for what it is; which, is untrue;

Records, and stuff what's that about?; its, not about anything living;
you'd, be asked by happyface to be actively remained a committed
and assist others newly beloved gain strengths; that, can serve
more memorably all to be more inspired and organized to be more
in service; to, be alming this movement; you'd, do everything that
could be to make sure that some mission you had would be fulfilled
for all of your beloved;

Happyface, taught how to make lifefood teem; and, dehydrate such
down; and, would apply lifefood and herbal remedies; to, assist to
help; and, would instruct those present to be more in calorie
restrictedness; but, it was a time when i met happyface that he was
a breatharian and not eating anything; and,

Powers that was exceptional would come into you you'd become so
empty; you'd, learn how to raise hgh and albumin to have a natural
edge in your life lived where family was; and, family hadn’t been
really before that time; especially, extended family; and, happyface
id see him many years later hadn’t advanced much in age; kept
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Quite, a youthful appearance physically fit; did, carry an injury; that,
was sustained by a family member of dakota’s mother side of
family; and, still carry those injuries even some ten years later;

All, the children would be very fast to be around happyface and
happyface’s feet; and, awakened faster; and, all thrived on lifefood;
and, were nursed on mothers milk for the first few years; the, child
was small nursing; the, mother ever young could be remained with
fertility all through life; happyface, instructed to do such;

Love, be offered; to, you for who you were inside for your self; and,
you'd be instructed to make your home in happyface as happyface
made happyface’s home in you; you'd, be instructed in how you
kept self company and much would be talking about your ability to
be living simply that others could simply live; and some

Instructions, in being able to be more integrated back into nature
again; and, the value of shade and the full hydrology of water;
would, be common themes talked about; natural, birth also;
because, many beloved sisters would be present; and, i'd be
present at gatherings around turtle island; and,

Shelters, of brush sometimes were shown how to be built; and,
tracking would be very common; you'd, learn about the use of
ethmoid; which, is your sense of magnicity and north south
directedness; and, you'd be also instructed more in the application
of your vermuranasal organ; that, was involved more in pheromone;

Moments, in between rounds everyone would come out and lay on
blankets and look up at the stars for a short while; and, it was in a
moment you could be so sensitive you could even feel movements
in the earth; and, happyface’s instruction to you that would stir
something unique in you;

You’d, be instructed of course that a dream would be dying with the
dreamer; but, you had a familiar voice to pay attention to; a, familiar
voice out of ten thousand; and, that one voice; upon hearing this
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You're, instructed to be open to such; and, you’d be instructed to
listen to the voice in your head even; and, that you were the master
of this guest house actually; and, that all thoughts were guests
actually and were visiting the guesthouse; you’d, want to be
completely empty and clear away all mental construct; and, if you
hadn’t;

Call, spirit here now chant; that, would be done in the beginning;
would, be coming from such a high pitched wail that you wouldn’t
have participated in nor heard or felt anything like that; it, was just a
sudden extremeness of a sun song you'd be swept up by; and,
certainly you'd be empty after that; at, the

End, of the lodge i’d sometimes retire; to, sleep on a cotton futon
mattress small; and, have a feather organic hemp cover; the nights
were a bit more cool because you’re very high up in the mountains;
yet, the days were scorchers really; yet, reoccurring dreams would
happen in the night for me; it, would be typical id be doing four
nights of lodges; and, sense would start to take a root and intention
be taken as a medicine for you; that, your guests would all be
leaving light from your guesthouse;

The, idea of thought and a dreamedness; a, controlledness; would,
be left behind because you'd be impressed with your own humility
in a manner that could cause you to be called forth of some vision;
yet, how relaxed your shoulders are; how relaxed your tummy is;
how, relaxed your breath is; and how lengthened is your inspiration
through your nose; happyface, would use words to cause you
suddenly begin to feel these things inside yourself; you, could be
doing something else; but, suddenly you'd be received of
information; and, you'd be awake after that; and, your face would
look such;

A, courted would come; and, beloved come the root of herbs that
were sweet; and, the babies crying i saw stimulate the flow of
mothers’ milk; and, happyface reminded those of the laughter that
little ones could hear before being born; dad’s, laughter of course
could be willfully preparing the little one’s souls; and
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Mom’s dancing would do your heart great wonders; yet, you'd have
gone beyond a courted type of behavior in your being; you'd, really
be engaged in an indogenous opiate type of life more so; and, this
would be something both male and female could be heard with;
that, an androgynous being and shared roles more; and, that you
and i we can all of us have equal responsibility; then, it’s possible to
have equal rights; anyway;

It, be cheerful that you'd be of instructedness; and, it would always
be of excellence a focus would be of such more; and, happyface
would be actively uncreating actually a lot more than any
createdness was; yet, i'm sure this introduction im giving you; this,
really comes from notes taken at madre grande at sweat lodge that
day; yet, young and modest and strong and handsome; you'd, see
visit; and, you'd dream; and, things would come quicker to you
afterward; and, dreaming would be spoken in a voice of a beloved
perhaps during the night in a moment of givedness to all;

You’d, say “i will speak” and you'd give your medicine name; then,
you'd speak out something into the space; could, be something
about one of the rounds of the medicine wheel; and, i remember
back to the first night family now was a makedness and a
partnership; was, better for you; an

Age within your own being would be reached; that, would just really
be a modest beautiful daughter or son as a child only; that, all was
within a field of meeting beyond right or wrong; happyface,
instructed all so you were kept from feeling anything you just were
so empty; that, any shameful feltness of embarrassment that
could've been;

You’d, become quite proud that in a family of beloved in alms of a
deep giving of excellence; you'd, be with a partneringness by
happyface; and, what was real would be your focus of things; and,
what was natural versus what was unnatural and supernatural; and,
then there’d be one beloved amongst all certainly living you'd have
a deep insight and innerstanding; a, modeledness there; ignorance,
would be swept away; of, out thought shamed did they; and, a
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Surviving, to happiness arising up out of nothing would be how you
would feel for many days afterward; and, its true happyface is a
neurobehavioral physiologist; and, it was scientifically shown how
numerous beloved had a powerful amount of serotonin afterward;
now, sweat lodge would do that of itself; and, also good strong
leadership;

So, we’re talking about thriving and awareness; and, not just an
experience but a way of life; of, maxims being taught to you of
whole brain functioning; and, a law of one's heart’s path; and, so it
was it’s true that we came from a moment where your behavior was
much more rudderless; and, you certainly had had a moment in
time where something dead had been above your head; yet, today
now this was a long long time ago;

Now, i am red dog and i will speak; maybe, you're sitting; maybe,
you're standing or doing something; because, someone could be
reading this to you; or, you could be reading it in your own quiet; it,
really was a unity that was political that was being given everyone;
and, an unity; and a spirituality that the beloved brought; and
medicine eagle and dancing cloud and sun dog and red cloud and
dancing otter and beautiful elk and emerald spider and spotted
eagle and rainbow hawk;

Loud, hawk; two deer; two dog; crow deer; medicine bow; sun
eagle; dancing butterfly; snow leopard; dancing otter; singing elk;
beautiful elk; red dog; looking frog; the t bird; pandora; the jay bird;
coyote; running trance; spotted eagle; yellow jacket; iron shirt; iron
cloud; beautiful owl; sphinxy; and, too numerous others honestly;
all, are just some few that i remember being present at some time
there; but, the beloved would come from all over turtle island;

I, want you to know that our emotional feeling in words happyface
would apply would be impregnated with perception of myth; and,
the power of such; collision, seen natural phenomenon; a, power
that conflicted of force and actedness; the, world you'd be drawn
into in the lodge and ceremony beforehand would be dramatic;
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In, a manner that the myth applied would cause you to fall more
automatically into an i aware world; and, try as hard as you can to
get back to the bank whores matrix; it, would have been impossible
after that point;

To, happyface the rocks that would be giving of themselves; all,
could cleanse; was, a medicine potent with life; and, pulsating; and,
was engaging in you a universe of a web meshed; which, as an
original; such, an object even inanimate be considered may this
beloved be free of the fat taker effect; a

Pebble, even a rock or a flower; trees, birds the bees the mountains
in the sky it was here where i found happyface naturally dwelling;
had a power that was so real yet extremely mysterious; now, the
flaps would be opened up and steam would billow out; you'd, have
a great connectedness to the living lives of the beloved around you;

You'd, have natural original time; and, a pace where children are
first; those, infirm second; then, elder next; and, if you're fit; get, to
the back of the line; and, get up to the front and assist happyface
assist all; for, this is serving this servant’s servant;

So, i’ve given you a bit of an extended introduction; so, i don’t want
to mince any words; certainly, happyface doesn't mince any words;
so, this is about you accessing your own communication wellness
mastery; you'd, be advised to pay attention to this introduction as
it’s got some of what you're gonna be received more of;

Now, as you fall into the first chapter; i hope you're kept excited as i
have; in, being engaged in the data versus just merely having
spectated alright; now; i, am the red dog and i is spoken; and,
everybody would reply; “aho, red dog; you, have spoken”;
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Chapter One
Biomagnoresonant, Vitalization of Lifeceramic
In Past Golden Ages

Discovering, ancient past cities under the ocean; and, under the
sands; realizing, that the giza plateau was time zero; before, the
earth shifted its equator; and, formed a new equator; the, equator at
the time ran right through the giza plateau; realizing, that the
pyramids were energy generators; and, were built at great
economic cost at the time; was

Applied, in commerce; those, that exist in coral in argentina;
assisted, run mills that produced gorgeous textile cloth back then;
yet, for me it was being given some ceramic shards; of, which i was
asked to read the tissue of; such, could tell me a story of their past
use; and, by deductive and inductive reasoning; you, can become
aware that much surrounded these shards;

In, relation to lifehouse sustainable community; much, discovery
has incurred in the analysis of materials; and, especially ancient
building material and material used for food preservation; continuity,
certainly exists between yonaguni island in the pacific; a,civilization
now underwater; and, megalithic stone structure on the other side
of the world; like, the pyramid of the sun; similar, units of
measurement were used in those buildings;

An, alphabet was taught to me by Cloud a long time ago; that, is a
phonetic alphabet; that, goes back into ancient history; and,
connects many modern languages; continuity, exists pre-Sanskrit
with Etruscan glyph; that, has been reviewed; and, much talk today
is more to do with their meaning;
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Geopolymer, ceramic shards happyface was given over time;
some, came from ancient seaports on the African coast; others,
from off the coast of spain; underwater, building applied various
types of geopolymer ceramics; lime, and volcanic ash were tamped
into large formwork; and,

Reaction can be observed where ocean water triggered enzymatic
bonding; element, would be hydrated bringing water into itself; and,
such volcanic ash; and, acidic element in the ceramic would react;
to, bond and create an enzymatic reaction; it was

Discovered, that volcanic ash had been transported across the
ocean; from, various regions; to, create different seaside
settlements in the golden age; pozzolan, crystal can have unique
inclusions to have a signature; and, that ceramic shards found on
turtle island here showed that it had been made in japan; certainly

Clay vessels were really a new item to the originals of turtle island;
yet, it is true that you can find people blowing ochre and lime out of
their mouth; spraying, the outline of their hand against a cave wall;
and, a rolls royce can be only a hundred miles away; in, places like
darwin in australia;

Modern, cement is only of a hydraulic type; having, low
magnesium; and, has much slower reacting time to set; which,
gives ease of transport and workability; yet, reacts and causes
carbon footprint to be increased; that, accounts for a large
percentage of global outgassing; that, lifeceramic does not do at all;
ancient, ceramic shards this researcher had; some, of which were
made with larger amounts of aluminum; and, not as much silica;
and, hydroxides and strong north negative element; as

Compounds of calcium silicate and hydrates; were, used as binding
agents in the past; material, analysis of such shards show quite a
variation from recent cement; in, relation to these geopolymer
ceramics; much, less lime was required; temperature, of processing
was much lower than hydraulic cement today;
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Small, amounts of lime can be shown to enzymatically react with
aluminum; can, be reacted evermore with seawater; such, was able
to cause greater longevity; and, i want you to know that lessons are
there for us; held, in such shards; even, still to this day;

Ancient, geopolymer lifeceramic is well preserved; and, certainly
was modeled to build various megalithic structure in the past; and,
have withstood numerous centuries of earth upheaval; lifehouse,
sustainable community has insight into the acoustical engineering
of structures built; and you can

See, how in the past such was applied; concentric, arcs enhanced
by resonant concave shaped building arrays; and, placement of
items such as large urns; for, instance helmholtz resonators were
definitely hung in the great pyramid of giza; that, assisted direct
acoustics in toward the central chamber stone box; such, a
resonance caused lintels to release piezomagnetic current;

Ancient, ports under the ocean today; contained, structures that it
can be shown today by grassfire logarithm how such structures can
store; amplify; resonate; and, absorb and neutralize energy; what,
energy you put out summons a like energy back to such; for,
instance all cultures close to the earth have a scale which goes
from a to g; from, violet to red; from, a finer frequency to a coarser;
and, such a scale energy comes in to heal your body;

Whereas, where the scale is going out and up; it, would have other
than allowed energy to remain nicely in your body; what, reason
would you imagine that pyramids found in the crimean region; that,
date back some thirty five thousand years are made with unusual
diamagnetic material coatings; that, is artificial ceramic stone; all,
such ceramic investigated has element within it; that, has a
therapeutic effect; for, those such stone is around for such has
been investigated; and, is observed to have far infrared ray
emission;
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In, convalescence it is for this researcher to share with you that far
infrared ray emission assists with vitality; for, those who have been
observed to have been infirm in one moment; because, little to be
no far infrared emission was in any material environment where
one beloved was living; such, can be felt as a feeling that the
environment around even is of some quality; that, causes you to
feel more warm inside; versus, cold;

What, causes you to feel warm inside can assist the blood to flow;
in, your abdomen and extremities; and, isn’t it such because lymph
again is flowing; happyface’s. empirical observation over many
years; shows, the efficacy of applying lifehydrate and lifecolloid;
into, ceramic; that, gives this ceramic a far infrared magnetic health
emission; and, decrepitness has been seen to be alleviated; many,
experience discomfort; yet, it is observed that sisters report a deep
moderateness of ovulatory and menstrual symptom;

Could, time be given to you; you, could actually become educated?;
could, many creative hours be gained in your life?; ease, was more;
insight, into far infrared clothing and earthenware; food, contact
surfaces; far, infrared of a four to fourteen um produced effects that
are thermal and nonthermal; as, peripheral vascular dilation;
vitalizing, flow volume of blood; regional, tissue temperature
becomes more elevated;

Such, a wavelength emanating from a material back to your self
can be felt intracellularly; and, such effects can be observed via
microscopic observation; cultures, can be vitalized; versus,
stagnant; thermographic laser doppler imaging has been applied;
in, clinical trials to show how scientifically independent confirmation;
such, as expert validity that’s been talked about here;

Two, rooms can be perfectly climate controlled; yet, an ancient
temple complex; built, with synthetic ceramic; can, be shown via
simply being in a room; surrounded, by such lifeceramic; as, an
ancient temple; versus, a room made with plasterboard; similarly,
environmentally controlled; one, feels more warmth in their
stomach; and, discomfort is reduced in such an environment;
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Thermographic, studies show quite radical effect; regional, blood
perfusion is increased; also, inflammatory agents are reduced;
studies, show how cox-2 inhibition is observed; via, far infrared
treatments; and, most could you agree suffer from decreased
microcirculation; plus, this researcher is into natural fiber for
clothing; bedding; and haberdashery; and, shelter;

Smooth, muscle relaxation is produced more; nitrous, oxide is
increased more; all, ever producing vitalization of your blood; in,
ancient times vases of a specific number can have been found;
which, act as helmholtz resonators; acoustic, improvement
occurred as a result of the analog sculpting (shape and form is a
language); advanced, acoustical insight was applied to help
descale; and, decloak pathogen; as, a pure note of a sharp c will
do; such, spaces that were made were made to actually have a
note; geopolymer, lifeceramic monument have been left behind;

Cloud, Two Children taught me much of what was passed down to
her; by, Two Feathers and Turtle; such, insights of
physio-psychoacoustics; and, how sound shaped plasma; and, how
all shape is also of a sound; and, this led this researcher into study
phonetics; and, further the phonetics of language; and, how sound
could be sent at the speed of light; how, sound affected spin; both,
inside and outside an object; and, how sound is applied to create
acoustic levitation; sometimes, cloud chose a certain time of the
night;

The, moon was on the exact other side of the earth; and, it was
during times such that i was instructed in feeling the effect of
magnicity; where, a rock that was turned in a certain position; to,
the ring around the fire; would, become obviously much much
lighter;

Psychoacoustic, knowledge was preserved and passed down by
such sages of time past; including, the Toltec tradition; here, on
turtle island; Tankasheila, meant one who had a vessel; and, the
sound “u” was for all who didn’t; Tankasheila, is Wakan Tanka’s
representative here in this time; inside, you here and now;
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Wakan, Tanka means simply holy parent; Cloud, told me that
people of a past here on turtle island; had, Tankasheila come to
turtle island; and, many times Cloud said that Tankasheila came in
the past; often, looking for shiny bones; that, Cloud said everyone
traded for soapstone; to, make bowls with; food, could be stored
and prepared; and, it held great value for everybody; living, on the
mississippi floodplains four thousand years ago; called, the bird
clan; Cloud, told me that in the time before that; there, was a cat
clan;

One, day Cloud asked me if I knew the originals had writing; and, i
said i had knowledge perhaps that such was existing; and, Cloud
showed me a beautiful embroidered seminole patchwork cloth; a,
ceremonial weepele; and, in that patchwork Cloud showed me what
the meaning was; I, was shocked that someone could simply read
the patterns; and, be telling a story from it; yet, that’s actually what
writing is; and, therefore

Cloud, said she had personally seen ancient tablets; that, were
being handed around; that, was definitely from a time when the
eastern seaboard; was, inundated with the mound building culture;
Cloud, said four thousand years ago; here, on turtle island; it, was a
time of spirituality here on the earth; of, the great chiefdoms; and,
the new york city of the whole world was here; on, turtle island;

At, a place called poverty point; the, effigy of the cat; Cloud, said
was connected to time of Leo constellation in the heavens; and,
such a mound is built in florida back then; and, then mounds of
turtles also; however, it was the mound of the bird clan that
flourished at poverty point; three, thousand years ago;

Cloud, Two Children told me that the crown of your head; and, hair
on top of this; actually channeled far infrared radiation back into the
top of your head; to, nerve and brain; Cloud, said the custom of the
originals was to coat themselves with a red ochre fat; and, would
keep the hair on the top; known, in modern times as a mohican;
yet, this style was the most common style of the gulf indians at this
time;
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Originals, at this time said Tunkashila would appear in a foam
house; looking, for shiny bones; of, course the atlanteans were
known for their metal called orichalcum;

Dwellings, were all put so you could tell the time of the day; by, the
shade of the sun; all, were aligned up to the pleiades; everybody,
was instructed more to sleep on the ground more; in, a position of
north-south; animals, and forces all represented a natural order and
language; that, was applied to describe things going on; however,

Cloud said that the Adirondack originals were amongst the longest
lived; built, dwellings that used the earth naturally as a blanket; and,
applied various minerals for effect in their health; which, is
something which if you’d be cared to learn more about this; that, is
another story;

Ceremonial, stones were used as power instruments; Cloud, said
that it would anchor specific states within the occupant; so,
inducted; a, great roadway existed in ancient time; that, connected
the south and north of turtle island; news, would travel up that road
fast Cloud said;

Cloud, had geopolymer marbles that would when kept in the dark;
glow, even brighter; and, when heated would also glow; and, such
would keep the light for some time; and, not diminish; other, stone
Cloud had as many times as she would spin it in one direction; it,
would spin exactly back the same number of times; so, you can see
the ancient ones had a very deep insight into the use of
geopolymer lifeceramic; and, such is why the lifehouse has
lifeceramic in its construction;

Cloud, said energy is round us; not, square us; and, semicircles
and arcs can be seen to have the effect of causing ever more
trance like states; spherical, spaces cause the ancient ones to be
aware that things were more circular; for, resonance identified; the,
ancient south africans happyface has observed to see built their
dwellings on a base of ringstone;
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“Everything, was much closer together,” Cloud said back then; “it,
hadn’t been spread apart as much as it is now; the, earth has
grown since then; water, didn’t come out of rock as much as it has
now; and, created the vast oceans we have;”

Cloud, told me much about radionics; and, how it’s possible to dope
a wave that’s being emitted with energy; how, color was used to
emit information; and, attract such; and, also the time of day to do
such; and, the reason for such; natural, material Cloud said
emanates an energy that comes back to you; the, ancient atlantean
tongue Cloud said was of a non-euclidean physics; yet, one
following a natural fibonacci fractal; like, a pine cone;

When, mars came close to the earth; all, the people could see it’s
features as clear as a bell; sydonia, was of the most interest at the
time; for, it’s striking features; that, Cloud said originals here cared
to copy; which, they did; and, also a lot of other shapes in the
heavens too; like, the dog star sirius; anyway,
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Cloud said ten thousand years ago dogs ruled here; there’s, seven
times the amount of dogs as there is beloved right now on turtle
island; but, anyway that’s another story too; red, black and white
were the favorite colors to adorn the abodes; and, synthetic
ceramic stone was made; and, brought into ceremonial medicine
wheels; and therefore

Cloud, told me how sound in the ground made; would, have a shaft
coming up from such an internal earthenwork; and, vocalization
within the chamber would vibrate the ground below; and, such is an
example of long distance resonant communication; water, was
known to be able to retain memory of entrainment; and,

Such, healing waters was sought on turtle island here; that, had
shiny bones inside it; and, some plants had shiny bones too; and
some plants had more shiny bone in it than others; if, a blanket had
some shiny bone in it; this, was a reminder to you of this principle of
what energy is emitted from you; summons, a like energy back;

It, would be for me to sometimes find myself in the dawning of the
early morning; sitting, at a campfire in the mountains; i, could’ve
been with Cloud for some many weeks; and, i would be spending
time learning about analog sculpting; whole, body calibration;
tracking; and, behavioral change work; of, the medicine originals of
turtle island;

i want you to know that what is possible for me to give just a little of;
here, to you in this story about lifeceramic; and, it’s radiant health
benefits; Cloud’s, wisdom passed down orally to me could be some
of it written to you here; and, so

Ceremonies, conducted by Cloud would be opened up with a
spinning; and, very low deep humming overtone; soundsongs, with
drums; Cloud, said such sound would carry over vast distance; the,
energy of your heart; even, as light would travel several times
around the earth in a second;
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Only, in recent times has modern science come to have some
insight into this; inaudible, resonant signal was glyphed with spirals
in artwork; and, pyramidal waveform Cloud said such travels
through the earth;

Cloud, said you could feel such by laying your body horizontally on
the earth; Cloud, said on a rock people would lay with their
fingernails turned over; with, contact to the rock; nonlinear, standing
waves are being applied more today; and, resonant nodal points do
exist; where, efficient transduction of resonance can occur more for
energy transmission;

Nature follows a pattern that you can find in pinyon pine; and,
everything else; like, your hand; and, having five appendages; et
cetera, okay?
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Chapter Two
Fat, Taker Was Rabbit: to, Produce Plenty Blood Boy

Happyface, spent some years going down to learn all about the bird
clan; and, lived at poverty point; and, had shards of ceramic
knuckles; that, were two thousand years old; Happyface, was
explaining how the ancient ones discovered how to shape ceramic
knuckles for a specific heat temperature given off; and that by

Shaping, these ceramic knuckles in a specific way it caused them
to hold their heat more; and, the reason for the application of such
was because wood had become more scarce where everyone was
in the village around poverty point; which, was a central hub back
then of a chiefdom; and,

“Shiny, bones were brought down back then all the way down from
the great lakes region; after, atlantis was sunk in the atlantic; it, took
some time after that; a, thousand years; after, that mining activity
got underway in the great lakes region about seven thousand five
hundred B.C.” cloud said;

“From, that time forward a great civilization was existing; and, it’s
said this is the longest lived and greatest civilization ever on the
earth; because, it had maximums from past golden ages; yet, you
can imagine as calamity comes to be;”

Grief, is important that this is healed up; and, happyface’s work in
whole brain functioning had been learned by various masts around
the world; and, had been applied with united nations monies to
assist to heal war torn areas of the world; as, in the pacific rim for
instance after the vietnam war; and, happyface’s insights in whole
brain functioning and i awareness; had, been taken aboard by
various beloved even as far away as australia at the time; and,
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I, know we’re looking back from the year four thousand twenty-six;
so, we’ve got to take you back to a time a little before this; perhaps,
some four hundred years or more actually; to, a moment where
really the fat taker effect is going on; and, you've got limited brain
function basically; and, you've got evidence of it; because, before
this point there’s no need for defensive fortification at all; if, you had
treasures you could just lean a stick against the open doorway
that's all; yet, as beloved become scattered and parentless;

You, have shama who step forward with various ceremony that
assist; and, the yuwipi was no exception; cloud, said that two
feathers and turtle had learned this from the cheyenne original
visiting them; yet, it’s a ceremony that really creates a seeming
state of sufferedness; that, you're brought into the quick of yourself;
as, a participant; can, you imagine being on a narrow cliff edge for
the night?; with, this beloved;

You’re, going to cross over a rope bridge; handmade, in the
morning; a, thousand foot drop is below; and, no chance is to
survive if you fall; and, the ledge is just a sharp drop off; and, as
you are there on this ledge now; as, you can be feeling the
circumstance of having to be of great care with each other there;
you’re, in a moment in life where you can have a heightened sense
of awareness more; and, also love for who you're with; and, a love
that can be seen by those you're with; it’s, an accelerated feeling of
love you're witnessing actually; and,

In, this moment you're creating more whole brain patterning; yet, to
do this a state of seeming sufferedness is occurred; anyway, i’d
heard much about such ceremony; which, is very theatrical; you,
come and you're participating in something which is more live
theater; and, depending on who you connect with; for instance,

Most beloved didn't have pottery at all; yet, if you did you might
have legends calling attention to such ceremony; engaging, more
water; yet, the beloved’s tale and version another such as the
pueblo making; who, have pottery; can have heard this tale
evermore put in terms of water beloved; such a
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Beloved, is heard of voices very deep; that, as you speak out into a
moment in this ceremony; what, you're saying is completely being
read by this beloved fully; as, tunkashila would; and, voices that are
strange and rattle; invisible; and, flicker of light; and, eerie i’m telling
you first when you experience such; and,

Blankets are put which happyface made a star pattern on; and,
such covered a thong of some rawhide; i’d, see happyface tied by a
brave called crazy horse; in, which the medicine beloved in a
ceremony called the yuwipi; of, which crow dog would also engage
others in such ceremony; and,

You, apprenticed and could learn more about absolutely the running
of such; which, is a ceremony which cloud had happyface begin
doing; at, a very early on stage; for, happyface was very good at
becoming the voice of tunkashila in any ceremony; it’s, easy for
happyface to be in this state; the

Ceremony is for a medicine beloved to sit in a center of a circle of
posts of a medicine wheel; which, around such hangs a cord of
medicine ties; those, participating in the ceremony have had a
moment beforehand; which, is a part of an integrating part of this
ceremony; also, a part of inducting everyone into this ceremony
which is done in the absolute dark; and,

Enacted, still such a performance of magic was very exciting for me
to participate in; because, you would generally be more of a blood
of this to know about it first of all; and, i was living in a world where
most could think that's just superstitious; but, i could see my elders
had told me to go and connect in with happyface and learn this
ceremony; so, this particular ceremony is a moment in time a
medicine beloved called silver bear’s life is saved; so, i’d get to
witness the miraculous healing that would transpire; the, days and
then years after that;
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Life, was given back to this beloved; who, would protect your rights
basically; and, protect your rights to a view; and, was a great host
of happyface when coming down to do ceremonial work at madre
grande after this day; for, me; red dog; i, can’t really think of a more
exciting moment in my life because you're going to a ceremony that
few to be anyone would know about; and, out of all ceremonies that
happyface did; this, is probably one of the most amazing theatrical
one of all; powers, that were very great one had; for, you could eat
lifefood; and,

Plenty, was you always go where the food could be grown; you, had
the best lands to be for yourself; and, this really was applied to
grow not to get paved over; and, there was no warrior culture; nor,
that sounded backward called arrow; no, such thing was of any
medicine; yet, as the

Fat taker effect of parentless condition exists; as, can be seen even
in animal studies; it’s, an effect that can affect one for life; and,
cause degrees of nyctophobia and scotophobia; which, are
unnecessary fear really; i’d, be going into a ceremony; that, would
be the darkest darkest i guess i’ve ever been in actually; i never
thought about dark before really;

Actually, happyface had really such a focus on darkness; yet, the
ceremony the most elaborate degree has gone to create that
darkness; and, that takes some time in preparation for the
ceremony; and, happyface had me assist; my, beloved wasn't of
any need much for an arrow; it, wasn't that some projectile and
such wasn't had; sometimes

One, needed to protect themselves actually; from, wild animals;
happyface, had grown up where his mother and father had been
very concerned all the time happyface could've been easily picked
up by a large eagle and flown off with; yet, you'd have to be more in
a seeming state of sufferedness;
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Much, teaching happyface gave could be innerstood that you could
be more yourself; in, a state more now of some pity actually; well,
because ceremonies were being performed to assist heal up grief
alright; yet, such ceremony was of no real need to have existed
until the fat taker had had an effect; and, from that moment onward;
warrior; which, is war really; and, arrow is just a version of that
spoke backwards; become, confused by the beloved; and,
scattered are given ways of the scattered white long legs;

Flesh, eating habit of pleasure got after pain has been served out;
and, so owing to time; of, a wanted; a, ghost-like mental set comes
to be; and, killed indiscriminately just like you would pick an apple
up off the ground; out, went such ghosted beloved; that, had been
born with a good brain; but, had all of a sudden been whacked with
a fat taker effect; and, the

Buffalo that used to cover the land; in, the morning next; sang, a
beloved that had become a little more plenty blood boy’d; and, the
night through continued; yet, buffalo roared; for, you to return to
your food; said, the buffalo; and, buffalo, told everyone to sleep
deeply and dream joyfully; yet, otherwise all would become more
plagued; and, that buffalo should be left alone;

Due, to you this beloved asked; and, plenty blood boy of a medicine
more of an arrow and projectile; in, went to the beloved of turtle
island cloud said; and, frightened the thunder like roar with an idea
that buffalo would be returned; darkness, happened though
evermore; and, the arrow that came forth about a song; came,
before the night; was, it awakened in you;

A song, ever more sacred; meaning, it changed the way you were
in your being; and, such a singing came into the tipi and went out
into the night; such, pipes and rattles were brought; and, medicine
beloved all called forward what needed to be done; being, this
which is what is fluid; that, comes up against a bank in you; that,
this bank inside you that is directing the currency exchange where
you are; becomes, evermore egalitarian in being; such, beloved is
to give others safe harbor and safe passage; and,
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In, the center of the tipi a large setup circle was; and, the camp
around me i was part of; some, sixty others that had all heard about
this yuwipi ceremony this night that was being held at madre
grande; do, should you what this i in you know is asked; you, this i
is real; as, you know you are this i; who, can perceive; yet

Words, such as “they” happyface would remind everyone; and, “it”
as an object; and, not you who can perceive; i, would witness
during that night a power that would come inside others; including
silver bear; who, had got the name silver bear in a lodge some
months before; an, extremely high pitched song was given all with a
very deep heartbeat drumming; all

Sat, around the string which i’ll have a moment to explain in some
time; but, i want to keep to this story of rabbit and plenty blood boy;
for, many can have been shut down to absolutely what should really
be essentially done; and, this is a ceremony which just pops you; it,
opens you up now; so, what’s indelible that's there inside; rings, like
a bell from you when it’s struck; just, like a bell it’s gonna give you a
note that's it; and as this

Note, comes out of you this medicine beloved; that's, bound and
tied and gagged and laid down in the center of the ceremony;
would, be as a voice of Wakan Tanka; the, high pitched wailing
soundsong would suddenly stop; and, you'd be just left with
absolute eerie stillness; silence, that would be absolute; it, was
deafening; and, the darkness of your being; you’d

Start to now begin to have lost evermore the boundary now of your
self; in, the dark inside you couldn't really know where you began or
finished; yet, you wanted to get this over with because it looked like
it might not be too comfortable for happyface; who, was the
medicine beloved at the center of the ceremony;
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Should, you; as, he is asked of you; this, power you have inside this
i you know you are; aware; and, bundled; this, i; you, listen and can
ever start to vision again; your, body i only is opened up as you
have affection; the, beloved over cried by all of us; up, sat to a
stranger; the, asked; and the

Lodge, into beloved braves; you, who had called forward for the
ceremony was; who, sometimes was called guessing red paint; yet,
could be anyone actually; a, blanket had covered happyface; who,
saw this beloved brave young who had come earlier; for, a pipe;
and, sat for a moment beforehand;

In, the lodge; a, beloved spouse; whose, civiled in-laws;
excitement, would be of all that would be arriving beforehand; of, a
very great created theatrical moment; you'd, be getting to come and
witness a medicine beloved i’d longed to connect with; who, truly
was versed in this very ancient way; and, who

i was hungriest most for because it would be rare id be connected
with anyone with such a deep insight into language and the
nonverbal component of language; and, it would not be uncommon
for me to have a message so solid in my head which would be
assisting me;

I’d, have emptied things out so unbelievably; each, moment in time
something happened such as a ceremony; it, was for me back then
to have fallen ever quiet for many many days afterward; something,
within me was healed; so, from such great excitement; this,
ceremony is created; and, it’s a tale really where the camp all are
arrived as braves; and, plenty blood boy and the condition of rabbit
would be not an uncommon kind of a theme; anyway;

Most, could never get to ra-ra before you clear away grief; and, i
was very interested to learn more about the integration of loss;
typically, one part that's a loving part; could've, been a bit faulty;
and, another part which is a caused of a separateness; is, a part
where perhaps terror is
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Personally kept; and, those two have not been communicating with
each other; can, have left you not really being one; in, such a
ceremony; though, you could have maybe been born one; and, you
could've been made two maybe three or more; yet, it be suggested
to you here;

To, see yourself having been born and come into the world as one;
yet somewhere there you can see you became two or three or
more; yet, over the days that would happen after the suggestion
given; you’d, see those parts of yourself that had become
separated; you'd, see them becoming more integrated into one
again; and, you'd see that that was what actually happened; ochre,
paint was put on happyface’s moccasins and leggings and shirt and
robe; and,

Happyface, had been then wrapped up and tied after having been
bound and gagged; and, laid down after that in the center; and, this
particular evening; a, couple of beloveds assisted with the
performance; as, well as myself; loud, hawk was one; and, a
newcomer from canada; who,

Happyface had been training called crazy horse; it, was quite an
elaborate preparation i’d been participating in beforehand; because,
it took quite a bit to get this dark of itself; and, quite a bit of
excitement was around and outside because of making the prayer
ties; but, that’s another story;

Passers, would pass by happyface; seeing, not did you; yet,
outside just sitting; was, various couples; that, had come that were
together; and, then there was several other braves that i knew; yet,
can you imagine actually the tiredness at the end of the day of your
being now; where, you're ready to be received of a great deep
medicine of dreaming maybe; because, it’d be a state just more like
a dreamingness maybe; yet, the story of anyone who came in with
such; even, the uncle of a couple who had come to the lodge;
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Entered, this beloved the first; to, speak that night after the
soundsong and drums had suddenly stopped; loudhawk, and crazy
horse had modeled for the rest of us what to do; and, assisted with
the running of the ceremony; yet, tired was happyface; yet,

To rest; to, down lay; this, uncle who came to the lodge; that, had
entered; first, we would be reached this magic; you, could hear
such a beloved being indelibly reached with happyface’s response;
yet, it was through the camp before hand; children, running all over
the place whilst you were doing what you could to get thing done;

Kids, had the reign of the place as far as happyface was
concerned; and, many were just dodding and staying around
happyface as much as they could to get attention; and, returned
would you you could've had a lot of rabbit before hand; and, you
could’ve been really plenty blood boy’d; this, i in you that

A phantom could've been there instead tell said; this, beloved; you,
take this to be your flesh; and, fat; all, be given you of lifefood;
you'd, have what is wanted all; eaten, had; who, had come
beforehand; ever, learned more; that, buffalo; the, parts now just a
skull; happyface, applied; was, what had been left over and given
ethically that had said “pick me”; and,

Your, liver and your marrow and your fat; would, be of your deeper
wisdom and insight; you, were lifefoodarian; as, the beloved were;
and, this is how the children were fed; always, fed first by
happyface; meat, fresh; into them; was, lifefood; not anything killed
that had suffered that you'd be given some pleasure from; all, be
turned the passing of a few; made, happyface would see what was
going on in you; something, would come back more very indelible
that was wonderful; and,

Names, as wonderful wolf; and, running trance; and, medicine
brook; and, medicine bow; medicine bow, had his wife; and possibly
his mother in law and the baby on the way; yet, everybody who
came would be in wonder; and, some bones that were given to
happyface from cloud; would, be
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Picked up and run away with by the children that day beforehand;
you'd, pick things up as you would've found something like a shell
on the beach; you, had to get things ethically; you, couldn't be felt
of any pleasure downstream of pain having been caused that was
wrong; yet,

Rabbit, was where it was described from deep sleep; which, is your
state during your day in i awareness; you, could've come out of
slightly and been dreaming; which, is very fictional and made up;
as, you know; because, it’s a dream; and that's unreliable because
it’s fictional; and, you'd come into another very fictional state; which,
is only seven plus or minus two chunks called wakefulness; yet,
happyface would remind you even in your deep sleep; awareness,
is; and,

Awareness, is beyond these other three states; because, you can
be aware you've been in those three states; yet, because one
could've only been drawn to just be conscious perhaps; and, not be
in an i aware state; you, could've been

A, little bit like rabbit; which, is the prince of a thousand enemies;
everybody, wants a bit of bunny fluff; so, that rabbit was gifted with
a pair of very fast back legs; and, could quickly escape; yet, to do
such you gotta really breathe flat out; your, hearts gotta go flat
strap;

The, human potential movement in america owes a great debt and
acknowledgment; that, happyface did at the very beginning at a
learning center called esalen a long time ago; where, fritz perls;
and, virginia satire; cloud two children, had connected happyface
to; and, also another brave called white feather who had land in the
big sur region; who, has passed this on to her daughter at the
moment; that, night i’d meet people from all over turtle island
actually;
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Happyface, had been the teacher of those who assisted teach
warner erhart; who, began esalen; and, also l. ron hubbard; toward,
the end of ron’s life; who, had begun scientology; happyface, was
connected to a small crew of beloved braves; that, under cloud two
children; was, awakening the beloved of turtle island to the
application of activity for the therapeutic behavioral change; it, had
been noted at this point that a form of this had began to be called
hypnosis; yet,

This, really was the art of storytelling and subliminal communication
really; and, all would learn some things from happyface about such;
yet, only those who would go through the full training would get to
learn about the use of the vestibular sense; you, can

Learn more about that by attending a training or pick up a training
manual; but, i’d be just cared for you to be learned how activity can
be applied for the therapeutic use of some outcome; typically,
where the beloved present would be living life where your mind
ever had befallen quiet;

Wizards, shrinks; the, shaman is one who works beyond ordinary
states of consciousness and can be traveled somewhere; yet, not
have gone any distance; happyface, was very adept at semantic;
and, familiar indeed as an author of the writ; and, was the most
sane individual i had ever met; that, much that i had thought was
not insane; i, learned was really actually insane; okay;

The, vestibular sense is your sense of homeostasis and balance;
not, taught by others; but, began by learning from cloud originally;
that, your state become more optimized you're able to apply more
vestibular sense of things; and, this is something happyface is very
astute in; happyface, said this assisted in helping anything in
becoming more indelible in your head; as,
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Anyone would connect in about anything; this, ceremony that i’m
talking about; the, yuwipi; was, no exception; you'd, be naturally
drawn to the principle of i awareness of an organized self; certain;
based, upon ancient atlantean originally and toltec teaching that
had influenced the gulf originals here very much; yet, as cloud
pointed out; similar, to the dogon in mali;

I, was learning how to isolate parts in behavior; and, how it was that
it was possible for someone to be put into a trance to bark like a
dog on command; and, not know they’d done that afterward; the,
stories i could tell you about are just really funny; but, i’m sticking
with just letting you know about this ceremony;

Happyface, had had a western training as a neurobehavioral
physiologist and blood formation specialist; was, versed in colloidal
biology; yet, probably was the most unbelievable behavioral expert
that i’d ever met; and, anyone i’d talked to beforehand said such
about happyface;

Happyface, had the capacity to read you like a book and could tell
what was going on even with animals at a distance; happyface, was
trained in qualitative; as, well as quantitative investigation; most,
are only quants; and, not qualitative investigators; and, most
wouldn't know how to

Hold anything still enough to count it; yet, this is something
happyface is masterful at; and, especially how the vestibular sense
is applied to have a confluence in your behavior; and, how the
senses mutually influence and interact with each other; what,
integrated congruent associated behavior is;

No one, on the earth has a greater taxonomy of our sensory motor
complex more than happyface does; he’d, been given such a deep
insight from the toltecs about such; its, absolutely priceless what he
had a deep insight into; it was
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Shocking, actually; you'd, be just left stunned honestly; and, how
such systems that were your multiple channels were based upon
sub modality use; and, such neurology and senses be applied in a
complex of an ecology; you'd, be focused on what's more universal
inside not individual; and,

Be, moved more toward an i aware society; that, is the body we all
have; beyond, the one you're personally in; which, is important first
of course; a, systematicness of your body and mind; as, a total
health system; beyond, just lifefood; yet, applying whole brain
functioning; that, you are

Experiencing the benefit of a culture between each other; and, i
was absolutely shocked honestly how amazing it was; as, you were
asked to have only framed things positively; and, have kept things
at your own personal internal development; what, that did actually;
it, just chopped away a lot of rabbit; and, plenty blood boy behavior;

Now, i call it plenty blood boy because it’s basically ultimately
getting an armed prostitute; just, a term to describe one who is
gonna have a shorter life; is, gonna be flat out running around
having said; just, before you pop out of the burrow in a moment;
you, would have been thinking; you,

Hope that the eagle isn't going to me-eat you; just, before you're
completely out of the hole; you're, looking around; saying, you just
want to go over to the fence; hoping, that the wolf won’t see you;
this, is the sort of fat taker mind that slowly creeps into someone’s
head; that’s, their world not an i matrix world; as, happyface would
leave you with afterward; especially, after such a ceremony as the
yuwipi;

Reality, really is more the territory; and, how accurate is the map
that you have; but, it is a map it’s not the territory; happyface, is
giving everyone an i aware map inside; i, want you to know you can
preside over more an inner kingdom over the whole earth in a
non-localized manner; and,
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Empower you to get behind this eclipse movement; and, learn more
whole brain functioning technology; and, clear away the limitedness
of a map that can have other than allowed you to have an enriched
experience; that, you've cleared away what's fictional;

Complex, equivalents are typical; are, not reality just sorta some
behavior that has been thought is equivalent to which it isn’t; yet,
you've got preferred modes of having sorted information; which,
can have been not necessarily whole brain functioned; and, is more
a neurobehavior physiological conditioning; as, you're awakened to
whole brain functioning; to, the application of systems represented
by your sensory motor complex; and, through primarily how
happyface has been connecting with all around the world;

Happyface, has continued on the work cloud began in the early
seventies; of, the last millennium; now, we’re into this new
millennium; happyface, is shepherding us as a sage in this
aquarian age; i, hope you're paying attention; these, two volumes;
volume four and volume five; is, really the technicians’ training
you'd be receiving as a beginning six day more or less; and,

Information, you're getting right now is a smattering of what you'd
be received of in such a training; those, out of balance would say;
expressions, like out of kilter out of whack; off, your rocker; loopy;
which, describe whole body movements and are vestibular words;
as, all words describing whole body movement are; such, as is and
on; up, and down; and, words which relate to time; before, and
after; and, even words such as time is now having become
suspended for you;

Systems, of a representedness; and, the way your motor
movements are; allow, the body to be the mind’s experience of
itself; every, single word you use has a physiology; you, live what
you speak and speak what you live next; and, i’d hear happyface
speak so directly to you in this ceremony; that, your behavior was
absolutely fundamentally changed afterward;
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Instructions, very clearly would be given to you as to what you can
be doing now after you have received this awakening; you'd, be
asked to look and see how you can see; maybe, feel or maybe hear
something where you are in the future; and, you'd be asked to site
this now and take a moment to do it; and, now i’d hear happyface
say; “go, ahead and let this what you're experiencing now in the
future moment; trigger, i awareness you have as a state now”;

Happyface, would use presupposition skillfully; and, in essence i
awareness and whole brain functioning is founded upon the
principle that information can have been by deletion distortion and
createdness; enriched, or not; pleasure, and interest create wbf;
how, the vestibular sense is being applied allows you to be
remained integrated or not; and, is the

Integrative element in behavior; and, that there are preferred
modes of sorting information that you can be allowed more to be
living in the whole of yourself; and, with a wisdom being given you'd
be able to say no to things that had been harming you and others;
you'd, start to feel evermore excellent and more competent in your
life; only, whole brain functioning and i awareness is more than
what’s being said here;

You, and i are living in a global world; where, your beloved are also
everyone in an orphaned country even; including, iran and syria
and north korea in this day; for, that was a map that had been
artificially drawn only back then; that, was of an artificial map;
happyface’s, family was all over the earth; and, as family and as
individual too; you, and i beyond reached; an, experience of an i
aware mind that is the spiritual relating; and, innerstanding of whole
brain patterning; and, a framework for behavioral change;

Applying, the eight frames of excellence taught to happyface by
cloud; and, a mission to get the bank back inside who can perceive;
and, not have left that in a fictional entityish lalaland; your, identity
became evermore an explored discovery of your self; of, which
nature and the sound of the crickets would ever come in more;
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You'd, be left with the sound of running water for instance; and,
WBF levels and layers and directedness; you'd, automatically be
given instruction that could even have been forgotten completely;
yet, you'd feel so amazing afterward; and, you'd just be carrying out
what was this overlay actually; once, you had been talking with
happyface; so;

These, volumes of the path of hollow bones you can have been
reading; is, just really giving you a smattering of an insight that's
being written to you; which, is of a very rich oral tradition; which, is
only possible for me to touch on here; but, transformation and this
process of your response having got back being communication;
your, mind; the, word

Hue-man means mind; and, what presupposition has existed; and,
experience and awareness you have be existing; all, other filtered
levels got cleared away; you, realized that having a belief that didn't
require anything sensory based; is, a way you could've said a lot of
made up stuff and thought that was real; which, it’s not;
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Happyface, would have you focus in the training on excellence; as,
the primary mode of focus; not, what doesn't work but what does;
and, through individual and partnered and group initiatives and
experiential based medium; you'd, be taken beyond the cold steel
gray seats of a convention room;

Where, a lot of beloved had been being head-ucated before;
children, again would be given again to be in the dirt and water;
and, in the woods building things with their hands; and, have that
against part of their whole being; absent, up to that moment back
then; and,

You'd, be given skills and tools during such training to provide a
whole brain patterning more; and, insight of the vestibular sense;
that, is behind your nonverbal and verbal sensory complex; insight,
into the internal sensory motor processing application; and, ability
to be able to observe this by your movements on the outside whilst
you're engaged in your thinking process; body, part movement and
whole body movement would be noted; as, a window into the
internal matrix of your mind;

A, developmental order was taught by happyface; that, centers be
developed before compulsive behaviors could've been where none
should’ve been; that, you'd have learned things more in a
developmental order; you, did have a father; yet, most around me i
noted hadn’t; and, it was true were absolutely fatherless;
happyface’s, words back even then was “give this son his father on
earth here in heaven who is of warmth of blood; and, not of what is
cold”;

Your, ability to have backed away from the fat taker effect back then
was because of this work; your, reading and learning and listening
to at the moment; and, the process you'd be engaged in is very
dimensionally stellar; you, and i live in a stellar universe; where,
we’re being given evermore deeper insight into actually a three
dimensional being more; taken, from
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A, flatlander reality; but, little tests would be put to you; and,
depending upon your own thinking; exposed, your ability to be
qualitative or not; most, would display evermore irrational
illogicalness; until, it was you'd learned more how to critically be;
which, was your playful self actually; more, timelessly; you'd, be like
the mouth opening up into the river you'd see;

Whole, brain functioning would be being applied and you'd be
learning things in this ceremony of the yuwipi; yet, from the sweat
lodge beforehand too; and, the firewalking; and, other experiential
based learning you'd have beforehand; it, was really action packed;
and, wbf and i awareness today is an epistemology; along, with
colloidal biology; lifefood agrarianism; economic egalitarianism;
and, the vestibular sense; such, are only a few of the
epistemologies that happyface influenced in the year four thousand
twenty-six;

Most, schools of thought are pragmatically educating and you could
come to become more gifted; yet, it’s homeschooling that comes to
be more after happyface has said that an agency; absolutely, does
not take the place of a parent; and, it was never of a circumstance
that happyface could ever see that an agency could ever take the
place of a parent; most, of the behaviors corrected that night i even
felt myself; as,

The, sickness that was being healed really stemmed from a
psychomotor condition; and, none could say the parentless state
one had found themselves was not a factor in one’s early death;
perhaps, before happyface had given you this intervention; like,

Silver bear this night had been given a very serious intervention
that would turn everything around for this beloved; that, would have
good health for many years afterwards; when, silver bear was
looking at only having a month or two left given to him actually;
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Now, happyface was a genius; i, don’t know of anyone who could
explain inverse gravity as happyface had; who, had too numerous
books written; one, was a praying mantis on a bicycle seat; which,
was really about the horrors of the sexually rigged convention
everyone was living in at the time; another, was on

Body flora which was really that your cells are not the original
building block; another, is educating beloved how blood is formed;
but, happyface was very adapt at coefficients and technical
information; and, did describe to everyone how the
service-providewhore had been applying coefficient technical
changing rates of time; to, get a repeated commodity given;

Testing, by shock on you; that, such a coefficient would demand a
supply of a brain drain; that, translated be determined; just, as
letters in a formula; and, you'd be just a commodity too; traded, as
stock; your, all-caps self; as, happyface’s son was being traded
back then before this time; just, a coefficient of an infant decedent’s
account; and, a bid and performance and payment bond; and,

Bid, on as stock; and, prices really of economy you're in; that, was
once where the bank had just been left to be with a provide-whore
who just over time started to feel; that, individual beloved imagined
by ghostedness; that, that beloved owned everything; and, was
really actively ghosting; reckoning, that

Boney was the one; and, so that gave that service provider
permission to pay for the international police; and, the U.N. was an
absolute farce totally; obvious, because no one had ever in history;
you, can see; no, one had actually talked about banking or how
money is created or anything; so, it was just really obvious to
everyone okay;
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The, overtake for the ripe moral public; collapsed, delivered by an
urban wrecking ball; you'd, have paid for; not, the service provider;
you, just were looking at a squalor before this time of eclipse
alright; and, lifehouse sustainable community and i awareness; the,
tv news and what you'd get off your laptop was atrocious; obvious,
just tainted atrocious; just, like

The NY post you could see was an absolute lie; and, dangerous
actually because you didn't learn at the time really that children
were being gagged and drugged; and, it was things like that the
emperor went on to read about; that, was just about a system out of
hand really; and,

The, emperor really did need happyface to help correct this stuff;
seemed, like there wasn't a more intelligent being on the earth to
the service provider than happyface; according, to his brother
coyote; everyone, was always very excited to get ready for a
training; which, i would be helping with; which, would be held in
eight weeks or so; which, is a technician's training beloved would
come from all over the world to; you'd, come away with an i
awareness from being with happyface;

Before, eclipse you were just rayified to have had a black square
put above your head; everybody, was just praying to something
fictional at that time; not, something that was living which is of
warmth and blood;

A, condition got as as a substitute; phantomed; holy, ghosted; as, a
behavior in you; you, couldn't have known what was real versus
what was fictional before that time really; and, such a result would
be like an equation really from the service provider; which, via
negative economic inductance had enslaved you with that system;
which, wasn't a system for anyone’s children;
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Say, you got one alphabet soup land letter in terms; and, another
alphabet soup land letter; and, solved a matrix this inverted finally;
you, would have ended up with a bank whores matrix instead; yet,
through ceremony like this yuwipi we’re talking about here; you'd,
be given back your original i aware matrix; that, allowed everyone
to live in peace on earth; back, in the golden ages; and, ushered
back in a moral compass for all not having been put before this
point;

I, am red dog and i will speak; the, smell of sage wafted over
everyone during the night; honestly, it was absolutely a fantastic
show; lights, would come on in between the prayer rounds; which,
prayer in the originals’ tradition was you dancing; you, giving
yourself in a dance actually; you'd,

Give forward of your voice where you were; and, a voice would
come back so tranquil from happyface; yet, all were in a seeming
state of urgency; for, it was you could be felt for the medicine
person in the center; drawing, you to bring out of yourself and be
efficient with it;

You'd, be listening to the crying and weeping; some, laughing; yet,
mostly it was for some crying that beloved spoke; and, i could hear
happyface caressing your soul with this wisdom; and, i had rarely
ever found a soul evermore tuned into language; and, i became
aware that happyface’s theory of the ionophoric theory had
influenced works that were looking more at language as a crystal;
and, it seemed more what happyface was talking about with
everyone;

Books, came to be written more to assist resolve conflict; and, the
idea that you are creation comes to be more; not, you as an
observer being separated from the object that's just as a reflection
in your mind; you, were drawn more into what is real versus what
was fictional; and, you were seriously backed off having had any fat
taker effect; you, were left feeling still and silent and transparent as
your original state; and, without any mental construct at all; you're,
able to be in your spontaneous creative intelligence now; okay;
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Following, an i matrix world; you, disappeared the false overlaid
format of a matrix; that, was really just computerized and
mechanical and cold; that, had caused sixty two percent of the
beloved at the time to have been milgrammed; they, absolutely
would have killed you if

It was on a piece of paper; and, some authority seemed to you to
be present; yet, you wouldn't have known that that was just a
fictional entity back then; and, not a real beloved behind it; and, it
was back then you having been ghosted really; and, it was
sickening to the service provider as well;

To, see an innocent man honestly; just, having his hands up in the
air; just, being shot like that in oregon; too, much of that going on at
the time; rogues, doing their own thing; everything, started to be
seriously undone really; and, it was realized that a serious peter
principle was existing; and, government was not protecting any
property just ripping it off actually; and,

Individuals were using that system because there was no oversight;
you, could easily just retaliate against anyone as happyface had
been retaliated against; happyface’s, child kidnapped and
practically put to death; and, shipped across state lines illegally;
because, you apparently werent the father but the bankwhore had
made self to be;

Unless, you made a claim; which, happyface had; it, was by
presumption that your child was abandoned; the, estate i’m talking
about; yet, happyface had never given anyone ever any permission
to give any such service; which, was no service whatsoever
happyface cared for; yet, you're living in a time where the agency
would just ingratiate their own self into your life; and, if you
participated in protected disclosure; you'd, be retaliated against by
the work-whores; and, that’s wrong; very;
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It, was a time of peace during that time; yet, a yellow fringe flag had
been flying over the courthouse the whole time; because, no
government had been formed at the time; and, a private corpse
was just managing the situation and doing an extremely bad job;
because, it had grown from protecting private property to
completely having not; up, to that point happyface is giving you this
teaching; as, the eclipse movement now; apparently, a time of
peace yet during the production of war for a new world order; and,

Lining, the coffer of a private bank; pope, boney’s; and, let’s say
referencedness of a time unit per spent dollar; that, was just shifted
around for the provide-whore and not you and i; because, the bank
at that time is in just a fictional lalaland; all, had been waking up;
and, it was just

Ripe to tick the box yes you wanted reform in banking; and, it was a
time of a feather and a hammer floating together; yet, remember;
we’re, backing away from the fat taker; and, happyface’s designed
ceremony and insight to assist you clear away any programming
overlay; that, would leave you with your i aware state of being;
which, is you being an original;

By, the time happyface is underway with eclipse; the, service
provide-whore has appllied a computerizedness; to, learn by
adjusting such as a commodity; how, you and i everyone would've
responded; for, instance the

Gasoline price could be just represented by a letter; and, by a given
pressure of economically under withdrawal; of, such commodity; to,
the nation; a, sub-dociledness could be just steered anywhere; and,
a tendency to represent all just as a factor; that, be another system
evaluated;

To, necessitate more testing and shock; sometimes, three or more;
so, the economy of the exchange and the description of what would
be sufficient to give the provide-whore; with, the provide-whores
outcome not yours and mine; just, enough information for you to be
deceptively left sufficiently; that,
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Letters would be used to represent time; evaluated, as a
denominator; in, a latter of a round inner formula of a coefficient;
the, beloved would all be shocked; and, gasoline was a nice
commodity to just be using; to, learn such;

I, am red dog and i will speak; i, was listening in to beloved’s voice;
and, all were doing what they could to language their condition;
and, i was just really shocked how all seriously were of a
manchurian language; what, was second was put always first;
what, was first put second; beloved, were focusing more on what
was not; also, what the problem was; and, having dug a problem
hole very deep; yet, that wasn't really anything to do with the
outcome; nothing, at all; and, so i’d hear happyface caressing
everyone’s soul; and,

All, were being drawn further away from a condition of the fat taker
at the end; you'd, have backed away so far from; as, happyface
would go onto say; a, letter; something dead; a, symbol; a,
functioned differential total; as, a defined reduced expression; on, a
piece of paper only; would, just be represented by your all caps
self; which, isn’t you; an, uppercase appalation is really talking
about an estate which was put in your name; stolen, actually; and,

Happyface, was fed up with his trade name having been
trespassed upon; and, others having ripped him off; stealing his
property; and giving fair warning of such; yet, those officials
involved were not gentleman whatsoever; those, involved with
dakota happyface’s son having eventually been just kidnapped;

Wouldn't, look happyface in the eyes ever; and, never knew
happyface; only, happyface’s child would have been used for their
own personal gain; and, dakota would have to be his own blood
daddy; where, his own blood daddy had been taken from him up to
this point;
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Much, of these volumes have been written; together, just as one
integrated work really; so, if you haven’t read the first four volumes;
maybe, you should pause at this point; and, go back and read to
get up to par where we are; and, i’m going to be getting on with the
yuwipi ceremony in a moment; yet, there’s a few more words i’d like
to have with you first; happyface, would often say;

I, am red dog and i will speak; the, result happyface would say of
such a programmedness just computerized; would, be that you'd be
left just to be insignificant; as, dakota lake has been; happyface’s,
son; who, has been born into a world; who, as a child is to have
experienced up to this point; being,

Without any fathers’ rights whatsoever; none; could, it be for the
reason that so many boys could be found in the state of nebraska;
than, any other location on the whole earth; is, that just the reason
of the supersoldier program or something; and, that a finder be
used just to get genetic properties; for, being removed away from
both parents it’s very important; and,

Y’know, the idea of really putting someone through such enormous
trauma as dakota had been put through; was, that all part of a
supersoldier program?; to, get ever deeper evermore armed
prostitutes to commit legalized sin for society?; hmmm, i wonder;
anyway; you, certainly would have been made small; and, the letter
as an alphabet soup symbol; and, the commodity which is dead
coming from an agency which is dead; because, it has no central
organized nervous system;

A, subliminal from your brain stem up; without, any of your
awareness really; that, a transformedness; due, to just an alphabet
soup land speaking; which, it can't; it’s, just words coming from
something dead; the, effect of a sale; a, change of a state of a
partialness; just, as another letter of that alphabet; and, general
other letters related in equation to change and isolate the change
rate; of, your response to the condition imposed; and,
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Always, you'd see exercises running at the same time; so, all just
became seriously aware of that; just, alarming actually; and, it was
really really sloppy bad; it, was obvious a rogue non-government
had killed a president and started all the wars; and, was really fully
engaged in allowing a psy-ops operation to be run on everyone;
just, because of cells within cells; you, didn't have to really know
because how could you?;

Everybody, had just allowed a service provider; yet, that created a
very serious dangerous situation even for the service provider;
happyface, cared very much to create care in everyone’s minds in
this situation that had occurred; because, blame was not part of any
conditioning but a de-conditionedness; you, didn't need that to
know what to do to assist correct everything; that's, all; for, this is
inside you not out there; okay?; now, let’s get back to happyface;

Transformation, is constant remaining inside you; you, can be
reframing anything that’s been brought up for you; you, have a
resource state large enough all stuck states be collapsed into such;
you, have constitutional money; you, really had perception in the
direction of the currency again; where, you're not at the whim and
left twisting in the wind to be whipped around; because, someone
could control the sale of petroleum at the time perhaps; or, change
or cause some desired outcome by a replaced constant;

A, change suddenly in the price of a commodity and availability; all,
not necessarily independent of each other as a variable; to, this
moment all you've considered in your own mind is your self to be
just an object; which, you’re not; you're, more than just a variable of
a letter; or, a worth on a piece of paper; that, is not described of
something you who are perceiving; but, only of a property you
possess not others;
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You're, not just an assumed product like petrol or a sale of an effect
of a function; each, amount be defined by some infraction; that, it’s
just too numerous; it’s, not right that any qui tam be put really; as, a
bounty hunter the amount of money saved by all beloved on turtle
island is just too enormous to calculate at this point; and, what
happyface is giving is a voice of a common consideredness; of, too
numerous many around the earth in all the countries; that, is just a
worldwide condition; not, something just localized;

Eclipse, pulls you out of only being considered as a commodity;
you, begin to participate now in the data; for, happyface is given of
his estate to this state; and, given of his signature to have paid off
the debt; everyone’s; that, your corpse is not trumped anymore by
the service provider’s corpse; so, that doesn't work; also, a claim
has to be made or settled; and, happyface’s claim having just been
misfiled; and, said it’s just been misfiled just because the clerk
didn't have an envelope for a claim today;

For, anybody who is of a common law claim; which, is the only
claim you can have; for, everything else is only just a complaint; so,
at this point who is supposed to have done their job; haven’t; that, it
could've worked given office-whores had done their job for the

Service provider but they absolutely hadn’t; none, of them; they, all
just absconded matter of fact; and, the service provider found
evidence such; so, happyface would describe qualities and the
function of your vestibular sense in your thought process; which,
you can learn more about now; and,

Happyface, has given an instrument which all can look and observe
where whole brain functioning is happening or not; you, can know
what integration is and congruencey is; and, associated behavior is;
and, it just wouldn't have been possible anymore for any negatively
inducted overlaid programming to work at all; and, this is the
answer; beloved, also had to be deprogrammed; demanchurianed;
for, the service provider had created a bit of a horror alright; and,
now let’s get back to happyface and the yuwipi ceremony;
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A, form of an instruction would be given that night before any
ceremony; and, you'd be smudged and partake perhaps of the pipe
ceremony; and, accordingly each beloved brave; would, be
confirmed more through such smudging; ensured, the one
awakened as a medicine beloved presiding in the ceremony; we, all
be given a mind of a service; that, where you felt bathed and
cleansed; you, had a memory of such recorded by those witnessed
around;

You’d, be inducted into a family; asked, and invited could you be of
this mission now assisting in a fellowship as a brotherhood?; as,
braves; so, units of this awakening that will be newly forwarded;
and, votes ticking the box yes would be recorded eventually in this
movement that occurred back then; as, all were involved in a
moratorium and a year was taken off; such, things changed
because of that; it, was unbelievable really; but, it was an important
instruction happyface talked about that all did assist; it, just made
sense;

Music, and song would be a part of the ceremony; and, good hard
giving of your voice in soundsong closing the ceremony; a, desired
testimony and a witnessing bearing; you, being new; were, given an
opportunity; such, testimony given by beloved bearing a product; of,
what was visual before you and

Spoken was this great gathering of beloved around you shown in
song; that, you can remember singing; others, playing instruments
sometimes in that night and evening of string and song; you'd, see
braves sitting around in a relatedness with birds; that, groomed
these beloved;

All, be more mohawked in style around happyface; which, was
interesting to me; it, looked handsome; and, listening would happen
with a reverence of time; happyface, would say your attention span
is only twenty minutes; and, continually something was going on;
yet, you'd feel bathed
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Through the lodge and goings on with the leaves; and, lifemusic
and soundsong would be; ghosts, and entities and what was
fictional would be cleared away; you'd, be given a feeling like you
just had a fresh bath or shower or something; and, you were no
longer just a subject of gossip talked of a number; and,

Instruction, was given to happyface to open; and, soundsong was
drum of a heartbeat during the ceremony; and, presiding that night
were other masts that had spent quite some years; and, some
awakened ones; and, one awakened one whose name was jon who
i remember; who, was the major monk at madre grande at the time;
such, presidedness would be given by this awakened one who has
since passed on now; and, the members and beloved of this
service being given in this yuwipi; being, conducted by happyface;

A, shaman; a, road beloved; you'd, be welcomed with a small brief
as to what would ensue; with, some instructions for yourself after
the ceremony; and, this session was finished you'd be carrying out
what instructions would be given inside this here now; and, you'd
have begun with music and you'd end with music; and, i’d hear
happyface do that actually sometimes; happyface, would say “you
can hear the sound of running water”; and, everything would have
been put inside that; and, you'd have forgotten what had occurred;

All, you'd be left with is the sound of running water in your mind;
which, was so peaceful; and, with a medicine name and a
smudgedness and lodge; you'd, be felt that you were cleansed
completely and more integrated; and, the opportunity be of your
finding such confirmation;

In, the service you'd give others as this servant’s servant; you'd, be
inducted into this order; as, an original again; not, some separated
name of something else; it, was just an address; an, uplifted spirit
would be this service this night; you'd, feel bathed of an ensured
assisted future;
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Sustainableness; you'd, be confirmed in your mind to be left empty;
an, original again in i awareness; as, a beloved surely you'd be
made by such confirmedness and smudging; for, happyface would
see you be brought forward by another mast; a, beloved; you'd, be
smudged and prepared; for, such

A ceremony; at, the end of such a session; you'd, basically have an
alm; and, a mission; and, a statement made that was well formed
within yourself; and, a referred obtained brave assistedness
awakening; to, a mission within yourself; and, an ability to increase
the movement; and,

Braves, strengthened would be given opportunity evermore for
awakening; and, awakening a visitedness of the whole of turtle
island; awakening, to this domicile; you, participate in this data;
and, not have just been a spectator; that, time be filled from your
own emptiness requested; may, you be left with a situation that was
appropriate; your, family members and extended family you'd
become active evermore in your visitedness; with, everyone of such
a mission within yourself; of, spreading i awareness and this eclipse
movement now;

You're, using your awakening to be the awakened one around the
masts you've drawn toward you; to, assist coordinate this
leaderless moratorium; this, headless breath the world is in need of
having taken; to, have found out how money is created; which, at
this point most didn't knew; yet, everyone knew the banking was a
very evil system;

Alming, this movement would be your mind stated by a body being
present; your, assisting obtain the work of the movement; and,
awakening to missions opening up areas of safe harbor and safe
passage for beloved; all, over the earth; that, this become again as
it was on turtle island during the time of the great federation of
united nations; society,
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Happyface remembered that night; quite, indelibly; is, being given
relief now; and, a quorum of awakened ones affiliated came over
time; i, became connected evermore to; and, i saw masts ever
being formed around me; and, all became ever unstoppable; it, was
the word of Wakan that was being nourished; and,

Be, must your converted again to what i awareness is; which, is
original; that, all needed was a resource state large enough be built
all stuck states be collapsed into such; and, this was one of the
elements that all needed to have to be able to reframe one’s own
condition; you, can have reduced your story to nothing; and, the
second element all knew beloved braves were given was a
responsibility of a deservedness to assist transform all weaknesses
to become only a sling; that, happyface would've put them in; that,
all was swiftly flung into the distance to be disappeared in the past;

A, stronger you grew; you, applied such awakening happyface is
giving you here; and, the arm and muscle; of, your body be your
property you have to life; and, this be an i in you from an emptiness
where you are; an, unreserved letting go is grown; the, means by
which can have a deep insight into what can challenge and be
challenging for any beloved; it’s, possible for you to have questions
and answers that can give greater will; for, who you beside are
walking; will, who turns constantly; can, you who is of all as love is
of this beloved; be, a friend to who is new; that, comes in; okay;

I’d, hear happyface remind everyone that evening during the yuwipi
ceremony; of, leadership in the area where you are; and, explaining
the roles of the awakened one and masts; beloved, would be
introduced to each other; and, a comfort and a kinship be existing;
and,

Anyone that was new was always welcomed incredible into giving
service; and, typically would've been smudged of course; and,
attended to braves that had been invited; and, you were
encouraged and challenged to be able to calibrate and question;
and, give evermore answer and time to those who were
investigating i awareness in themselves;
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You, could be an example to a mate; and, do things together more
than you could individually; and, this movement of eclipse was
assisted with such a deep fellowship existing; a, referral of family
and beloved active; and, those that were new to learning about i
awareness; it, was

The mission of those around to awaken to a mateship and a family;
you'd, be invited to serve; and, in the north you were reminded of
the buffalo and all your brethren who have come before you; and,
you'd be smudged and be opened up; to, allow circumstance; to,
chart the indelibleness recorded;

You, could remember and recall and felt a family kinship of a
totality; and, projects existed that was about the welfare of one
beloved who was recently widowed by wrongful death; her,
husband had been killed in a recent war that was going on;
assisting, the opportunity to serve; and, other members truly cared
to get involved in those new coming in to be given support; safe,
harbor and passage; and, together you'd be asked to serve and
celebrate; you'd, be brought together because of your sense of
common fate; and,

What, you enjoyed to celebrate and party too; and, it was explained
that no priesthood or condition existed between you and Wakan;
hollow, bones was the word of a nourishment given as herein to
you; and, what current condition was interesting; an, invited
commitment to adapt; and, confirmedness; and, a smudging be; a,
testimony of a convert’s new strengthened being; to, bring in the
path of hollow bones; all, were encouraged to take on what was
excellent; and,

Give, this to your family and other individuals daily in your outward
livedness; which, this is the meditation you're asked to be engaged
in; and, for those that had been a little bit less active; and, also
those that were new; you,
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Felt confirmed and given a medicine name; an, i aware state came
to be; and, you were able to evermore see where someone was on
the path and had discernment; or, not; awakened, ones connected
with each other more on a regular basis quietly all behind the scene
of things; and, masts all came and moved around; and, many knew
each other; and,

Enormous, family actually was built; and, happyface primarily you
could find if you came through one of the masts; the, awakened
ones provided more executive coordinatedness of i awareness and
eclipse; and, masts served as leaders locally more; and, assisted
supervise various missions about lifehouse sustainable community;
and, whole brain functioning; and, all were called to serve Wakan
more for the earth; to, bring about this new spirituality; and, usher
everyone into this age of aquarius;

Efforts, given was more a guide that a plan developed; from, benefit
for family individuals; happyface’s, path of hollow bones; beloved,
braves were invited to assist help plan various goals and initiatives
and activities to assist the movement; returned, is this beloved
without any mental construct in their head;

“i, then speak” said happyface; “beloved, you this taken; lifefood, be
the flesh and fat;” and, happyface said; “get, rid of mushroom
strategy that you would've just been grown on bulldust and kept in
the dark; there’s, a way; ideas, of your children not being first be
cleared away; that,

Your, children be remained first; and, those infirm second; and,
elderly after that; and, those who are fit at the back assisting me up
the front; and, a brave who was young as a child you are of this
universe; no, less than the stars and the heavens; let, be all for you
that’s lifefood; which, is
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A herb; you, look behind the laggedness of the lustlessness of your
child that could've been only of dead food; that, you give life for life
begets life; and, such nourishedness you search in travelledness
this tribe of originals; that, beloved were given herb; where, died
had an animal beforehand; all, just starved really by a
threatenedness; a hunger with you your weakness having been as
a fat taker; yet, you're, an original;” meanwhile

You've, come from a time of a hunting wrongfully; and, a warfare;
war, as raw spelled backward; and, a ceremony as magic and
prophecy; as, plenty blood boy taught; an, infant’s mind peaked; a,
mountain under; perhaps, a four year olds thinking; powers,

Certain represented each; arrow, that was of a medicine; that, was
really forthcoming to you in song actually and ceremony; that, was
you being able to save yourself more behaviorally; you'd, be shown;
and, down took a mind where it or they had been given a power
over you;

Such, a ceremony bundle would be performed to come a turn each
of you happyface gave in that night during that ceremony; and,
thanking that was given by the braves a bundle accepted; and,
rabbit was dropped; and, plenty blood boy gone; and, you this

wonderful child be remained; and, all count-selledness and
the-rapey; was, known for that was; a, service from one who had
knowing or familiarity of you; and, a tribe of originals yours;
became, an order of instruction received; you, went beyond just a
four year olds reasonedness; and, remaining will i awareness in
you;

A, beloved could carry back a bundle that was wrapped in the skin
a fox gave; as, such ethically was left just as a shell; applied, a
bundle under an empty place of a pointedness; an, original
wonderful child be welcomed again your
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Seatedness was in the circle that night; in, the dark light would
come forth; in, the loudness of the song; such, beauty given in such
sound; you'd, be opened up who was closed before; you'd, be
passing as like the sliding you'd do down a mountain slope in the
snow; and,

Four, rounds were in the mode of the medicine wheel that night;
and, where no one knew entirely how it was disappeared; yet, this
child wonderful be present; and, you'd see the owl in your vision;

white; worn, on a forehead; you'd, have this vision white painted a
body evermore; and, sometimes it would be a fifth session; yet, the
circle i was in that night; four, such rounds were; and, at the end of
a crook long; an, eight foot pole be born for represented there by
the medicine wheel; and, to sing;
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A, rattle was painted with the body of a happyface; a, rattle made
that light would be given off from; and, four rounds be; a, feathered
headdress; a, bonnet; a, carriedness of a time past of a brave dog;
and, the third time in the third round; a, head sticking with feathers
and eagle too; and, yellow for the east; and, green for the south;
and, blue for the west; and, white for the north; the, coyote was the
second round i remember; and, all came back to the east; which,
was of the eagle; which, was started from which the west that had
been finished with; was, about our brethren-ness and buffalo;

A, shield that was worn; a, dress very unique; and, a whole beloved
came from a nearby hilltop that happyface had seen last that day;
and, all were before him now; i, remember them looking still this
beautiful child wonderful; fear, was disappeared; love, came up
inside you; you, were

Taught to get rid of all unethical got element; because, you didn't
want to be part of anything where sufferedness was above what
you've done; most, story was story told by those ironing a shirt with
a fish; and, those in this crowd in the dark that night saw wonders
before performed;

Arose, a beloved after; curious, through what had occurred; a,
chanting; sitting; a, lodge had been put and together as i had said i
had assisted to be in darkness that night; a, power human; not, of a
mega or a super or you being lesser; yet,

A wisdom extraordinary of a beloved certainly as was the
cheyenne; who, i am connected to; such, wore this brave medicine
of a way outward was the side of the hair; cut, as a mohawk;
turned; the, buffalo be reminded you were in the north; of, all
brethren who had come before; and,

Quick, of talk and walk to learn you found this happyface; and,
alone lived who as a Wakan Tanka; this, i in you; as, a child a story
given that night; of, a husband who had passed on; a, woman long
before all also; natural; you'd, be
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Left with knowing what’s unnatural and supernatural; cleared, away
it would be you who would be regarded this only begotten child;
that's, been with you ever since your birth; such, a beauty as a
sister; who, have to tell her child she had lost her brave in a war
faraway; happyface, would integrate for her a deep ever caredness;
she, had such dignity; and, yet a way to go forward you'd see a
better day;

Can, you feel this path of the heart?; it’s, the red road; can, you lay
your head against this bosom?; can, you carry yourself ever
forward for all who are unborn?; can, you be moving and grooving
and telling me truly; is, there another beloved really other than
you?; there’s, none more sured more east inside than you; and, the
stillness and silence and transparency; let, the seed and nut be the
fruit here be for all; let, you live more as this beloved; i’d, go ahead
now and recanopy the trees;

For, in a time gone by perhaps you were this child; and, maybe it
was of some legend where water was; but, you'd be of a tale and a
version; perhaps, like the pueblos; a, making of a pot; the,
usefulness be where this pot wasn't; you'd, learn about the path of
uncut wood; and, a voice strange; and, the rattle invisible; the,
flickering of light eerie; while, happyface lay wrapped and bound
and gagged in the center; a, blanket with a star covered; and, thong
of rawhide; with, an up-tiedness;

A, beloved as a medicine brave; in, ceremony; it was the yuwipi this
night; and, during an enactedness; still, to this day i have such a
performance of magic; i, feel so empowered that even the memory
of that evening gives me goosebumps still; you, be of this son given
this fathers’ rights back; let, this be you of this heart’s path; and,
therefore

With, that happyface i remember had completed this yuwipi
ceremony; and, now you could've been listening; sitting; and, some
during the ceremony were as guards and standing; having, done
some things assisting to all; you’re, learning about communication
wellness mastery; i, couldn't give you a better story more here at
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this point; it’s, full of all we’ve been talking about up to this point;
you're, learning about anchoring and imprinting new behavior; and,
you're getting an example of how a resource state is built through
an experiential based medium;

Change, would be occurred more through the pathway of
movement in you; which, is the broadest pathway for behavioral
transformation; i, am the red dog and i have spoken; and,
everybody replied “aho, red dog; you has spoken”; and, all then
would get ready for another story; that, would be coming;
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Chapter Three
Rabbit Boy, and the Holy Ghosted Spider

You, better know; nature, close up; i’d, heart happyface say; you,
better know really what’s natural; and, get rid of the unnatural; and,
stop thinking about the supernatural; because, it’s primarily just
rearranging furniture in the upstairs room that one; original,
condition is in a parasympathetic mode; ninety, percent of the day
you're supposed to be more in a relaxed mode; not, hyper mode;
yet, many back then in the year two thousand sixteen; were, in
hyper; and, super mega pump you up mode;

Children, had been taught to go up the scale not down; so, energy
rather than coming in as it does to repair children; because, they’ve
been taught to go down the scale; back, then children were only
taught to go up the scale; on, purpose; it, was always known that
go down the scale and energy is going to come into you; but, only
teach a child to go up the scale; and, that's gonna be an act of war
on that cunt-tree; because, energy is not going to be able to remain
in your child;

Teaching, kids to narrow in before anyone should; like, counting
and reading and writing and arithmetic; you, stimulate more cortisol
because it requires you to be able to narrow down; which, is the
opposite of how you are in nature; in, nature you and i have more
peripheral focus; you, and i live in more parasympathetic relaxed;
so, human growth hormone can be released naturally; no, barbie
and ken was before white long legs; no, barbie and ken to trundle
off a GI joe; no, exclusive gender on all the phenomena of nature;

Everyone, is simply a beloved; and, souls are; roles, had yet to
come to be; a, bank-whores agenda; and, you having agenda; was,
mostly to be able to get plenty blood boy; yet, to do that you had to
create rabbit boy; you, had to create that prince of a thousand
enemies; where, silence is your original condition; a, false dialog
would be put; that, dialog was a dialog similar to cats growing
leaves and trees meowing;
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You'd, have to create a weak ego; to, get plenty blood boy;
because, a bank whore needed armed prostitutes you see; to,
sustain the condition of the fat taker; all, of course just
bootstrapped; because, it’s a peter principled system; blind, and
lemminged; and, a trainwreck getting ready to crash; yet, it does
have a remote control in this story;

Trauma, created at a young age; before, your mind could process
things; a, fight where creativity would ordinarily be was very
important you see; to, create plenty blood boy; plenty, blood boy’s
organ had to be owned; done, away with it what the mother
would've cared about; a, note could be left on the fridge for you if
you were a young boy; about, the operation; your, mother was
excited for you to have; she, can have known better absolutely; but,
went ahead anyway and you'd be sexually mutilated;

A, mother in those days was very ditzified and hysterical; caught,
up in empathics; not, able to serial process at all; typically, the lower
bowel was inflamed; and, lubra lips would be being displayed;
showing, such; mouth, would be slightly larger than it should be;
stomach, would be extended;

Tight, junction fit of the l. salivarius and l. plantarum lifecolloid in
your intestine; generally, was bridged; and, strange indigestible
protein that ordinarily would've been kept out; was, allowed to just
be there in the blood; and, dopamine and serotonin would be not in
balance; so,

A, slight agitated polarized aversive state would be general; with, a
nice amount of misandrism to top it off; it, would be generally a
mother who wouldn't even know what a whole penis was; she, was
just saying she could raise boys but she had no idea honestly; if, he
was whole she would've raped him; which, she did generally by
breaking his sinecia; so, he’d no longer be a virgin; it’ would be like
a father not knowing about a hymen; mothers, were absolutely
ignorant about boys at the time; selfishly;
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The, population of turtle island had been wuf’d; white, upper class
female’d; their, own social moray put over the whole culture; so, if
you were korean let’s say or japanese or asian; but, not white; you,
were taught to feel ugly; and, her humor was only ever her own
superiority; and,

His humor at the time was about putting himself down; it’s, an
extremely sexually rigged convention; where, she’s covered; he’s,
to be stripped half naked to start with; all, art books have penises in
them for the coffee table; no, such thing as a vagina though; not, for
public; and, cloud calls this the vaginaless era;

You, wouldn't of had your own thought back then; to, get rabbit;
you, had to be thinking other beloved's thought; which, that's insane
you can't do that; you, had to learn to clear away what was not your
thinking; and, the little bit left that was yours;

You, were asked to ask yourself if there was anything better; if, you
could feel you could come up with something better; you'd, know
what you had come up with wasn't truth; better, to know nature to
be close; is, who originals are; yet, conquered controlled
manipulated;

Nature, as man; you, could see a daddy white long legs system
actually; a, system where you're being socially engineered at the
time; extremely, evilly; because, no one has a right to socially
engineer like that; especially, how it has been back then; all, being
shaped so that wars be created and going on; and, if you didn't go
along with it you'd be just an orphaned country; treated, with
absolute disdain; no, beloved was considered or ever talked about
really; it, was only about alphabet soup land doing this or that at the
time;

All, papers were owned; monopolized, utterly; and, serious
codependent love songs would be in the background non-stop;
otherwise, you'd be reminded to get into ra ra; you'd, be
love-bombed or monarched; or,
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Blue beamed maybe; and, you were full on project open eyed;
more, than thirty leaders at the time were manchurians; full, on
utterly; no, president ever worked for you and i; the, president
worked for that bloke; and, that was completely obvious; not, a
minor condition at all; yet,

Better, it is to be aware of nature and be close more; is, who you
are as a an original; yet, conquered and manipulated; you, create a
rabbit boy to end up with plenty blood boy behavior; a, mega super
bigger; yet, on turtle island; as, in on other continents; flies, and
rolling with the wind; and, hopping and creeping; and, running and
crawling; swimming, and growing; all, you can see including the
rocks you are related to; relations, yours all; aho mitakuye oyasin;
is, a word you'd use when you were greeting other beloved;

Word like happyface would use the sound of running water before;
then, you'd get the induction; then, you'd again be hearing the
sound of water afterward; you'd, forgotten what happened in
between; and, mitakuye oyasin was a word used such; related, to
all are you; find, have you; a, flower the smallest; even, a life colloid
and colloid of life of which it’s made; that, is the smallest building
block of our cells; your, cousin the birds; your, sibling this coyote;
and,

Brethren, who have come before us; the, buffalo; all, animals and
beloved is yet also you this specie of wo/man; a, circle this in and
arriving and ever returning universal whole of totality; the, earth
witnessed by originals; said, happyface know you as a prince of a
thousand enemies;

Plenty blood boy; that, comes about from rabbit being created;
which, is a condition of a limited mind function; you've, gotta have a
mind of an infant; and, you've gotta sort of forget intellect and go
with groveling as much as you can; you've, got to have a lot of on
or off and not anything in between;
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Your, response has to be more polarized with don’t won’t can't try
must should but only; you, have to be a breath holder; bite, your
bottom lips; pick up things all the time in your hands; whereas, she
wouldn't do that; you, have to be about just fixing everything really;
and, you have to be content with only being the subject matter in
any and every story at the time; and, for her to have only ever been
in the story the object of desire; and, you have to have been okay
with that sick paradigm back then; just, disgusting and despicable;

Absolute, sexism you'd be go ahead and be asked to be fine with;
WUFs, at the time had extremely strange ideas about males; like,
the womens encyclopedia said little boys didn't feel any pain when
they were sexually mutilated; it, was only from their absolute cries
of agony observed; that, little boys feel pain just as much as
anyone else; not, less; yet, it didn't stop a nonstop sexual mutilation
going on; boys, were not being left alone at this time; they, were just
being mauled; pimped, out to be armed prostituted; prepared for
that; gangstered, in the head;

You'd, be forced to play smash face; and, you'd have the vestal
virgins cheering on; an, instrument of unhappiness would be put in
your hands; already, you'd, have high IGF; you'd, be raised by
those who hated their father positively; and, certainly you'd been in
a family where all would've

Bitten the hand of the father that gave; you, wouldn't have been
allowed to be accepted of any dream catcher; certainly, not;
absolutely, not; if, you were like happyface you would definitely be
considered to be a pee brain; and, you would've been considered
dumb; and, keep the boy away from such a beloved; they, would
mess the whole program up;
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You'd, have to have got to used to your body as a male being
ravaged; and, the crowd roaring if you got gored by a bull; they’d,
be going more more more; entertainment would be him risking his
life; possibly be snuffed out in actual fact; for, her she’d be close to
the fridge where the milk and cookies were; you'd, be told hey we’re
going to pay you a little more; get, father out in the cold and fix the
roof; or, get out under the car and

Fix that; and, get paid a little more but you have to pay for
everything see; so, it’s completely not an even deck; and, he lived a
shorter life the world over; and, this is basically what you call rabbit
boy; shorter, life; so, if you were rabbit boy you were the prince of a
thousand enemies back then; and, everyone wanted a little fluffy
bunny;

So, this is really a continued story more for you here; you, really get
it; happyface, wants to put an end to rabbit boy and plenty blood
boy type of preprogrammed conditioning; because, remember
you're living in a time back then where it’s the mega this the mega
that; if, you're a boy you don’t wanna be just hans the woodcutter in
the beauty and beast story see; yet, in the days of old; long, before
the first foam house came; and,

White, long legs brought the fat taker effect; which, basically is
you're gonna be parentless; and, he’s gonna have to be prepared
to be a little armed prostitute to commit legalize sin; and, to be able
to easily milgram and kill you on orders; just, it being on a piece of
paper; and, that's the problem; for, the service provider has created
an absolute horror on the earth for self and everyone else; and,
that's what happyface was witnessing he wanted to put a stop to
once and for all time;

This, story i heard as i came to meet happyface in colorado; some,
time ago; up, in the mountains; again, it would be a story time in the
evening always around the campfire where happyface was; and,
you'd be given some story;
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Happyface, was a masterful storyteller; and, would do everything
happyface could to assist you to become better yourself; the,
coyote would show you the flip to things; and, would generally do
such more leaving you with some humor and things; yet, a hero;
the, bravest; and, the same with iktome; though,

Iktome, would engage you a little more in; more, deep; possibly,
stickier type of conditions you'd have to be released from; yet,
imagine a time back then of the buffalo grazing; and, the elk and
the deer; and, the birds; flowers, and the fish; and, the streams and
mountains; and, all that is standing around that’s tall; a, cord of a
navel; around, which the winds spin; is, a common togetheredness;
a, tight condition; a, connection to each other; as, you and i are part
of this one web; and, say all the older beloved as wise one;

Things, all living; life, to you be given; such, an urge; and, the boy
would have to have back then; have, courted with the anti-social
side of life; and, she would be done what she could to be kept fairly
innocent; all, would be put to be of an urged thievingness and
lustedness by the bankwhore; and, having a daily life as a slave
work-whore performing hydraulic electrical mechanical function
that's all; rayified, just as a machine was; yet, life that was daily; in,
the past as a beloved; featured, import;

You, would be given to; you, are responsible; you'd, be of a empty
mind; not, one full of mental construct and an agenda; and, life
would be breathed; may, you fall and be tricked at times some; it, is
the heroes of this culture; the, west at the time was the furthest
from; the, stories all that you'd become more aware of your own
created condition; and, common characteristic; importantly, would
be being described to you more; in, myth; that, would isolate and
draw out; a, deeper insight; and, in lodges and in ceremony;

A, foundation back then became evermore once the fat taker effect
was under way; you'd, hear stories of rabbit; and, the making of
plenty blood boy; lamented, the life to be returned and arrived is
this beloved; yet, a lake icily crossed this beloved; as, your
witnessing back then;
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Holocaust, that had murdered some three hundred sixty million
beloved by war alone; very, evil; a, drown ISM of brothers; wolves,
as a west wind of children; twinned, out; cloud, happened to be the
oldest of a twin; who, looked exactly like cloud actually; yet, many
like features of the region of the lakes great; here, on turtle island;

You, find myths of creation; as, a prominent component of lodges;
when, you're being received of a medicine; in, a grand way; you’d,
be with the origin of life begetting life; and, not with cooked dead
food; a, spark and a flint charged in often; as, our sisters are
engaged evermore in a great intelligence inside; as, already
indicated; such, beloved have a fantastic intelligence for the
storage and containing of lifefood as seed; and, always had a very
powerful associatedness with art; and, basketry and educating and
healing;

The, spider also was the trickster as iktome; and, tricksters would
trick you into outsmarting your own self; and, doing coup on you;
so, your self outsmarted finally; had, iktome; and, again life would
come; never, this beloved; you’d, be told had this beloved; as,
iktome would unpackage and repackage your behavior; and, iktome
would often in these lodges be heard saying “i roll with the wind;
top, one out come i; moon, the battledness even; one, i; yet, fight to
tried; you, the moon for have i; mates, mates mates”;

Iktome, would sing write words; and, remember; iktome, had the
ability to put anything into your language; and, iktome would
purposefully not remember any words right; mix, words up; yet,
you'd be getting a deeper insight; becoming, more aware of a
language crystal; and, you'd be given a strength and a magic in
such; a, power is here; and, the song of boy rabbit; plenty, blood
boy; remembered, beloved thought iktome; be, quick as you can
but take your time; and, would be heard saying to rabbit boy;
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“Hey, up me cut; to, up me tie; here; boy rabbit; than, mega bigger
super; more more much am i; me, at look; him, about; bother; get,
the farther away; and, be man-aged; the do men-ial task; for, it's her
that will in-her-itance; not, you; you're, mal-; which, means not
formed properly; you're, not to ever be seen as a school teacher for
young children;

Young girls all will only ever point the finger at you; because, the
beast is their daddy; and, you only have the power of hans, a
woodcutter; so, i'm not looking at you”; iktome would say if iktome
was her; and, iktome would act very jealous if iktome was her; with,
all other sisters;

Reminding, everyone about being the object of desire; iktome,
would remind her that good girls and god; are, great; and, bad boys
are bastards and banal; of, course colors would be used as you
know; cold, for him and warm for her; he’d have to get used to his
pipi being able to be seen in public; yet,

As indicated no such thing would be of a statue in public that had
any labia or any featuredness of a vagina; because, keep in mind
you're living in the vaginaless era back then; and, for her it’s a show
and tell going on; yet, that's not for him to do;

She’s, gotta get used to going to the beauty contest; he’s, gotta get
used to playing smash face so others can be entertained; he’d,
have violence being done on his body; hours, a girl that to him
caught; committed, like to an insane asylum; house-bounded;
nothing, equal to life; the, power of the sons given be will he; there,
up because before a stronger bigger better super mega; that, come
will he soon; love, will not go out the window; money, is still coming
in the door;

Son, the see to up gone; has, rabbit boy; medicine powerful; you’d,
be able to frame things negatively; look, at what the problem is;
cause, a lot of pain and sufferedness; you'd, primarily in your
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response be polarized; and, yet your mind had to become more like
an infant to become part of a tree you see; and,

Rabbit was really just you taking yourself out with a high heart and
breath rate; worrying, yourself to death; being, engaged only in
anti-social side of life; you, being asked to do the loveless work;
and, putting up with being powerless; and,

Powerlessness, purposefully being undermined; which, all violence
at the time on his body was the primary form of pornography all
were hooked on; and, so rabbit and plenty blood boy; really, is
describing a mental set; which, you've gotta have been via enforced
ritualized learning to be considered like you're acting right; if, you're
acting right you're gonna imagine the other male is a badass; in, a
situation; and, you're just gonna blindly automatically act like you’re
tough; and, you've gotta be anti-social with the other male; and, yet

The, medicine of old of wisdom; was, for you to have cleared away;
and, not have had any been such of any mental construct at all; a,
sunlight of a beam; in, heaven here on earth; to, an elevated going;
this, i you know you are; you, can observe is; this, body into again;
up, forming chunks observed; intimately, watched is who you are;
you, could trace out with; disappeared, had meat chunks; gone,
was a cloud; before, this fat taker effect had come;

As, the night blackened into everything; turning, the sun of the face;
hid, the clouds greatly; and, arose this storm; very, easily; hurt;
don’t, won’t can't should try but must; was, rabbit; that, death would
only beget death as a pot of soup put; meat, chunked into up in cut;
plenty, blood boy would have been created from a weak ego;
villaged, the song of death; and, would sing a death song;

“Fa-king; fa-king; fa-king, and cunt----tree; to, die for the old
cunt.......die for the old cunt…….die for the old cunt….treeee; fa,
cue; fa, cue; fa, cuuue---riosity; to, die for the old cunt….die for the
old cunt...die for the old cunt....treee; you’ve, gotta be; part, of the
infant…....treee; to, be sold; to be sold; to, be a sold-ier you and
me;” and, iktome would sing such a song first; “a, song death my
singing me; let, me destroy to go in you if; plenty, blood boy; you'd,
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get rabbited”; said, iktome;

“Up, him cut; knives, dreaming be only of your butcheredness; our,
take lets; them, encourage was; the, super mega holy spiderman;
live, would be spelled backwards; and, time the all thonged hidden
raw with a tree to plenty blood boy you” said iktome;

Your, behavior would just only be put about arresting others’
behavior; which, what marked your play behavior from hers; males,
young and boys; that, would be villaged; you'd, get a good plenty
blood boy going; for, the bankwhore absolutely did need an armed
prostitute back then;

And, now the holy ghosted spider; would be doing everything to
cause you to become more aware you could change your ways;
yet, to maintain a condition of what is dead having been put above
all the beloved’s head; the,

Only way you could've done it really was to have had armed
prostitutes to commit legalized sin; if, you were the service
provide-whore; and, this has to be done by the enforced ritualized
learning of having put an instrument of unhappiness in the boy’s
hands; like, in new york;

Seven, hundred ninety seven displays in the body exhibition; was,
of non-consented males; no, family members were asked; their,
boys had just been taken; because, if you're chinese and you’re a
male; you, certainly could just be killed; you've, certainly got a
condition there of a corpse being above all beloved; and, that's a
system of currency over there which is outright owned by the
bankwhore; just, a different type of system yet the same thing;

Three, exhibitions at that show would be female; the, rest males of
course; their, skin would all be stripped off them; and, they’d be
displayed without their skin; and, you'd basically see penises
stripped of its skin; and, the bodies of such men displayed all
around the outside; huge, picture actually outside around a building
in new york; no, where in the world at the time was there even a
statue of a woman showing a vagina; that, would be considered
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sexual y’see;

All, the brown shirt women; black, hispanic women all hired from
the civil service list; trundled, around that building to their work that
day; all, were smiling just to take a little honky; and, some fifteen
assembled the day they took dakota;

Nervously, of course; happyface, had brought dakota faithfully; but,
no one was to know a one eyed woman called diana blondell;
would, be so criminal and an obvious misfit beyond belief; she, was
a law unto her own self utterly; and, would do everything illegally;

Nothing, by the books; because, she learned she was a law to
herself; she had more power than a police office-whore; no,
oversight; she’d, run you in at four twenty in new york as a real nazi
brown shirt; all, fifteen would be asked there that day; could, any
one of them step forward to say they knew happyface’s boy would
not be harmed by the actions they were about to do; not, a single
one stepped forward; all, knew happyface’s boy was about to be
suffered really bad;

Happyface, had asked if there was anyone in the building who
could stop a bad decision?; and, the answer came back “no”; no,
equal services existed for males; all, signs were written with
subliminal messages that were sexist; and, though happyface was
a battered spouse;

Happyface, would only ever be treated as a batterer by those
work-whores underneath a corpse; working, for themselves; for, the
service provider above them; acting, on you and i; and, by a
paradigm paralysis existing at the time there; but, these are the
things you'd be doing to create rabbit boy y’see;

I, am red dog and i will speak; now, remember that this is the year
four thousand twenty-six; we’re, looking back to the year two
thousand sixteen; and, existing still in a small band of a few of
originals; is, the remnants only today on turtle island; plenty, blood
boy; and, rabbit would be ply; all, would be jack assed around the
world; to, create evermore misandrism; and,
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If you were a boy who’s looking at the note on the fridge; to, be
sexually mutilated; your, concern of your own body; you’d, have
been brainwashed about; yet, it didn't cause you then to have to
have gone through a scarring; which, only slowly becomes
complete more; some ten or fifteen years later; after, the surgery
that has externalized the organ for good;

Happyface, and blaze would go up to western washington; blaze,
came from an island; gramus, island in the san juans; off, the coast
of seattle; and, the snohomish beloved happyface would visit; live,
on the olympic peninsula; now, across a scattered community; tiny;
happyface, found the snohomish; and, the the snoqualmie; cousins,
of the snohomish; there, amongst the settled in washington state;
on, a reservation; the, tulip you can find the beloved snoqualmie;
possibly, not a single full blooded today left;

For, from an enormous population; such, a beloved of turtle island;
had, shrunk to only two hundred by eighteen fifty four; yet, the wolf
and the coyote; and, iktome; and, animals mythical; you’d, be within
a story connected to as a descendant; and,

The bark of cedar; and, mats made; baskets, woven; our, sisters
share roles with our brothers; and, all was in a land of milk and
honey; until, it was all became scattered; and, then also began
killing fish; traveling, of a form; you’d, see someone coming to you;

A, brave in the stern of a canoe in the mist; coming, to the shoreline
you were on; and, berries and seeds and nut; was, bountiful;
wasn’t, any reason to kill fish; a, long time ago; this, was before the
fat taker has had its effect; and, yet on the other side of the
continent around the same time; as,

Indicated in the story here; you, got the mohicans and pequod;
only, one hundred years ago when we look back to the year two
thousand sixteen; there, was only about twelve beloved that had
remained; exterminated, completely; all, considered dissolved;
beloved, sometimes in the hundreds in one moment; were burned
and slaughtered;
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As, the beloved was stormed by fat taker settlers; of course, as
indicated beloved were all called children of satan and friends of
hell by puritan preachers; remember, you're living in a time where;
you've, really got a very serious puritan and extreme strange sense
of superstitiousness going on; as,

A good ol fat taker; and, remember also a parentlessness and
created evermore parentless being incurred; and, so y’know you
really got a condition that rabbit is being created; well, and truly;
because, limited brain function is there; and, ultimately this is to
cause plenty blood boy to arise; you'd, have an armed prostitute to
commit legalized sin back then;

Expanding, your ability to retrieve information; and, be innerstood
evermore of preferred modes of your sorting information; the, clown
is applied; that, sometimes is the jay bird; the, coyote; looking frog;
beautiful rain; iktome; as, such are archetypes of messenger really;
that, in an i aware state; you'd, be brought more to your
spontaneous creative intelligence; and, power you have personally
would come from your integration; via, the application of the
vestibular sense;

As, an empty mind would come to be; clarity, could occur for you;
and, a proliferated riotous reason; was, greatly put that you’d have
stories like rabbit and plenty blood boy; and, iktome; such, stories
engaging your thought process; spoken, and formatted for you; in,
preferred modes of having sorted that information; and, facets
essential; that, you'd apply being more i aware; is, given you of a
model; that,

States, of mind that are preferred whole brain functioning syntax; is,
the heart of what’s universal about all these stories; where, you're
getting something more from iktome; in, this story here iktome is
playing a role to trick you evermore into your saneness; your,
totality; your, more whole brain functioned state; and, to have
demanchurianed you from having only operated from a limited mind
function before this time;
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So, states of mind that’s preferred; that, is integral; nature, has built
already reflexively existing in your self; you, just have cleared away
what’s unnatural; and, applying i awareness and whole brain
functioning insight; can, have prevented the gap of doing and
knowing; from, not

Being closed before this point; and, applied over some more than
forty years happyface has observed; idio-motor, dynamics as a
neuro behavioral physiologist; that’s, specified semantic in pattern
neurology; of, whole brain states and limited mind function; and,

Your, application of the vestibular sense; which, is your sense of
spatial orientation; locus, of control; turning, movement acceleration
and direction; and, those words engaging a substantial relation of a
verb to any noun; whole, body movement conducted words; that,
are engaging, as, the words in on up down forward back to the
side; and, turning; the, vestibular sense is engaging all the other
sense by providing a tonus to such; and,

Natural, submodality application is specific to states either of whole
brain function; or, before this point in time of course; also, limited
mind function of a fat taker; and, of course you need plenty blood
boy; because, you need your armed prostitute to create more
parentlessness; you,

Gotta get a lot of polarity going on in sorting style; and, going over
the same stuff rather than exiting; and, you can't really be
presenting things congruently; you, can't really educate people at
this point about congruency; these, are topics that have been
redacted by the service provider at the time utterly through the
public fool system;
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Communication, wellness mastery; you, learn about being able to
observe a behavioral manifestation of an internal response; you,
can read body language to know what the internal state is; and, you
are fully dressed of an idio-motor dynamic existing; integration, was
little talked about up to this point; the, vestibular sense was not
known nor being applied; beloved, were writing about congruency a
bit perhaps; yet, not aware that the vestibular sense is the
integrating sense; and,

Levels, of preferred modes of sorting information; multiple,
identified by happyface that are more preferred states of accessing
whole brain functioning; and, such insight is being proliferated
during this time from training happyface and blaze did for many
years; awakening,

Beloved on turtle island to whole brain functioning; and, lifefood
agrarianism and i awareness; and, how language applied can have
caused your heart to be more relaxed or not; and, can have caused
others to be more in the whole of themself or not; and,

This, involved more dialog and analogical modes as you’re being
aware of; that’s, being applied in behavior; and, what was emerging
back then was a very powerful dynamic of a magicness; of, states
of being; where, you're being taught that words like higher; is, a
judgment; happyface, is talking about this being more inside you;
and, more in-scending; not, a-scending;

You're, advised to pick up the whole brain functioning manuals
you'd like to learn more; the, greatest taxonomy of our sensory
motor complex is existing in such; and, training and written
material; always, involved evermore a playful attitude and you
accessing more resourcefulness; any, stuck state could be
collapsed into such;
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The, resource state was built large enough; so, this is what often is
being done inside story before the fat taker has its effect; yet, if
you'd look at stories back then primarily they all were fat taker effect
struck; full, of immorality and it’s very obvious that when you look at
the stories others are giving you; you, can see that it’s very
fragmented; it’s, not integrated; you've, got

An author with no knowledge of the vestibular sense; shameful, of
course; because, some can engage themselves in a field and can
have yet to have heard about happyface; so, i was letting everyone
know they should definitely quickly get to know happyface now;
you’d, be seriously avoiding the rush later;

Whole, brain functioning models a suitable proactive forgivedness;
and, giving you evermore resilientness; a, hardiness; you, remain
more balanced; and, it’s a state you're being in; not, a geographical
spot; and, it’s a finer sense of being; as, a model; not, a higher
state; which, doesn't exist; you'd, be modeled to be slim and fit;
you'd, be modeled for a built prosperity; and, a model for your being
able to influence friends; and, win in love;

Happyface, was awakening you to a model of a usefulness; that,
was about more gender egalitarianism; and, an absolute more i
aware state; and, was assisting to cause states of preferred whole
brain functioning to proliferate evermore over turtle island again;
states, that were preferred modes of whole brain patterning being
applied; was, out mapped; and, i you know you are this; forever;
levels of logic;

You, can sense what’s being applied; what’s, first is first and second
second; first, attention you and i have is for what is face valid; and,
logical; that, happyface would manage evermore analogically and
not with logic at all; so, this is the application of the use of the
clown; in, metaphor and story;
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Your, first level attention; was, bypassed utterly; sometimes, even
distracted to have thought about something which is illogical
actually; whilst, communicating another message ever deeper
inside about another issue which is really primary actually; i’d, see
happyface masterfully doing such; and,

I’m, writing to you you could ever have awareness of what i was
witnessing; i, could see happyface doing; and, it’s for me only to
have been able to give; the, smallest amount of what’s written here;
that, is actually of a vast oral tradition; unwritten, up to this point;
so, it’s been eager for me to get some of this down for you; there’s,
no work like it; and,

It’s absolutely obvious to me; i’ve, observed all the literature to see
no one else has any insight much into areas you're getting a
smattering of here; the, earth and all beloved would again be
woken up to; so, you're looking back from the year four thousand
twenty-six; a, couple thousand years to when this story’s being
written to you;

A, turtle can look like a stone; and, it certainly can dive down deep;
and, not have to come up seemingly for a long while; entities, are
fictions and made up; and, were managed back then by happyface
by just being recognized as being fictional; and, not real; such,
would be posited; your, inner i aware state was definitely not an up
there or out there or state that would be higher; no; more, inside
actually not out there; and, this was happyface’s genius;

You, could manage and govern your mind to be more empty; and,
states that would give you your faculty to inspire creative influence
of the future; be, established to states that are preferred modes of
sorting; allowing, you and i to be more total and whole in ourselves;
versus, having only come from limited mind function; rabbit boy, is
about you having only come from limited mind function; and, that,
has been applied to create a plenty blood boy in this story;
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It’s, a daddy pay and stay the f away; in, that day; back, then; and,
if a hand fed; it, would have to have been bitten; you, wouldn't have
been taught about forgiveness at all; you'd, want to put a debt on
another; you,

Weren’t allowed to be proactive because no perception was
existed; your, father was taken really; so, how could you have any
esteemed self; if, you spent more time with your father you'd have a
higher iq; and, such i aware states be taught you as a preferred
mode;

Such, an alm would clear a sabotage self structure; an, i aware
program be overlaid over such; and, what was toxic or morbid; and,
lived spelt backward; such, states that had been preferred as plenty
blood boy; that, had stemmed from rabbit; you're, moving from a
land of queens without a king; and, words like killing everything;
most, would be stuck; just, mentioning stuff very very way back;
because, that would be safe wouldn't it; and,

Definitely, at the time if you were in the field of neurology or
language; you, wouldn't have wanted to have mentioned
happyface’s work much at all; like, the word life would be not an
easy word to say if you were manchurian;

War, which is raw was a better word; even, though rrr sounds are
more war mongering sounds actually; happyface, would cause you
to be more aware of the phonetics of speech; and, how sound can
give you more your totality versus not;

The, vestibular sense is the sense connecting all the other senses;
none, of the other writers at the time; none, were really
neurobehavioral physiologist; it, wasn't a field much before
happyface welded that together and did a doctorate in such; yet,
story as the beloved of the past had before the fat taker got ahold;
had, advantage;
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You’d, be brought into being creative; and, be challenged; subject,
matter could be found; although, there were filters; preferred, filters;
and, information was being stored through a preferred layer of
filters; and, happyface developed a way for practitioners to
determine more what these filters are more specifically for you; yet,
identified many preferred modes of sorting information; and,
assisted you to be able to observe such; in, ongoing behavior; and,
apply such for your own outcome gained;

All, stuck states would have occurred because there was a sensory
system deletion before this point; and, there was an energy in
motion; and, a neuro-behavioral physiological hierarchical level
would be operating; where, information would come from your brain
stem more; from, your other than conscious mind; not,

What you're conscious of; and, via whole body calibration and
tracking; and, application of analog sculpting and anchoring; you'd,
be gifted back your self via happyface providing a structure for you;
whatever, internally was going on would just be thrust into such a
structure; and, at the end all would be spat out; you'd, be left simply
feeling whole; more, total in your self;

Iktome, in this story represents meta-position evermore deeper in;
that, is your executive guidance as an observer and as a coach;
and, influenced your will is a situation represented; where, what
you’re observing is a playedness and actedness; of, i represented;
an, entertained perception; where, i is still silent and transparent in
an i aware matrix; and, this is more your omnipresent self; more, of
multiple consciousness versus just consciousness coming from a
single body;

In, i awareness your heart would guide your tongue; i’d, see
happyface modeling an indicated way that was preferred more in a
wbf pattern; you, naturally would be received more of what your
outcome would be; as, language is more a math actually; you'd, be
given steps that’s explicit; with, an uplinked technique on how to
cause behavioral change; happyface, would show such technique
to the beloved of the world;
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The, representation being applied in the story; like, here in getting
plenty blood boy going; and, upon such direct operatedness; of, a
goal; was, iktome’s role as an archetype; and, you'd be taught how
to apply explicit and implicit modeling to truly be able to evermore
mind read; where, most that were mind reading were not really
doing such a good job at all; because, little really was being
observed or even talked about in your analog; just, dialog and
words mainly before this point;

Placed, correctly where you are in relationship to what you're
observing; you, can be orbiting more into a success; of, your own
personal rocket; and, simply transcend a frame of reference that
can allow you to covertly apply an inner strategy you can achieve
success evermore;

Insight, of whole brain functioning applied; toward, achieving an
outcome; you, successfully are able to be more in your total self;
and, you can have finally achieved a greater unlimited potential;
and, story was used and experiential based training too; be,
brought evermore into your original being again;

You’ll, be getting a potential life; that, be more maximized; where,
criticism you manage without being intimidated; and, can integrate
what is useful; your, speech in public becomes more fearless; and,
you're more relaxed and know how to destress others; you, get
things done and can

Clear away procrastinatedness; and, a relaxed i aware whole brain
functioning state covered; the, path of hollow bones would continue
to be investigated; and, be a very amazing study guide that moves
all into the new millennium ahead; very nicely; and, gives the
beloved greater skill and capacity to bring about the eclipse
movement;
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Torture, to get an armed prostitute to commit legalized sin; is, really
what rabbit or plenty blood boy is about really; it’s, a type of torture
which doesn't really have to touch you as a beloved on turtle island;
the, service provider would’ve called you a pee brain; to, have
made your model smaller; and, gossip worked absolutely
fantastically; and,

Data would've just been collected on you in files; and, just fished
from; dug, a diffusion type of formed rogue agencies; dealt, big; in,
service provider’s subterfuge you'd think that was your cunt-tree but
not; because, there’s no such thing as a cunt-tree; only, one hand
that actually paid all these and the central police; so, what would be
the use of any conversation between departments of a corpse that
was dead?;

Tinnitus, that was endless could easily be applied; the, technology
to cause a target at a distance; to, be milgrammed by an armed
prostitute back then; could've, caused hot or cold flashing weapons
to alter body metabolism; and,

Weaponed microwave of seriously incapacitating doses could be
given to overload sensory actedness; dilating, the beloved’s pupils
of their eyes would cause dopamine to be released; a, beloved’s
neurology into a torture that didn't involve them having to touch you
much or anything;

Nature, would be force multiplied in you; and, the son would be
pried away from god; it, would be called the pri-son not
pri-daughter; you'd, be subject to artificial light back then only really;
and, you could be held in confinement and not really ever cared
about your body; it, just was an extremely depraved and immoral
time the world had been brought into; and, seriously needed to be
brought out of such a state of despicableness; yet, what could you
expect really?;
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Everyone, was allowing and acquiescing to currency being not
being in a bank directed by you and i; but, in a fictional lalaland; a,
target beaten while iced filled; a, suit that was a plastic used; was, a
way to pry the son away from god; you’d,

Be put upon; and, hey; when, happyface found out that children
that cry that are young that are taken; that, were being drugged and
gagged; of, course you're living in a time back then when there was
an absolute blackout on information that related to child welfare
period; and,

Certainly, stories having to do with the service provide-whore
ripping children away from their families all over the world; and,
really stepped into a high gear in the years happyface observed
such; in, the city that all would be nine-eleven’d; in, a state
sponsored terroristic act; you're, to not to know where such is
coming from; yet, it was so bad; such, a botched job; and, that
because the service provider had the office whores blatantly lie;

Everybody, began completely no longer to trust such a service
provider anymore; especially, when the service provide-whore
would spend four hundred sixty thousand on a 9-11 commision
report; and, that in the millions on a sex scandal; what, you were
witnessing back then; was, an absolute accepted insanity;
although, not really accepted at all; just totally being tolerated and
put up with; yet, at great cost up to this point;

Campaigns, of four-forty hertz and four beat; and, clipped rap;
which, is amygdala and tegmentum stimulated; that, would
absolutely drive you into limited mind function afterward; no,
question about it; that's, the type of torture you'd be getting; but, a
lot of stuff would be done more underground; and,
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A lot of private organizations were running pri-soners; there, was no
pri-daughetrs at the time; the, technique was that you'd be put in a
cell that be overlaid; in, these pri-son tanks in these big cities
before being processed; and, you were just a commodity that
someone would be traded on like prison stock; you, could be
deprived or sensory overloaded;

Effectively, being able to maximize the service provider’s orders;
introduced, pain via heterodyning electroencephalographically;
energy, could be directed; and, before a subject was told often;
suggested, overt and subliminal purposeful put controlled
information; not, for you but for your handle-whore;

Would, be exerted to manipulate and cause psychological torture in
a no touch type of a situation; like, giving someone a feeling that
their feeling would've been cut off your penis for instance; like, a
young boy would've been with a note on the fridge before it was
done; and,

Suggestion, and power of pain increased by suggested subliminal
method; the, beloved’s terror would be fearfully enhance via project
monarch that was just drugging everybody; including, dakota’s
surrogate mother; so, most wouldn't have their own brain; they’d,
be zombified; wouldn’t, it better that you have a zombie as a
surrogate mother?; certainly, not a healthy mother; an, unhealthy
one; it be better to be the bigger the selfie the better; and, this was
a big selfie for sure;

A, lot of effort would be to go toward creating a little armed
prostitute; or, just to get you tortured in a no touch type of situation;
all, to create more rabbit and plenty blood boy; so, iktome and
coyote would be the type to front straight up to any condition going
on; and, you'd need such really to get behind eclipse; and, take
back control of your own government where you are; and, not allow
some entity in a faraway land; you'd, have acquiesced to; no,
informed consent ever was;
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Alphabet soup land; and, agencies are fictional entities of no central
organized nervous system; and, are militarily being applied more;
to, study how pain could be more organized throughout your life;
so, misery overall could add to a chained condition; the, traumas
just add up; and, that's the

Primary objective if you create misery and pain; your, perception of
such would be optimized to obtain a reversed condition of i
awareness; you'd, have been rabbit; and, plenty blood boy’d; and,
impulsed pain sensitized; repetitive; water, drops singly; not,
forgotten;

Phased, programming and tortured by embedding commands; like,
don’t you go crazy; or, we don’t automatically give all the children to
the mother; yknow, stuff like that; you, weren’t aware if you were the
service provider of your embedded commands really; a, lot of it was
because you had a lot of beloved running around as morons totally
manchurianed basically; so, rabbit and plenty blood boy was big
back then; and, ripe to be changed via happyface’s stories; you’d,
have more choice to change your destiny;

A, real chatter-bot; a, tortured touch not used; an, automated
phrases are put to you to break you down through questions being
repetitively given; and, so commonly during this time that you're
being mob-stalked for instance; friends, family they’re all goated to
be engaged more in causing your life to be more pulled apart; the,
mind targeted and influenced to; be, set upon to be cause of your
inner model to have been made smaller; your, milgrammed
interrogators would necessarily target you with a language; like,
“where do you live?”; even, though you're living in your body right
there;

You'd, be asked to say you live at an address on a piece of paper;
very, insane actually; and, because you said you lived at address
on piece of paper you'd be insane; and, giving permission to
actually give the service provider writ over you; a, man asked to
step forward; then, asked to be sworn in as the part of the tree of
infant; if, a drug had a direct effect that was bad; it, would be
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Called a side effect; but, the primary thing was if you're a male most
language being applied was subliminally to put you to be of a lower
class; like, mal- was what wasn't formed properly; not, fe-male; you,
wouldn't hear words like pri-daughter; or, to be clittoral-ized; if, it
was given to you none called it in-him-itance; it was, only called
in-her-itance;

Dakota, would be drugged against his daddy’s will; and, he’d be fed
poisons; and, be taken off the superior lifefood diet; and, be put
underneath those who would have such disdain for happyface’s
teachings; would, absolutely snub such; and, would be gleefully
able to laugh in happyface’s face; to, say that his son was not really
his son but someone else’s son; and, “ha-ha-ha gonna feed him
plenty of pig’s flesh”; and, the cloistering began; and,

Hostilities, continued toward dakota’s father still to this day from
those in nebraska; that, are acting as immature brats; and, got a lot
of rabbit going on; and, good ol plenty blood boy is there; cause,
y’know you've gotta kill bears if you're a boy; kill, them dead on tv to
start; guns, gotta have been put in dakota lakes hands for sure;
and, god help anyone there that he’s not been kept whole; but,
you've got such injuriousness ongoing; and, those that are doing it
are fairly excited actually; smiling, while they do it;

Dakota’s, diet was a target of a weakened manipulatedness; he’d,
be given such inferior food; and, though dakota was very healthy
and never ever sick; he’d, be put upon to be sick; runny, nosed;
weak, forced; and, you'd be manipulated big time because you'd be
filled with an extreme high phosphate diet which was bound to take
you out;

Those, who were surrogate parents of dakota; had, no insight at all
about health; none; yet, it would be better happyface’s son be put
and kept underneath thieves who don’t even have any title or claim
to happyface’s property; and, remember you're living in a time
where beloved are excited even to take a child; how immoral eh;
you, can only do it you've got rabbit and plenty blood boy around;
big time;
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Rabbit, as a condition was being created in the populace; and, this
holy ghosted spider as iktome; would, continue to caress your soul
with communication wellness mastery and this path of least
resistance; you’d, be recovered more of information emitted; and,
you'd be again overlaid with a program that was impossible to be
penetrated again by such fat taker effect;

Once, one had gone through such a small sequence as what’s
herein; you, become ever overlaid evermore to be sensitized to
behaviors that are more plenty blood boy’d conditioned; plenty,
blood boy conditioning starts to be observed; and, what effect it’s
had on beloved becomes cleared away with the knowledge of such;

Perception, by that time of two thousand sixteen; had, been plenty
blood boy’d; and, rabbit was big; such, functioning was analogous
to you being psychologically raped by those who would talk about
your child; in, third person; as, being the authority over your child
and your life; and, you'd have to just sit quietly whilst you'd hear
plans for those of no central organized nervous system to ask you
to wear your nose to the left for instance; which, is not something
you wanted to do; you, would've been psychologically raped by the
family court system back then;

A, type of rapedness which could be affected even wirelessly; a,
genital and anal affected molestation received of a target
heterodyned electroencephalographically; that, was a science
being applied; and, carrier piggyback frequency waves could be
carried off a house; smart, meters were put everywhere to provide a
dirty evermore magnicity; a, dirty metropolized dog box built for you
by a service provider; for, the service provider not you; your, body
was being applied as a corpse that was owned by another
somewhere; not, your body;
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You, were being stuffed with food that caused you not to be able to
move your bowel as a child; and, filled with stories of the holy ghost
being real; and, saint nick down your chimney; and, a belief in the
easter bunny type of stuff; but, definitely being given a
dreamcatcher; you'd, have to be cloistered away from anyone who
would do that type of thing;

Obviously, a savage; as, happyface; happyface, obviously could not
be fit to be a father; yet, those who would do that; you, didn't have
to have any knowing whatsoever; you, just had to act like a thief
actually; which, is how everyone did act actually; as,

Criminal thieves having stolen dakota; as, you'd have to hide your
behavior of a child being stolen; and, that was something that was
going on; big, time;

Your, body was just rayified if you were a male; just, disgusting
cess-pooled pigsties; were, the pri-sons that happyface was asking
all our sons to be let out of; all, wrongfully being put upon by a
kangaroo court and witch trial to have got there; and, mostly it was
the fingers of young girls that had pointed a way for those boys to
be the modern day witches; set, upon by a sexually rigged
paradigm; and,

You'd, hear that abc corpse; which, has no central organized
nervous system; which, is a ghost; a, ghost is the owner of; daniel
boone, warned everyone about that; a, long time ago; daniel boone,
was a great one of the more popular beloved of a time gone by;
before, this stupid form of government that would not be protecting
private property ever after that point; and, had been formed by
those who really had peter principled their own selves;

Your, brain as you know emanates; fields, which are given off also
by the human body; and, such is a field of magnicity; of, slightest
homing capability; devices, were being applied unethically; for,
unethical purpose; your, signature; in,
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A magnetic frequency that’s unique in your own body’s way of you
tracking your own sense of things; would, be being applied by
satellite intelligence signal; a, proof of further; your, own body’s
signature; magnetic, frequency; being, tracked uniquely; remotely;
microchipped, type; around, the body in a cell phone or sometimes
implanted; and, newer technologies also;

A, supersoldier type of trans-human; which, human means color of
man; referring, to the mind not you this beloved; rabbit, actually to
create plenty blood boy; technologies, haven’t sometimes ever had
a care for what unethical impact it had; and, always generally it was
absolutely disastrous; and, also

The implanted microchip and brain-chipped; computer, controlled
and implanted individuals targeted for experimentation; yet,is it
ethical for you to be got of some human consent;

You're, actually taking over the property that another would've
ordinarily been controlled of; and, non-consensual subjects in the
community overall are the beloved of a number in fact at the time
that we’re looking back to; encephalographic, heterodyning is a
technology being applied; and, also carrier piggyback frequency
waves on the wiring of housing; to, cause energy in motion to be
impacted; yet, none of that really is for you; but, done to perhaps
keep you more docile and zombified actually;

Iktome, and coyote would remind you that thought could’ve been
manipulated; by, those who can have gossiped; and, had a
powerful effect; all, could've even forgotten their own personal
experience with each other; and, just gone with the rumor; and, by
remote controlled of an ordered space outside your brain;

A, beloved would be rayified as a target to a computer; intelligent,
artificial advanced interface via satellite; and, today extremely able
to effectively integrate waveform into the brains modulatedness;
just, above your own internal dialog volume;
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A, fat taker effect is shown; and, funded by the service provider who
hasn’t cared much to experiment on animals; or, anyone really;
and, that's not something that ethically today anyone would have
cared to do at all; yet, a depravity is existed and a bootstrap logic
being applied; where, a service provider has been pulling one's own
self up with one's own boot straps;

Your, self amused to have been left helpless back then; a,
pretended be a plenty blood boy effect; and, conditioning can have
been so rife that; it, can have had great bars less than allowing any
penetrated conditioning in; yet, iktome and coyote; this, was their
great power; and,

The holy ghosted spider would throw a magic hoop; and, this would
cause discussion within to be resolved more; so, some agreement
would come between parts; and, no controversy eventually would
exist; yet, with generosity and wisdom and power; a, strange
account;

Rabbit, someone could've been in a story shown to have been
strangely jealous of; funnily, eh; and, right all the beloved would say
is iktome; and, the holy ghosted spider would cause you to be able
to consider what was existing more that was helpless;

To, have caused rabbit; and, that the holy ghosted spider; it, was
known in the story did have a magic hoop to throw; and, all would
know that; yet, in the village you're from; beloved, would become
spouse to each other;

Allowing, a coyote sometimes; or, iktome; to, be morphed so you’d
be able to learn things to live life more abundantly yourself; things,
that would be fine such; and, even poor too; and, that you who
could've been fit out in a skin of butt showing; if, that was
unethically got; iktome, would have an agenda; looking, and rabbit;
about, the things bad said; to, begin self for; an, adolescent in youth
and beauty that wanted a doctor; witched; and, prankstered and
trickstered and mean;
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The, holy ghosted spider is iktome; and, a winning always; a, son;
and, gain handed playing; a, sun was alway racing; and, the son
playfully learning; a, vision had; of, a plenty blood boy; them,
among; lived, to power up the mystery that was more total for you;
with, a brave who is wanted in this village;

To, join in a partnered being; the, agenda wanted to be such that
your kin could be better off; you, could give of yourself some; a,
heart that was kind; and, looking good; clothes, clean and neat;
only, not; a, plenty blood boy love fell; barbies, of a ken actually to
get a gi joe;

Beautiful, was a village in the beginning; it’s, still an earth you’re
told; it’s which is new for all who are born; not old; a, world of an i
awareness is just what’s natural; not, anything that's to be crept into
your head in any wakefulness; how, unreliable; there is a truth; and,
this which is mutually beneficial; though, being rabbit to create
plenty blood boy; a, village from am i; a, young boy might’ve had to
ask;

Alphabet, soup land of no feeling hearing or seeing of you; a,
clothing skin bucked; beautiful; a, boy strangely staring; unassisted,
could beloved bring this village into who went; iktome, and coyote;
the, jay bird; and, other characters in the past; the, looking frog;
beautiful owl; red dog; yet, one who has such a medicine name;
and, beloved beings in the village came; and, until a walking
started; rabbit, had become fairly rife; which, was part of a fat taker
effect; to, get plenty blood boy; okay?;

Beloved, own your finding; and, leaving must you; yet, go you let to
hate; for, what is intelligent such; you, and i love; you, are in your i
awareness; and,you know you are this i; like, a rabbit in a normal
being; and, even in very large degrees; isn’t, too i aware at all; yet,
where no mental construct is existing; some,
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Story be as a stick itself; that, applied just completely burns the
other sticks; so, nothing is left; said, aside a brave taken; rabbit,
that was old; a, beloved almost was; as, rabbit among happily up
grew; those, who had been selected more by the service provider;
to, be cast into the role of an armed prostitute; to, commit legalized
sin for society;

A, quill of a porcupine made design; decorated, the color of a red
sacred; because, it would be changing of your being; and, such
painting of a shirt the skin bucked; beautiful, up dressed; such, a
son as a brave boy; so, young as dakota; so, strange; this, love;
them, both and partnered siblings; took, a rabbit form during the
time before eclipse; because, basically it really was set up so that
you get plenty blood boy really;

Cloud, called such we-ota-wichasha; and, this was a name that one
who was in rabbit had looked and seen; and, named; and,
conditioned; a, young boy as dakota; be, equal to all; yet, a formed
power moving mysterious assisted with rabbit; the, way of a heart
beating fast; and, a hard breath; and, short life; eyes, had it
suddenly; it, such a nudgingness kept a rabbit in you; which, is not
your originalness at all; only just to have got a plenty blood boy
okay;

And, arms and hands so tiny grow; to, begin what is just becomes
rayified as an object; more, and more it’s kicked around by rabbit;
conditioned, by the plantation owner; and, a little forming shape
took; it, that so blood and warmth and a body be just as a corpse;
dead; a, little on the work to begin; you, being a slave work-whore
that you'd have no perception in any job you occupied; so, you

Become aware of that during eclipse; and you'd be asked if you
couldn't have perception; abandon, that post because you'd been
just injuring others; emotion, of a spit of a round kicked; being, of
emotion and its knowing even of a power; strange, this got one into
a rabbit state; that, would be saying things like “wolf, wolf; don't eat
me-eat”; things like that okay?;
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Now, i am red dog and i will speak; we’ve, backed off such a long
way from the fat taker effect; it’s, hard to imagine that anybody
would have just been set upon that what is your property like what
is being talked about here; would've, just been purposefully
blatantly owned that all would've been apparently okay?; that, none
would ever be cared to be a parent of their child; yet, after this
movement the public fool system is gone because there is no use
of it whatsoever;

Children, in such only had enormous levels of cortisol in their
saliva; and, you could look around at beloved and see those that
had been struck by rabbit and plenty blood boy; and, had memory
retrieval with anxiety; having, that be a serious pervasive force to
occupy and get more rabbit and get more plenty blood boy
behavior; which, is really don’t won’t can't must should but try only;
and, create evermore limited mind function in those around;

All, at the time knew that fluoride had been taken out of the water
supply in shanghai; the, beloved there were upset that they’d been
drugged without their permission; yet, turtle island was really
behind the times on stuff like that; a, mind control taken over
remotely used; a, brain chip computer implanted; by,

Imagined fiction of another beloved thought to be real which wasn't;
yet, destroyed the instant was employers; like, alphabet soup land;
who, a monster be of a behavior coming out of one who had
imposed upon them a little black square; which, no such thing
exists in nature; so, you were underneath that which was not in
nature; and,

You, were being led by that before happyface and this path of
hollow bones; and, this movement of beloved braves of eclipse; a,
scientist minded nazi-rite to get a de-zion going really; which, is just
not a good idea and had to be pulled back out of; just, a two
hundred year old idea at the time we’re looking back to as a plot;
so, the service provider just drops that idea as not too good; too,
peter principled;
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The, earth is just fine in its population and now it needs this insight;
which, happyface is connecting everyone to; which, is more about
your and my direction being from your and my perception; and, not
from outside yourself; that's, not you that is an entity; and,
happyface was giving everyone fair warning that no foreign entity
be decided of any directedness of happyface’s fate; such, be of
happyface’s own property; not, the property of a fictional entity; that,
doesn't itself have any central organized nervous system at all;

SBX, is a big floating form of an high aural arrayed radial pulse
system; which, is a magnetic phased array of technology; that,
applied with towers for the phones and satellite; intelligence,
signaled weapon based space; was, with an enslaved controlled
mind of a global regarded alphabet soup land above you;

In, programed research of a controlled mind financed; wannabes,
or has beens for the genesis; of, becoming a displayed public
sorted pain of physical intense; alternative, was it; a, charging just
stopping you like a bull in its tracks;

Forced, controlled of a mind remote formed actually; stated, by
preprogramedness; like, tv shows where you're advised that 9-11
was known about long beforehand; and, whistleblowers that were
part of the cadre all had it had made rain for them; if, it was

one could've gone astray from the bank-whores story; many, of
those beloved were being whacked; and, a heightened sensitivity
came to be evermore; because, it came to be evermore noticed
that that was going on;

A, stopping into him of a shock magnetically; which, the brain of the
bull planted in; an, electrode was there instead; and, the
experiment wasn't a control of the mind; it, was just a
lobotomization in a moment of time back then; very, rudimentary yet
advanced; moving, along
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You've got ever finer deeper insights given; you, could begin putting
things together like that and creating greater super-soldiers
apparently was the story; young, boys could be used for that
especially ones without parent; it, was the only way you could get
an armed prostitute which that’s what the fat taker effect was really;

I’d, hear happyface talking more about plenty blood boy and rabbit;
and, how unethical experimented controlled remote subjected be to
an order; a, chipped brain; computer, mind; proved, often how a
provocateur as an agent or government; be, a created for the effect
of such as you can be observed here; and,

Sites on the web of a serious complete disinformation program; a,
eugenic idealized nazi-rite style victim; discredited, to effort a
stalked organized crime; yet, such hate vigilante including is what
iktome and the holy ghosted spider would be reminding you about;
yet,

Happyface, would be observed of a harassedness and more
psychological warfaredness ongoing; for, a year and a half
happyface was dragged into court more than a hundred times; to,
be psychologically raped by active pigs; though, these beloved be
someone’s baby still; the, behavior of such is atrocious;

What type of behavior does a kidnapped child have?; isn’t, it called
stockholm syndrome to have fallen in love with your captor?; isn’t,
that the slave servant monkey relation that describes a fat taker
effect?; all, beloved had been pushed off their land by such callous
acted preach-whores; and, sold-whores;

Happyface, would go on to share with all the role that the clown has
in bringing about for you and i a better day; and, this is what’s
impressive in this moment now; and, a greater and greater focus;
and, a magnifying glass of sensitivity;
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Comes, to be around all; and, this becomes too hot to be with; and,
all just have to back away from that type of fat taker
conditionedness; even ever having been involved with it actually; a,
stalked organized crime hate vigilante;

The, included harassed conditioning like happyface was
mobstalked in new york; doesn't, have to have too much of any
organizedness; the, system exists and those who would protect
their jobs simply to be promoted to a higher position; could, very
easily retaliate against you;

As, did work-whores for the service provider; in, the situation of
dakota; being, as a child through the episode of being near put to
death; by, the callous acts of a pig system everyone was living
under at the time; and,

After, dakota had such an ordeal; why, not let him be kidnapped
and taken across state lines?; and, he’d have a good bit of parental
alienatedness too; just ,whack him a little more why not?; dakota,
might be eleven or twelve now; you, gotta create that plenty blood
boy; and, coupled with good programs for killing and shooting
animals to start with; but, if you could

Live close to animals being slaughtered; and, live underneath that
stench; absolutely, the opposite of what happyface had been caring
for his own son; just, to be put to the smell of ammonia and cooked
death in the air; where, dakota would be raised by surrogate hostile
rabbit and plenty blood boy; espoused, upness;

Might, you say it’s a slow torture to see your child unwell and crying
as happyface did in new york city; and, you'd be told just go away
and you'd be seeing your child slowly going into a non-thriving
state; from, such horrific nazi-rited pigged out conditioning; ended,
years of a tortured basis of a daily;
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On, destructed mind weaponed deployed covertly; your, property
would never be protected by such; a, service provided pigged out
system; that, would target your children; and, make sure that no
mothers or fathers right would be for thousands; and,

This, be the testimony you'd be listening to in the many years later
you'd find large gathered groups all crying together; they, were all
part of this lost generation; and, first an outlandish completely
sounded weapon existed; the, fact of a spite on you; like, the

smiling faces of those who knew they were causing great harm
actually; smiled, often while they did that; and, dished it out to
happyface; he’d, have to just be witnessed to this one day ever to
write about it; as, you're learning about this here; about, what has
happened to dakota and happyface;

Rabbit, could easily be got going with articles; like, you've got an
editor; in, a journal like the NY post; that's, a rag; that's, a daily
appeared site; of, a web newly put to be in bed; that, you'd never
know what harm is being done; hey, how could you?; any, truth
logic of anything a journalist could find could easily have been
reversed;

as, it was on happyface; you'd, get a story from someone who
would not give any name; a, coward acted rabbit minded plenty
blood boy type perhaps; yet, remember that it’s called plenty blood
boy because the ultimate goal is an armed prostitute that's all; it’s, a
behavior alright; unethical;

A, ball that was tiny iktome could roll up into; and, you at the end of
a story would see; iktome, rolling or sometimes just taking off up a
thread; a, scintillating blue one that would be cast way up into the
sky; and, it was a fact iktome could be seen taken off afterward like
such; but, even such a tiny ball that would be kicked around; just,
like a bag of bones and blood; as, a corpse; toying, began; and,
rabbit playfully rayified; so, that this liquid red full of a little bag even
maybe just a blister perhaps; a, looked sexual mutilation maybe; or,
just stock; an, animal;
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A, kind hand would have cut that head off the chicken back then;
yet, it was rabbit created and plenty blood boy typed; that, got that
sorta work done; and, such blood of a clottedness across ultimate
fighters entertained all; blood, would run out of their eyes; himself,
enjoying a walking was like rabbit; during, the day you'd wake up to
that; it, would come into your mind; and, it was a good plenty blood
boy; yet, rabbit is hearted of good virtue; playful; lively; and,

A, very amazing rabbit lived in the mists of time long before this; as,
originals had in the days gone; for, these in nature’s plan to
encourtedness; your, being into can come; and, i’d hear happyface
talk of such plantedness and animal and string; butterfly, and birds;
sky, mountains and lake;

A, flat surface was reflecting; as, a finished quietly not; was, the
earth and beloved back then; before, eclipse; this, was a time
before a fat taker now; that, i’d like to say something small about;
where animals into beloved and beloved into themselves;

A, transformation could be; you, could be partnered and iktome be
arrived; or, coyote; or, a jay bird; or, a red dog even; and, with
gossip; birds, could be seen grooming braves they loved so much;
and,

A, language coming from the birds and animals evermore
innerstood; could, beloved around such braves be observed; now,
you animal closer even; you, say you've discovered; that, columbus
wasn't really columbus’ real name ever; and, before the days of old
even; there, was a time of better awareness; and, nature close; as,

You, are this original; of, a mutual lived assistedness; not, the
conqueror of all; via, all that's anti-social; you, would be so
parentless and fatherless; continued, as a continent of flies;
hopping, and creeping; runs, and crawls; swims, and flies;
everything, is growing; including, relations; yours, all as is aho
mitakuye oyasin; such,
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A, being is a speaking of you're now in a dancing mode; which, is a
real prayer; and, a beginning and arrivedness; a, relatedness; and,
a finding even a flower so small; even, the tiniest little critter; a,
cousin of yours be the bird and brothers your coyote; and, buffalo;

The, coyote would teach you how not to be deceitful; and, this hero
of such a bravery; buffalo, can be grazing; and, seed and nut; and,
streams of a mountain; where, all that is standing around is tall; a,
cord that's of the navel; common, with together a tiedness is; says,
happyface; one, and all things are living in a web you are just a
single strand of; and, you do to the forests; and, you do the beasts;
what, you can have done to yourselves;

Beloved, fed lifefood nutrition; life, begets life and dead begets
dead; you, can learn about cheyenne’s little sister; and, white shell
woman; changing, woman; and, turquoise woman; and, buffalo calf
woman; and, others; yet, happyface through story such would
breathe life into you who is listening;

And, now i am red dog and i will speak; we’ve, been continuing on
this journey of your deeper insight into communication wellness
mastery; we’ve, been doing what we can to cause you to be
recovered back again of your original self; we’ve, been writing to
you about this from the year four thousand twenty-six; if, you're
sitting right now; you,

Could be reading this or listening; i, want you truly to just go ahead
and see something around you right now; and, could this be
something you might see tomorrow; go, ahead and see something
you would see tomorrow; as, you are seeing his tomorrow; i’d like
for that what you’re observing; maybe, you're listening to maybe
you're feeling;
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Let, the experience that you're having in this moment be caused to
trigger this insight; you, own it; you, become ever more masterful in
your ability to be of communication wellness mastery; now, stay
tuned to these last few chapters here now in volume five of this
path of hollow bones; called, communication wellness mastery
volume two; so,

stay tuned now for this next chapter that’s coming up; i, hope
you've been enjoying this story up to this point; much, could've
been put; yet, for me i’ve done what i can just to select what i can
see might be important where you are; this, eclipse movement can
be powered up; so, let’s get on with this; now; i, am the red dog and
i have spoken; and, everybody replied back “aho, mitakuye oyasin;
you, are the red dog; and, you have spoken; aho”; thank you folks;
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Chapter Four

Mind, Your Own Currency:
And, an Economic Egalitarian System Takes Care of
Itself

As, all create and own the actual currency equally; what, is the
matter is taken care of; a, stone thrown into water ripples out;
showing, space as waves radiating; such, is actually three
dimensional; crossing, of peaks and troughs meeting; or, being
higher or lower than each other; yet, in meeting phase conjugatively
cancel each other out; no, agitation;

A, tell-tale observation of ways; and, yet on a level below light; as,
magnicity is; light, won’t go through wood; and, what is magnetic
does; where, two waves of light have canceled each other out; a, jc
quantum exists in magnicity; and, this is a liquid quantum phase;
all, know what’s magnetic is finer than light; yet, we live in a world
where most could you say is the result of a predictive programming;

Precognitive, commitment is a term describing how perception can
have caused a set of rules to exist; that, is coding how the senses
are perceived; a, glass ceiling dropped can; except, for a few;
cause, most mosquitos to remain where they are; yet, all is more
spherical not straight;

Energy, put out summons a like energy back to you; and, light on
one side of a sphere will cause that sphere to turn; all, exists of
dark and light; and, a sphere on one side of itself gets turned by
such; and, even spooky action at a distance; all, on a quantum
scale is connected; when, you pixelate a jc quantum; everything,
could be recorded for the next thousand years; and, stored as real
images; on, the size of a pinhead;

Parallel, processing is existing smaller than what is of the known
objects in the universe; yet, if you use a military dictatorship’s
language; could, many just be living in shell shock?; completely,
void really of any emotion;
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Non-euclidean, geometry is what’s observable; such, is not merely
mathematical; or, theoretical; you, gotta know there’s really only
one math; and everybody knows there’s at least ten thousand
re-lie-gions (religions); submission to authority for the sake of
certainty;

Quantum, entanglement is what’s real; what’s real is permanent;
while what’s illusory is temporary in comparison; a, jc quantum
world smashes any old paradigm as you keep quantum
entanglement in mind; magnicity, is of a face validity; and, is of a
construct and context; and, such a theory is repeatable; yet, could
you get anywhere if you only had a void of emotion?; is there an
actual currency exchange of

Energy going on in your domesticated life?; could, a petro-dollar
now be of a marrow of futures sold?; infractions, made a victimless
crime; to, socially engineer all; to, come to it’s communistic end; a,
monopolization as an IOU; only, a hand is existing above
government at the moment; government’s sole purpose is to protect
your property; if, such is not happening; there is no reason for
government to exist;

If, it’s not you who pulls strings; and, is a hand above the
government that does; an, extraordinary rendition; i, live in a world
where my son has been kidnapped; and, in a communistic state
one can not find a path necessarily to void a void court order;
fluoride, is mass medication; and, isn’t terminator seeds; what’s
really being done to control population?;

Is, the new money someone owning your dna?; everyone, can
agree that it’s a bank directing currency; yet, if that bank is only
inside a corpse; what’s dead can’t direct a single thing; nothing, is
parallel; there, is no such things as two straight lines anywhere in
nature;
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Reality, is non-euclidean; it, is improper to say that just anything is
possible; one, must develop tools not to drift into anything goes;
jubb, constant is a critical distinction of the finest pixelated dot;
larger and greater and faster feats are available; in, information
storage; and, retrieval;

If, you can mine the currency inside yourself; such, an economy
can take care of itself; all, is a polar completeness; and, not polar
opposites; our, universe is a holo-fractal magneton of a fibonacci
cycle within a cycle; to, infinity; so, how about sticking with what’s
got theoretical construct?; and, context; and, also has expert
validity;

Is, magnicity not what’s fundamentally missing in the modern
world?; is, this what will be found missing for everyone knows today
the sun doesn’t go around the earth; yet, would you agree that
evidence of how gullible people are; is, the recent epidemic of
those thinking we live in a flat land?; and, therefore;

Correct, calculations cannot include any whole number; for, such
does not exist; would you say a watershed has been crossed with
this theory of magnicity; happyface’s, radiant energetic dynamo
(RED) has no moving parts; just, as

A lifehouse applies no moving parts; lifehouse, keeps its
temperature perfectly; lifehouse, and radiant energetic dynamo
applies plasma A and B field; to, tap, energy on demand; what,
agrees with your intuition as you can be looking at a jc liquid colloid
connection; where, all is

Connected as a liquid; on, a scale of what’s far smaller than a
particle of light; is, you and i applying positive currency inductance;
yet, you and i at the moment are living with a system that’s of the
opposite; involving, a negative economic inductance; and, such I
might say is the root of all lived spelt backwards;
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Tiny, strings on a jc quantum connect this stellar universe; of,
twenty five dimensions; plus, the dimension of space itself; star
whackers, in woolyhood and bullyhood is as a malignant neoplasm;
a, monopoly of information controlled; that, you’ve not submitted to
the agenda of a bank-whore; you can have been discredited; and,
as i not allowed to have had a bank account; or, by

Theft and fraud extorted; one, can have had to be submitted to civic
confinement; and, entrapment; no system exists communistically to
void a void court order; and, negative economic inductance has
allowed state sponsored terrorism non-stop; around, the whole
world;

Today, in a non-i aware world; you, can get pearl harbor-ed; bay of
tomkin-ed; waco-ed; texas overstep-ed; duke boy-ed; and, you can
have been nine or three eleven-ed; or, sandy hooked; the, new is
just totally crap; “gas prices back on the rise”; we, do not need to be
told that gas price is back on the rise; that, you could’ve thought
you’d freed any beloved; by, dropping any bomb;

A, hand above the government exists; that, is of a communistic
monopoly; all, public officers apparently at the moment have taken
an oath to be below; do, not you mind though negative economic
inductance?; does, the beneficiaries of the empire of three cities;
all, have taken an oath to a foreign entity; such,

An entity of fiction has no central organized nervous system; runs,
the judicial, banking, and entertainment guild; all, in alignment to
the hand above government’s secret agenda; isn’t the news just
verbal camouflage?; and, therefore

A bank is inside the ladybird; a bank is inside a plant or a tree; and,
such a bank is what directs this natural currency within; and,
shouldn’t what we have also be represented by such a system?;
should planting and harvesting be according to natural cycle?;
ritual, transfers alignment;
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Today, can only have been in a cult of paganism; and, woolyhood
and bullyhood predictive programming; implanting, subliminal
messages; for, you to other than remain whole; all, evidences what
is existing is the application of passive submissive programming;
put, up by phony charitable trusts; and, bank-rupted cunt-trees is all
actually to have the apparently politically correct effect of genocide;
of, hundreds of millions; via, a bank-whore’s urban wrecking ball;
along, with secret weapons for a quiet war;

Covert, means; subversion; guerillas, by night; are, purposeful
mannequin incorporated; an, office only; vacant, of a man or a
woman; a, tight-knit mistake; buried; protected, disclosure; and,
conduct unprotected; a, crisis acted out cast of spilt bean; not,
questioned; and, even an
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Executive order that can have been issued; by, this beloved of real
currency; like, executive order eleven eleven zero; a, stop can have
been once and for all time of inflation; of, communism of free
choice; such, can have stopped a bank-whore; you, say “stop!” as
you see harm is done; and, this is a moratorium; no one, can say
the system of incorporated affairs is not causing harm; that, a hand
above the government; is, sponsored of domestic terrorism;

Hand, above the government exists where you and i have not had
any informed consent; period; no one, can say the media is not
monopolized; and, that no constitutional money exists; and, a bank
inside a fictional lala land can’t hear a child’s cry; nor, even

See a crack in the road; that, you do not immediately form a
government; you, put off to another day; what, you could take care
of today; otherwise, that money scam; and, human trafficking
underneath this; can, have continued perpetually; yet, can you read
between the lines?; You, are living; and, can perceive; because,
you have a central organized nervous system; corpse, does not;
such, is dead; and, fictional; it, is on paper only; it, is only a subject
matter; as, a wo/man is not in any office; and, an office imaginarily
is only existed; how, do you feel if a corpse is above you?;
something, dead existing above beloved?; if, you only have

An office; without, a wo/man; you, have a lemming; communistic;
monopolistic; total, opposite of what the founding fathers died for;
is, it okay with you that who is apparently in an office is a ghost;
and, that you who is actually there; have, been asked to swear an
oath to a foreign entity?; so, where is the wo/man that did this?;
you, can see a tree; you, cannot say you can see a forest; you, can
see jane and jon; you, cannot see alphabet soup land;

Having, a bank in lala land; and, having a corpse above you; as, a
fiction of law; nothing, verified allowed; no, self-governance
allowed; only, a corpse to have interrogate itself in a public house;
is, this okay with you that you
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Entertain something dead; and, put that which is dead above you
who can perceive; and, you would be suffered to only have had
negative economic inductance; a, service meant to be for you and i;
yet is not; is, for someone who can earn a profit; i’m asking you is it
alright to only have come from profit and not trust?;

Negative, economic inductance is evil; give, the question to ten six
year olds to create a system; and, straight away they can perceive
what is economic egalitarian; and, such is as only you and i have
constitutional money again; for, jet fuel does not melt steel;

A, monopoly of one percent; own, forty percent of all; one, percent
take most all of a quarter of all energy on the earth; the, hand
above government jumping to own apparently your dna; their, own
investment; the, rest of all primarily own less that not even point
nine of a percent; every, -ism is evil; and,
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Not any different from marxist socialism; capitalism, is just another
word for it; and, is evil; you, and i actually live in a federation of
united nations; called, fun; otherwise, most all are living under
communism; enslaved, in civic confinement; and, entrapment;
money, makes the world go round; a vote, because of a hairstyle;

In, an economic egalitarian system; such, is the path of least
resistance; everything else, the path of most resistance; and, no
one can say that the bank-whore has not peter principled self; for,
as a bank is in who can perceive; who, is perceiving can direct such
currency; at, the present moment you and i are using a private
corpse’s script; which, is not our money; yet,

Constitutionally, you and i should own the growth of currency; in,
this present system it is irrational; too, many issues exist with the
present monetary system; you, and i are using; someone’s, giving
us a service; but, it’s not for you and i; it’s for the bloke giving you
and i this service; and,

This is the hand above the government; too much, exists that’s
wrong about the present system; yet, even that no money is ever
made for interest; so, a shortfall always is existed; and, so you and i
have only ever ended up without; imaginary, and fake; not, based
upon assets of real value; and, therefore

A, US dollar having been equivalent to Saudi oil in the past; since,
Nixon; has, been pay for an armed prostitute; outspent, wrongfully;
on, a version of a limited mind function; of, a serious
manchurianism; of, an

Undisputed monopolistic peter principle judicial process human
trafficking and revenue collecting from victimless crimes; is, five
hundred thousand children killed in iraq in recent time; price,
enough to pay for negative economic inductance?; or, suicide in
india; you, were fostered and fated; for, agricultural return of money
(farm); you, couldn’t pay a loan back; and, so can you cross this
lonely ocean?;
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Everybody, knows anchors not doing any fact checking; is,
dangerous; economic, factors may take some spring out of the
easter bunny’s step this year; being, repeated by every single
network; all, having the same line; this, isn’t at the moment a
government; of, a land of a republic; yet,

A demon-ocracy; a, corpse owned by a faraway entity; a, team of
red and blue divide type of lie; a, tribal left and right swing of a
problem bird; a, described crush freak weak; of, a bob hoped
acted-whore; a, one world communistic control; of, the whole world;
that, can have a poly-ticing; that, means many tics; of, many cytes;
just, like para-cytes; and, poly-cytes; poly-tics, to depopulate; and,
a chemical dumbing down dependency; and, therefore
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Not, being of a big iq; goats, could be just frightened at the opening
of an umbrella; and, a true manchurian can’t be emotionally
available; music, just to square you; and, shear force you; eight
overtones is good enough; not, twelve; and, a festival of ignorance;
in, a public fool system; vaccine, thymeresol; is, mercury poisoning;
and, don’t forget squaline; and,

Nagalase; all, will not not destroy the nervous system; thymeresol,
mercury in the average child; on, turtle island; can, be four hundred
times concentration in their blood; then, what even epa guidelines
recommend; can, heavy metal mercury destroy the young? and, for
those that might’ve escaped; fluoride, then could get you for life;

Can, you mind the currency; and, have economic egalitarianism
take care of the rest?; an, infertile world; terminator style; is, a nice
food-manchurian takeover; is, it deceptive that what’s not food is
given a generally accepted as safe (gras) false report?; can, you
call the office that is de-regulating health?; yet,

If you are not concerned about safety; and, hazards; could heavy
metal toxicity be the reason why immigrant farm workers die; of the
same symptoms as aids?; how, about helping yourself; and, all of
us on the earth; and, have a moratorium; tick, the box yes you want
reform in banking; for, a time it can come to be; animals, left with a
farmer can be guaranteed to be kept safe;
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Chapter Five

Happyface, Clears Away Amnesia About the Past

A, long time ago this story is; and, a little before time of the memory
of an oral tradition a bit; because, happyface said cloud two
children told happyface; that, two feathers and turtle; had, similar
collectedness of story that hadn’t changed much; from, around
3500 BC after this time;

We, have a pretty good memory actually of events here on turtle
island; and, we do know that about 7500 BC; about, one thousand
years after this calamity; mining, gets underway again in the upper
great lakes region; and, the atlanteans are making orichalcum;

Cloud, two children had given happyface coins; that, had been
incorporated into ceremonial talking stick; that, had been carried by
two feathers; that, had been given to two feathers by turtle; and, it’s
said that such was very old; happyface, would take those coins at
some point; and, cloud had said that it possibly was a dupondius
coin; and, sestertius coins of the empire of rome;

Rome, did use similar; all, the markings on them were just gone
quite; but, it was a bronze colored golden coin; cloud, said that was
this orichalcum; there, was percentages of nickel lead and iron;
and, consisted inside a base of zinc and copper alloy; and, recently;
maybe even a year ago or so; was, discovered ingots of metal; off,
an ancient shipwreck; off, sicily;

Alloys, though of metal; which, really was being collected; Cloud,
called shiny bones; these, beloved would come in foam houses;
they, were called that because it would look like a house with a bit
of foam in front of it; happyface, said that orichalcum was certainly
known in Cretus; in, times ancient Atlantis extended to the
furtherest reaches back then as ports;
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In, far flung regions including turtle island; and, mined and found; it,
was of value; gold, and platinum; and, it was only considered
second to gold; so, we’re looking at a story of what’s documented
and written; which, is around four hundred twenty five BC maybe;

An, island and an inlet; some, three hundred miles away;
originating, on; it’s, an island that the native not is stonework; some,
under the ocean now; quite, deep; and, leading to a land level;
islands, today are peaks; and, small; you, can find ruins; civil,
engineers today haven’t found a

Way to duplicate such; such, means unknown really before this
time; fifty, to thirty ton block temples and roads and walls; fantastic,
architectural structure of stone; immense matter of fact; and, the
construction of such; it’s, gotta make your head buzz a little bit;
how, a capability was of a civilization like that;

Atlantis, covered vast regions; and, mu did too; and, proof is
existing; that, the oceans really started out as little small lakes
actually; in, a time when the earth is really a lot smaller; yet,
throughout that lands back then; very, connected can you find ruins
that are megalithic; innumerable, illustration i’d see happyface show
of in talks over turtle island; over, the last twelve years;

Descriptions, of this story of atlantis happyface provided; was,
really about distances that’s vast today; that, how you might
consider could travel be; in, a moment perhaps where few were in a
population perhaps was in our mind; a, time gone by; all, can have
perhaps had; yet, most inscription on the temple; and, legend and
tale of folk; and,

Works, happyface could site of records; of, an astrological nature;
it’s, just too undeniable that this story i’m sharing with you here is
not truth; it’s, hardcore truth; codices, existing showing such; and,
history; you’ve, got also stories of solon; that’s,
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Plutarch’s; then, you've got the ramayana and the mahabarata; the,
rig veda; and, the chilam balam; you’ve, got tablets in mexico;
niven’s; popol vuh; and, you’ve got records at Lhasa; all, point to a
time of atlantis; and, these are ancient writings; so, these are
records; alright; now;

This, story is coded in your DNA; happyface’s, words just triggered
memories in my own self; and, to sustain a source of; over, a
couple hundred facts happyface i heard talk about over time;
happyface’s, travel and research over many years; and, having
connected in with cloud two children; such, stories is the result of
an oral tradition passed down; that, is many thousand of years old
of itself; then, construction and date of monolith; and, symbols such
as writing of the maya; and,

Evidence, of vast civilization having existed on the northwestern
side of the antarctica; and, the region of argentina of coral; was, a
moment in time when the north pole was in alaska; and, the
equator ran completely in another manner than it is today; which,
you can learn about here; but, it’s not part of this story so i’m
keeping going with everything; it’s, the

Vicinity of finding of shells; that, a cataclysm that occurred before
atlantis; some, couple thousand years before; around, ten thousand
BC; an, ice age followed and with the loss of atlantis in 8498 BC;
the, earth is broken out of that ice age; the, caps melt from the
north pole; and, ice that did cover down to vast lower regions of
turtle island; melted; and, pristine lands appeared back again;

Now; raised, was the andes; as, a height of thirteen thousand five
hundred feet; which, it is presently attained; and, that yet only
sixteen thousand years ago; unquestionably, it was just at sea level;
because, Tiahuanaco was at sea level; you’ve, got boulders there
showing coastal line and things; only, an ocean would have created
back then; and, studies show from samples of pollen; how, the flora
and story of what’s laid there; displays, an occuredness such like
what we’re talking about; and,
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You’ve, got Mu; going, back further beyond atlantis; and, lemuria;
and, in the amazon; happyface, traveled in and around manaos;
and, lots of stories were rife; even, with all the people there of the
lost city of gold; the, earth is much larger than it was back then;
maybe, twenty five percent larger in the last ten thousand years;
you, can

See enormous seafloor spreading; as, the earth’s crust has
expanded more; as, water has come out of being held; locked, in
the rock of the earth; happyface, has imagined it’s less than one
percent at the moment; that’s, all that's come out to make the
oceans you see at the moment;

Tiahuanaco; has, a region a little south of it; where, atlantis and mu;
a, water route existed that connected both coasts together; so, that
east and west were connected via canals; an, area of jungle;
occupies, a sea in the amazon; that, was there around maybe
twenty thousand years ago that we know of; and, such is shown via
satellite imaging today; that, such existed back then; and,

Happyface had the opportunity to view the very first satellite images
of the ocean floor; when, google earth was being developed; and,
spent some maybe four months; near, everyday; searching, these
maps at the time; found, everything; everything, back then; from,
stories cloud two children had told; happyface, would read the
tissue of the earth; to, confirm cloud two children’s story; as, the
most accurate happyface has ever come across;

Yet, happyface would review writings from monasteries in tibet;
more, in the western region; that, tibetan chaldean; and, tablets and
scrolls in pali and sanskrit; rishi, discourse is existing of early years
of the beloved; and, happyface would review writing of monastery
and temple; to, confirm more this story; given, initially to Happyface
from Cloud Two Children; from, an oral tradition passed on to Cloud
Two Children;
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I, am red dog and i will speak; keep, in mind that a brave; who, put
hands up in the air; and, to divert bullets away from other
innocents; he, told those shooting; to, kill him; which, they did;
we’re, talking about true milgrammed beloved; acting, robotized at
this point; an, order of the world that would be newly referred to
back then; of, course we’re looking back a couple thousand years;

To, the year two thousand and twenty six; yet, up to this point;
you’re, looking at a voice of an alphabet soup land; of, an
established dead above your head towardness; of, a road; a, barbie
and ken to get a little GI joe trundled off agenda; a, little bit more
parentlessness; a, good fat taker effect going on; getting, whipped
up actually at the time;

An, unprecedented service provider planned; force, of military para
shangan style; a, plan of a marshaled new unveiled; union, east of
the middle; backed, by globalist union; of, alphabet soup land style
entities; it’d, be the cause of your mind back then to have felt
everything was separated; and, alphabet soup land could've
spoken something to you; and, apparently an “it” or a “they” or a
“them”; yet, certainly fiction was the apparent furtheredness; just, to
be more of a re-lie-gion really; of, the sovereign national remained;

Eroded, pretext; unleashed, of a dead above your head horror;
using, instigators to crisis refugee; effort, to force globalists; to,
have a key; that, could be applied in a lock of a related foreign
the-rapey; and, count-selling; a, promoted dead above your head
conditionedness; you’d, see photos of some of the puppets; that,
had been bob hoped by the service provider; everybody, then knew
really; if, you were in the news you only got there if you were bob
hoped; and, the story would be the service provider’s not you and
i’s; certainly, not;

As, you look back then you're looking at an absolute slidedness to
debauchery; a, train-wreck; careening, down the mountain flat
strap; with, most everyone aboard; yet, in this story; this, train does
have a remote control; it’s, a tick the box yes you want reform in
banking kind of control; you've,
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Gotta put the bank back inside who has got perception; and, get rid
of the social engineered service provide-whore’s application of
beloved just as chattel to be shifted around; but, you're looking at a
time where common law has been wiped out; you've, just got
communism everywhere basically; otherwise, just a few orphaned
countries that's it; okay;

Eclipse, releases you from a service provider’s absolute unleashed
chaos on you; to, exploit back then; to, establish an international
victimized displaced millions; again, of course y’know to populate a
spot where lands were just bought back for nothing; pennies, on the
dollar; a, good urban wrecking ball had been used; and,

The nations in the middle east; multiply, being destroyed at the
time; from, the start; coming from a crisis refugee style; created, in
the day back then; remember, it's a time where you don’t have
ethics to give anyone safe passage or safe harbor; you're,
interested just in wiping out most everybody; if, you're one of those
mental masturbated bank-whores;

Most, beloved when any calamity occurred; were, wiped out;
because, most beloved lived around the coastline; ninety five
percent; so, calamities of the ocean were able to wipe out
everything pretty much; and, it was that stories of various schemes
of things bein dreamed up; such, as relieving the pressure of the
new madrid fault line; trench, bombs and things; prepare, the ability
of a white-femaled manchurian that had run astray a little;

Force, multiplying natural conditions; just, popping a little more
energy to push the calamity on a little further; or, make it bigger;
more, able just to wipe out things actually; even, split a country in
half actually; the, entire world of the americas; destroyed not just of
the americas back then; in, this story of atlantis; such,
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Is the story of a wholesale brought physical natural event; you’re,
seeing the witnessing of a degenerativeness; not, having climbed
back yet to the times that we’ve had; certainly during the golden
ages; yet, eclipse moves us quickly forward to such a time;
because, you're dropping a lied to story; and, you're getting a story
more of a readingness of the tissue of the earth instead;

Lesser, none; a, global framework of its entirety; shaken; must, we
straight bearings; to, up america from peru; patagonia; both, small
and large animals and life was destroyed back then; by such a
catastrophe; it, really was a disaster for those close by; yet, if you're
far away from the impact of such you were able to survive; yet, a

Genera of whole specie would've been exterminated; and, a world
round a beagle; voyaged; visited; only, by a pen that you got; up,
until two thousand sixteen; by, charitable contribution from the
bank-whore; that, before this point wasn't really about this eclipse
movement; but, after this point is; this, story coming to you from
happyface; really, is coming from a scientific mind of reading the
tissue of the earth; even, pollen layers and ice core layers; tissue,
being read and changes of the climate;

Early, on happyface knew that darwin and hegel had fudged; the,
survival of the fittest; and, didn’t have any idea how a cell arose;
nor, how blood was formed; nor, that magnicity is the fundamental
physical theory of the body universe; not, electricity; and, unsavory
what could've it been found apparently scientifically; a, conservative
explanation; of, catastrophism; darwin, couldn't have had anything
such;

Only, time held still as darwin was concerned back then; which, was
really wrong; layers, could've been formed in a day; not ten
thousand years as darwin thought; quite, ridiculously; yet, the
problem of insoluble mammoth siberian extension; in, an area that
plants just don’t grow at all now; zones, so temperate that it’d be
impossible for buttercups that were digested; found, in the wooly
mammoth’s stomach; preserved; to, have grown;
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Happyface, went on this night; this, story is coming to you from one
of the braves that was reading some notes taken; from, a moment
having been connecting in with happyface about such; and, it was
of an interest to bring this into this work here; your, ability to be with
communication wellness mastery; and, the wovenness of a story; i,
wish you could've been present really to hear these stories being
given; for, element of the story would be paced to one beloved;
and, element of another part of the story paced to another;

All, beloved would be given feedback by happyface; as, to the
degree to which you are being connected with; via, subconscious
congruencey; so, happyface continued on that the partly revealed
contents of the stomach; in, its siberian frozen quick; only one
hundred year old information now; such, was discovered in a
mammoth; that’s, about ten thousand years old; i, could tell you
how it was preserved but that's another story; i’ll, save that for
another volume;

An, explanation of a catastrophe; here, worked at a change of
climate; gradually, not obvious really; yet, ten thousand years ago
mammoths; imperial; of, herds entirely; frozen, in a flash; instant; a,
phenomenon of an incurred volcanic ash; also, that had occurred
just seemingly moments earlier; and, particulate today found over
siberia asia and alaska; mixed, completely of a signature left of a
dust volcanically incurred; of, amounts too large for us to be felt
discovered; is, a provided corroboration; your, oral history; and,
events that’s notable be recorded; is, in layer; and, terrestrial ash;

Happyface, can read the tissue of the earth; as, you can; an, ash of
a deep sea origin and asteroids having broken up; and, having
plunged into the ocean; two, pieces having formed the holes that
still exist today; charleston,

South carolina having been from the velocity of the rock not the
same as the two stones that did plunge into the ocean; in, eight
thousand four hundred ninety eight B.C. on the fifth of june at six
p.m. at night; after, this point a blood is found on the earth that has
no point of origin at all;
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Such, a landmass is gone now; yet, it does explain some eleven
percent genetic difference between cro-magnons and modern
beloved; the, fact that some are tetrachromatic; most, though are
tri-chromatic; and, o- blood type is a very alkaline blood; way, more
alkaline than normal blood; and, it’s really a serious eleven percent
difference between specie we’re talking about here at this moment;
so, something has to explain a bit how we can have arrived where
we are; and, therefore;

Must, a layer that is shown; terrestrial, ash that the tissue is read of
today; an, ash of a deep sea origin; and, asteroids of a broken
upness; debris, fallen even; and, action volcanic that was
widespread at the time; it’s, suggested as an origin; there’s, a layer
of ash that's white and clean; as, a layer that's vast; that, has been
excitedly discovered on the pacific ocean floor; extending, out from
south america; at, seven hundred fifty miles westward and some
eight hundred twenty five miles south of the equator;

Subsided, from having been elevated; which, are features that
temporarily rise broadly; and, possibility doesn’t rule out that such
observation of the world; of, a risen oceanic; where, at least there’s
been over a two kilometer change in elevation; is, explained that
that was an area that used to go more closer to the equator; and,
was pushed out; and,

Now, is far more subducted than it was; it, was a basin; as, an
ocean now; that, was elevated of a median level of development;
above, the ocean beforehand; which, that's a landscape that you
can easily see on the bottom of the ocean floor; you, can see
there’s rivers that formed it and shaped it; it, can't have been at the
bottom of the ocean always; no, that's impossible; so,

Evidence, is based on a mid-pacific continent having existed;
biologists, if you open source; many, are convinced of course that
the bohemi; megalithic, stone formations; in, the caribbean;
support, the existence of an undeniable evidence of one island of a
far flung region; of,
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Fauna and flora diffused; from, the hebrides islands; from, the
solomon islands to papua new guinea; and, fiji; australia, and the
lands above; should, be embraced as to the existence of a
continent; supporting, islands of pacific similarity of life of plants;

All, point to the existence of a large southwest pacific continent
some maybe twenty years ago; short, time ago really; happyface,
spent an enormous amount of investigative research; looking, at
botanical evidence of such; for, this to be an absolute fact what
we’re explaining here; in, the story to you; of, a time of the past of
atlantis; thoroughly, corroborates with cloud two children’s account
given to happyface;

Atlantis, lost as happyface is sharing with you here; went, into a
little bit of the story of the coast off california; where, it used to finish
three miles out from where it does today; where, the ocean floor all
of a sudden drops off; which, you’ll travel west out toward hawaii;
keep, going all the way through to japan though; yet, underneath
the water there you can see land masses; absolutely no question
about it; down, below a mile of water or more;

You, can see mountains and river courses and plateaus; such,
stretches from the barren islands to hawaii; all, shows a continent
that was submerged; and, such submergence is a caused assisted
accompanied condition of a shift of the axis; even, as reversals of
the pole; and, magnetic readings on the seafloor show such;

You, can see that certainly events occurred around about twenty
eight thousand BC; and, destructions around ten thousand nine
hundred BC; you, can see up to fifty thousand BC; cataclysms, of
three separate recorded moments of time; mu,

Destroyed overnight; and, some lands that extended over a period
of time slowly submerged; and, some down now about eighteen
hundred feet; in, the south seas; coral, has been found; generally, it
only grows down around one hundred fifty feet; so, this gives
testimony to a
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Cast of coral reefs around the earth; including, some seven
hundred miles off hawaii located undersea; eleven, thousand foot
peak; the, largest sea mountain; called, guyot; is, now submerged;
yet, absolutely it did from above the water;

The, evidence happyface is pointing out here is just overwhelming
you see; mounts, under the sea; such, as guyot; are, flat topped
and a series of such exist as ridges between chile and japan; and,
such is being discovered today; via,

Satellite imaging more; but, was recorded back then by soundings
that were bathymetric; islands, originated as a continent; and,
indicated an exposed rock that was sedimentary and ancient; you,
can find a plutonis’ basement; and, areas like new zealand new
guinea; was, all part of one great land at one point; before, being
busted up and made into islands really;

A, darkness in living; a, tribe of originals; a, life be brought to you;
of, this animus; a, friendly happy face; a, trickster; a, world of a
side; other, than a stolen object of a small reduced sun; yet, this
eclipse movement; blacks out, what should be; and, after that
covered overness; light, again is existing; it’s, a singular event that
occurs on the earth; a, lot like atlantis; and, is time zero as recorded
in the future of this moment in time; and, is really the birth of this
happy face; and,

The, child of you who has only had what was dead having been put
above your head; be, retrieved of your whole self; this, son; as, i
you know you are; a, grieving to integrate what’s lost; and, assist;
can, you as this brave who is listening right now; to, what is being
read here; you’re, as this cherokee; a, story observed; of, the past;
of, a finality; defying, an attempt; in, underworld journeying; to, clear
away the theft of a fat taker’s story; just, project blue beamed on
you; pixels, put in and taken out;
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You, would've been the theme of a mink perhaps; just, turned as a
child; presumptuous, of a load assumed; steps, quickly though this
father who is a parent; as, a happy face inside you; and, from the
flames into burst;

Everything, of a fire that was caught; and, forests that had boiled
the ocean back then; and, the earth close to happyface in you; is, of
a story you’re becoming relieved of; and, an amnesia lifted; and, a
burden that had been heavy; happyface, told a story put here; in,
this path of hollow bones; of, a time before this; of, a tottering; a,
path appointed; along, a disc of accretion; carried, to permit finally;

The, son be given back the father here on earth; a, pestedness
after; yet, Wakan Tanka this i in you; be, ever formed more solid;
you’re, in an i aware state; you’ve, got rid of all the ladder climbing;
and, sky into arrows;

Being, shot; you, clear away these white jail bars that you’re looking
up at; because, that's evidence you've been in civic confinement
and entrapment; and, someone; not, you apparently; owns, the air
and owns the water; a, fall to such debauchery; only, as a result of
an utter parentlessness before this point;

The, originals brought this eclipse; to, the children of this
peacemaker; for, the return of the animals; you live simply; others,
can simply live; you, can have had something dead; above, your
head; yet, you cannot find where this fragrance begins or ends; for,
awakening to i awareness; and, a kingdom you are presiding over
within; can, you see the water falling over niagara?; can, you see
this boulder; at, the top of the mountain?; it’s, rolling; do, you think
you can stop this?; you, better get out of the way; for,

This, is water finding its own level; brought, in now is this
sacrament; your, temple is being blessed; white long legs, mistook
the ghost dance; yet, life begets life; and, dead begets dead; such,
beloved brethren who’ve come before us; braves, of red paint; who,
died at wounded knee; the,
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Same as a brave in oregon recently; you’ve, got a big deal of
fiction; for, you would’ve been robbed; you, gotta be disarmed;
before, being well robbed; and, that day you had; the, black birds in
the sky; sounds, that you’d hear; as, the brethren our buffalo; did,
cry;

What, chance do you feel you have; against, this dance?; this, be
my love; all, be fallen into; you, can have outlawed an
unpasteurized almond; yet, an instrument of unhappiness in the
boy’s hands is okay; you,

Can be pushed around as a refugee; yet, with this eclipse
movement; can, you see yourself living again?; geronimo, and
sitting bull; were, both of great mystery; all, knew the secret of the
trance; all, be a great brave; of, Wakan Tanka’s dance;

Come, to me now; you, iranians; come, to me now; you, syrians;
come, to me now ye palestinians; and, israelis; come, to me now ye
japanese; come, to me now ye north koreans; and, come to me ye
now; ye, dakota; come, to me now; ye, lakota; come, to me now;
ye, apache; come, to me now; ye, nakota; come, to me ye now; ye,
iroquois; come, to me ye; all, beloved braves here; on, turtle island;
for,

You, can now be living once again; come, all; ye, beloved in
shangan; come, on ye beloved of russia; come, on ye beloved of
china; come, on ye beloved of south america; come, on ye beloved;
of, australia; you, can now be living once again; you, used to be
able to do peyote; you, used to be able to ghost dance; and, now
you come to sing such soundsong again;

Areas, submerged; as, outlined; could, easily be seen as happyface
looked at; the, ocean floors of the atlantic and pacific; you, can see
the contours of past conditionedness; and, you can learnt how to
read the tissues such; just, as happyface could read the body like a
book; and, also the tissue of outer space; and, even a piece of
ceramic; old; put, into your hands;
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Cloud, two children can have done that; such, tells a story to you
just like a rock does; submarine, to two thousand five hundred
fathoms; concludes logic evidence; examining, recent water that's a
fresh seepage; into, salt; and, salt also into fresh; lands, larger of
eroded and flooded; such, tissue can be read of the islands of the
pacific;

Levels, of the ocean can be easily read to see rising and melting;
ice, of the polar caps; dew, already now melting and winding down
with time; and, wonder of a dated origin; more, light exists now; of,
lemuria even; between,

Southern india and madagascar; such, a lands; before, the indian
ocean opened up more; all, was connected as the lemur extended
across such lands; now, found only in madagascar; a, mystery
grand; and, anthropologists and archaeologists and geologists
really can open source today such

A story; an, oasis really of a time gone by; of, a micronesia; tonga;
and, easter island; and, lost cities of ancient lemuria; and, the
pacific of which nan madol; and, yonaguni island; are, remnants of;

And, from the arabian peninsula; persia; and, egypt; all, were
atlantis civilization; as, ports; on, uprised transformed climactic axis
turned; beloved, sojourned and the races that we have melded; to,
be which we have today; yet, long ago the plateau of giza was the
melting point; and, time zero; the, equator ran through such;
lemurians, depicted with pyramid and temple; similar, to the
egyptian; and, existent is still painting on the walls; surprising, it’s
not really;

Civilizations, has existed way beyond egypt’s time; and, beloved as
races existed over the earth; which, over time were just slowly
annihilated because of this fat taker condition being imposed on all;
because, you and i have acquiesced up to this point; but, not after
eclipse has had its effect; as, a movement;
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Giza, plateau was already there and the sphinx too; used, to be a
dog and was made into the cat; was, probably made in the era of
the dog really; which, fits with the eras of golden ages back then;
the, sphynx is like a calendrical dial; marks, out the passage of the
houses as they pass by

The heavens; because, thirty first of march of the year; they’d, look
to see where things were; gradually, moves about one degree every
seventy two years; and, of course we’re moving into this age of
aquarius right now; jesus, was asked to find the water pourer to
know where to go; to, experience the meal; that, gives you this
insight;

From, ancient egypt to babylonia; cloud, two children would give an
oral account to happyface; and, i awareness first comes from the
naacals more in ancient india; it, doesn’t come from that it actually
even is expressed back then from ancient naacals; where, the
beloved arose; is, covered over; there’s

too much subduction gone on; very, little escarpment is above the
earth actually; yet, in those escarpments you’re gonna find
evidence of this story; not, anything else; lemuria, preceded mu;
hindu, records certainly show such; atlanteans transplanted mu-ans
really; and, atlantis forwarded civilization into the cradle of the west
where we are; and, to this day an influx of a sign;

And, happyface continued on with this story; just, too fantastic
really; south america; mexico; yucatan; all, colonies of atlantis;
proved; seen, by explorers; who, witnessed artifact and legend and
inscription; yet, via a rank of closed; juggernauted, military industrial
complex steel; a finance of poly-tick and taboo; a, white house to
blue beam you; and, have taken pixels in and out;
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How would you really have known what had been going on?;
certainly no transparency had been apparently up to this point of
eclipse; a, poly-ticking taboo; closed, contact; patsified; service
provide-whore, bought is all you would've got; and, how could you
have known the past; until this time of hollow bones really; is,
clearing away the craziness of what you could've thought; other
than what this story is here; it’s just undeniable’; now;

I, am red dog and i will speak; i’ve, just given you a small account
here; continents, across the earth; all, were connected back then by
atlantis; before, its sinking and for some time afterward the remnant
of such existed; and,

Emerging is the theme primal of a world; which, had fallen into
debauchery; and, this be a center of a paradox of a basic grappling;
of, your being awakened to an i aware culture; of, a language of
peace of originals; which,

Is similar to a myth of a golden age; originals had of a time passed;
yet, you could see up to eclipse; a, darkness of the earth had been
plunged; yet, eclipse was a torch taken out of a path not of just a
company of slaves dancing just three;

Jupiter, is the bear of the heavens; a, blood within happyface; a, fist
clenched; of, flesh; moved, out; let, you wake up now to lifefood;
such, be this dawning star now; a, traveling into your other than
conscious self; through, trance dance and entheogenic ceremony;
you, can have had a vision; such, as who participated in the past
ghost dances; your, beloved as lakota still among beloved; such, is
a very old tradition; yet, as cloud two children said;

A, horror was to have descended on turtle island; that, beloved
started to superstitiously consider that jupiter was really a
conscious being; and, had to be of the younger ones murdered;
how, horrific; infanticide,
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Started to come to be more; apparently, crazy and insane as it is;
apparently, it was reckoned if you murdered a beloved you'd be
better off; apparently, god up in the sky would be appeased by;
which, was just a ghost; and, the sacrifice of young beloved; in, an
instance came; that, was a fat taker; because, it’s just parentless;

As, spouses of on taken lack love; such, a moon no more in your
sibiledness; a, dawn of enteredness; of, who had been born with
four legs; just, to be cut in half separated as two; figuratively; a, tale
of power told by happyface here; of, a spirit of a phenomenon;
beyond, bigger mega super; or, any weak ego; it, is this chiefdom
again; of, a federation of united nation; a, center of a spiritual
movement in these volumes; a, moment now where the son is
given back his father; who, is of warmth and blood;

An, orb shining inside you who is listening; and, who is even
unborn; can, you be the grandchild of this great spirit?; you,
become married in your own being to; that, what’s mortal about
you; all, of us we share a common fate; yet, this bringing us
together in celebration also; and, the moon having been a male;
like, to the eskimo; the, sun being a male to the cherokee; came,
really as story similar to ironing a shirt with a fish; yet, that
darkened primordial condition is eclipsed; closed and covered over;
and,

A, new light comes forward; of, a language of peace; and, a more
whole brain patterned being; and, this is a getting of a light to flood
into the darker recesses of ourselves; as, a father is given again to
a son back on earth; a, yearning and a passion be of a property
endowed you have of a livingness; of,

A mythology that's original here on turtle island as in other lands of
this earth; a, firmament; as, great as the stars and the moon and
the sun and galaxies; you, this living being; listening now; as, of
story coming from a rock; a, cloud; a, pond; trees, the mountain;
the, sky; perfectly, reflected by this glass flat surface of this lake; a,
happyface now inside you; i, am red dog and i have spoken;
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This, path of least resistance; is, a lab of a welcomed result; that’s,
duplicable in a progressedness; you're, being educated step by
step to follow; and, as a result; this, smashes the old paradigm;
that’s, been just a paradigm paralysis; data, that's observed here
that's relevant; confronts, an upstanding

Arrival; of, a hypothesis that is sound; for, what determined the
titanic being sunk was negative economic inductance; it’s, twin was
sunk for insurance; and, yet who built the ark; were, absolute
experts; all, beloved this evening were received of such
intelligence; from, this happyface;

The, whole universe; flows, inside self; i, heard happyface
speaking; happened, to be in an encampment; i’d, come to assist
as a civic engineer in the construction of lifehouse sustainable
community on turtle island; and,

It was for me to do what i could to learn more about where we
come from; and, in this respect i’m gonna tell you; that, it’s kinda
shocking; in, an exciting way; because, what i was hearing and had
heard over some many years before having connected in with
happyface; you, and i we have a completely different past from
what anybody had said up to this point;

What, happyface was sharing here; was, just smashing whatever
you knew and setting it back to zero; okay?; i, did what i could to
find anything much; anything, close to this; and, i’m sorry to say;
but, of all reviewedness of literature; i, hadn’t found anyone who
could read the past more than happyface; and, of course happyface
was really guided quite a bit by cloud two children; and, was given
an oral tradition;

We, only have a little bit left of this last chapter of this volume five
path of hollow bones; in, communication wellness mastery; you,
need to be built back brand new now; from, this moment onward;
because, what you're hearing is just smashing what you can have
already known; sorry; but, it just goes to show you that whatever
you've known of the past; you, might have to have dropped it;
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It’s, easy for me; because, i’m writing this to you from the year four
thousand twenty-six; and, a lot of time has passed for all this fact
checking and things to have happened a long time ago; no, one
was alive back then on the earth; that, had more wisdom or deeper
insight ever; okay?;

Now, i am red dog and i will speak; the, eclipse movement is very
important; and, your ability to be able to be an agent for change;
and, you can have gone through already; a, state preparation for
such; now; it’s, best as you're going forward; you, might just forget
the past; it’s, just been a control freak story; that’s, all;

You, controlled yourself; and, others controlled you; they, just ran
you into some string of events; one, can have strung together
simply; like, could have even been a horrific word salad actually;
the, result could've been just that you were witnessing a technicolor
yawn; Wakan Tanka help us; okay;

In, this area where i am; around, happyface; many, braves have
assembled; iron cloud; who, has been with happyface for some
time; and, of course myself; red dog; then, others are fairly
seasoned braves; all, transformed; powerful; like, vessels; moored;
waiting, quietly for this dawning; of, this day; now; you might’ve
been excited; like, pirates in the caribbean; and, even stories of
trekking out to see the stars in our galaxy; but, i’m gonna tell you;

Get, ready; i, don’t wanna mince words; only, a few pages here;
i’ve, gotta just give it to you; okay?; you, gotta know where we
came from; you, gotta know there’s been a couple of golden ages
that happyface talks about; you, cannot have got stuck; in, some
stagnant puddle; that, was not sound; nor, you being transparent;
about, the past; and, where you're going of course; okay?; now;

I, just happened to be sitting; listening, to one of happyface’s
braves; share, with everyone this story; which, i’m taking notes;
and, i’m giving it to you here; and, i’m doing what i can to get every
word; alright?; okay, here we go;
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Everything, is in who spirit is Wakan; meaning, holy; and, Tanka
meaning rock; is, where the whole universe is flowing inside self;
you’re, this embodiment now of a piercing shining; can, you feel
perhaps the hair stand up the back of your neck a little?; maybe,
you’ll feel some goosebump;

Relax, your shoulders and your breath; for, the feathers of rays be
surrounded; this, face of a happyface inside you; and, what wasn't
born; and, wouldn't die; yet, is for eternity; be, shining now; this,
body of this stellar universe; of, cord brilliant; you, are; as, i would
see happyface; clad, in an arrayment of sunshine and air;

Simply, clothed; in, a mohawk style; joy, is what i was feeling; as,
pain and sufferedness was just being shed away fast; i, myself was
becoming the personification of the north; where, trees have lost
their leaves; showing, us

This bear essence; i, would hear happyface talk to all the braves
about a harvesting and plantedness; and, determining of season;
regulating; how, what the seasons do to the fields; your, bravery to
stand up and have pinned your sash; as, coyote; as, the jay bird;
as, spotted eagle; standing bear;

MC Owl; as, the gentle rain; as, the pandora; the, t bird; iron cloud;
dreaming cycada; river; rainbow hawk; loud hawk; beautiful owl;
looking frog; were, just some this day; I’d, hear happyface say; “a,
brave is this strength; in, your health giving; you, who is this i; as,
the Pawnee; Shakuru;

You, are this happyface in this mythology here; inside, as an
original; your, role as a radiant mendicant; playing, as the sun is; a,
light to the animals; the, birds the bees; the, sounds of the crickets;
and, the sound of running water;

Wakan Tanka; birth, given you a body; Wakan, this parent
impregnated; via, sunbeam whose parent; this, representative is
here now as tunkasheila is; as, the plains; to, this state of your
united shedding away of what’s old; and, bringing playfulness in”;
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I’d, hear happyface share the story of how; cloud, two children’s
vision was of a wall of rock; that, was made out of synthetic stone
ceramic chipped; a, son was found that day; an, image of a spiral
and a golden feather was given to happyface; the, elders would see
a sign from Wakan;

Happyface, could've gone on the road back then; happyface, was
yet to have found a grandfather; yet, in this area; cloud, would go
on in a story some years afterward; of, a clue that you and i would
be given; that,

In, this very area; happyface, is given this golden feather; is, a slit
through which is shining a light; which, is a shaft; on, this day only;
forever, from eternity; is, this solstice of the summer in your being
now happening; as,

A day is of this constructedness; the, same as a chamber; your,
being in a ceremonial circle now; listening, to the story maybe; yet,
can you imagine what’s underground?; partially, hidden maybe;
buried, covered over by the sands of time; a, kiva in new mexico;
on, turtle island here; close, to the prehistoric ruins at chaco
canyon;

Among, such poles upright; of, a circle; you, can still see today;
what, existed there is an observatory astronomical really; and,
cloud would go on to share stories with happyface; as, was with the
modern day insight of

Stonehenge here in missouri; on, turtle island; on, the eastern
portion; cloud, call the kahokia; builders, that built prehistoric
mounds; wasn’t, uncommon for the year and the time; you'd, find
certain food; and, harvest and plantedness; for, this was a time of
great kindness; of, you living simply others can simply live;
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You'd, be a great observer; and, you'd have heard much about this;
keen, it was for you as nature close living; who, beloved is planting
and harvesting; and, bringing all forward now; to, you; as, this
happyface is inside; you’re, being drawn on a string; a, darkness in
living; and,

A beloved of this original tribe; giving, you this story here; you’re,
related to; is, the animal of your good friend and mate; as, this dog
is man’s best friend; or, even as a trickster; a, world; the, other side
of a veil of illusion; having, been drawn back; exposing, for you
now; a, twilight zone; of, a forgotten long lost dimension; now;

Imagine, for a moment you can see; a, dew drop now; scintillating,
in the sunlight; held, suspended in the air; in, the morning light; by,
a cobweb; happyface, had looked at ceramic from the west coast of
africa; and, found that this was artificial; and, seemed that most
stone that had been made was synthetic; you, could barely tell the
difference between what was a real stone even and what had been
fashioned and shaped and hardened up hard as a stone; yet, the
children; dead, to you;

What, window into any future can have existed?; tell, me?; how,
can a son dead; put, above the head; he, retrieves this son of this
specie of wo/man; grieving; assisted, you gain a tribe; even, as the
Cherokee; are, my blood; a, story you see; you, and i are
connected by a common fate; defied, you can be tempted in an
underworld; to, journey like happyface has here; you, can see the
theft; of, what has been for you perhaps; only, a stagnant puddle of
a contrivedness;
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Chapter Six

Asteroid, Impact Sunk Atlantis in 8498 BC on the Fifth
of June at Six PM:

Coinciding with the Mayan Calendar Day Zero of the
Tzolkin

Do, you know the last ice age receded suddenly about twelve
thousand years ago?; and, what reason exists that such an
enormous bed of lava surrounds the Azores today?; what, reason
do you suppose deep layers of such magma magnetic
crystallization show an earth wobble having begun at this time?;

What reason did the warm Gulf Stream be able to begin to circulate
in the northern Atlantic after this time?; this, warm Gulf Stream
begins to go above the Azores at this time;

Does, the physical facts of modern astro and geophysics connect
with actual folk story; a witness to such a calamity?; does, not such
folk story connect the mystery of Atlantis?; and, can such a
synthesis of fact solve the past; and, becomes what's taught in this
Aquarian age?;

Did you know the earth is twelve times larger than we know it was?;
did you know all the continental plates fit perfectly together; but, for
only a small piece missing where Atlantis was below the islands of
the Azores?;

Did you know that when you put all the continental crusts together
there is a definite line up; and, a contiguous-ness exists even from
flora and fauna samples taken from such contiguous coastline that
were originally connected with each other?;

The earth's continental crust fits perfectly together; yet, it is twelve
times smaller than the earth is today; and, all seas we have today
didn't always exist; that, all such seas making up the ocean started
out as lakes originally?;
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Did you know that the ocean water has been estimated to be only
as young as about seventy five million years?; and, when you look
at all the megalithic structures on the land and under the sea; that,
the very same measurement and dimension of geometry was used
to build such astonishing ancient monuments?; and, such

Widely dispersed both under the ocean now and also above the
water on the land; in, such far flung reaches; could, not all have
been possible except that Atlantis connected all this information
about the past?;

What, reason exists that the Aztec; pacific, island; African,
continent; and, the Egyptian and Mayan; Babylonian, and Turtle
Island all show signs of having mined metal back very far; certainly,
to the times of Atlantis?; is, it not the direct continuation of a society
of the now
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Sunken mountains of the Azores; all, evidence of an ancient past
civilization that eventually collapsed; and, what reason do all these
facts coincide with much investigation of fact surrounding this
ancient continent; that, sunk beneath the seas in 8498 bc on the
fifth of June about six pm at night?;

Was Atlantis sunk by an asteroid from the adinos group that has
such an accentric hyperbolic vortexual orbit even still to this day?;
that, also a line up on this day of the sun, Venus, the moon and the
earth was incurred; on, the fifth of june 8498 BC and it can be
calculated that at about six pm the island continent of Atlantis was
sunk; that, also coincides with day zero

Of a new era on the mayan TZOLKIN calendar?; was, this not the
beginning of.a new era?; that, it is such day zero and day one
begins in such a calendar on the sixth of june in the same year?;
and, was not this the end of the quaternary age?; what, reason do
you feel all this links up to have such a coincidence?;

Is, not ancient records from abandoned civilization that agree with
such facts not of any civilized witness?; that, asteroid A did break
up into two pieces before plunging into the mid atlantic ridge line;
and, some boulders not having the same velocity pock marked the
area of charleston south carolina?; that, the majority of the asteroid
that broke into two pieces is responsible for two deep holes in the
atlantic still to this day?; yet,

You, can also see the outline of a tremendously big city covered
over by silt today; yet, clearly showing the outline of a buried city
under the silt and mud of the sea floor; and, was not ten percent of
the atlantic ocean vaporized in that act that such an asteroid was
traveling at about nine miles per second; and, buried itself very
deep in the earth; that, the earth is still reeling from the impact even
to this day?;
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Does the eccentric orbit of the adonis group of smaller asteroid
ever coincide with the vortexual hyperbolic orbit of the earth and
other inner planets ever?; did, such a member nearly get pulled into
earth’s orbit yet it was traveling a little too fast; but, if it had been
slower it would not have escaped impacting the earth that in 1936
nearly incurred; as, such

An asteroid was only 186,000 miles away at that time?; and, in
february of that year it did nearly become captured by earth’s
gravetic pull; and, would have as stated if it had been just a little
slower in its speed; stay, tuned for some more information about
atlantis; and, if you'd like to learn more you can go to blog talk radio
for interviews about such a time;

Orichalcum from ancient atlantis
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For, the next ten years of the time that we’ve come back to to write;
in two thousand sixteen; it’s, estimated back then that some four
thousand asteroids be zipping by the earth; and, a couple hundred
thousand yet to be discovered back then; at, that time it wasn't
known about what asteroids would be slamming into earth in the
future; you’re, living in a time where there’s no question about it;

Heavy, metals are linked to connective tissue disease; and,
definitely neoplastic condition; and, many products including baby
powder is starting to be looked at as a horror; it, was of a moment
of time you'd still be remembering pictures; of, beloved being
annihilated; youd

Find out was a psyops yet carpet bombed instead yet that's another
story we will get into later on so; by, a bomb called “little boy”; you,
could still see a very large photograph back then; displaying, the
cities destruction several decades before; you're, just gonna look at
an image showing very dark smoked boiling ground; dramatic; yet,
many products would just continue to be sold; raising, IGF
unwittingly; which, was the major cause of neoplasm and extreme
high phosphate food;

All, such be changed because of eclipse; plenty, of books written
about jeans back then; but, none knew cells didn’t arise from mitotic
cell division; happyface, was educating everyone that cells arise
from a process of aggregation fusion and differentiation; high,
glycotic non-lifefood is seen to be tied to hypertension; and, those
with heavier thicker breasts from milk consumption; is, shown have
the highest rates of cancer; and,

Members, of this moment of a beloved family; are, being taken care
of; by, young children even as young as eight; and, it’s a burden
that's put heavily on mostly children; because, they’ve basically
been fatherless for some time at this point;

You’d, see pictures of the service provider’s rags having glorified
images of armed prostitutes; and, below that you'd have vestil
virgins cheering on; first, page is business and second page is
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poly-ticking; it’d, be real stories like in NY; the, gentrification of
victims; the, latest being cats that were feral;

Anyway, at this point; should, be very good that you would learn a
little more about the neurology behind i awareness; and, how
beloved are living today in the year four thousand twenty-six; i’ve,
just included a little story above there;

Wasn’t, a story many beloved knew about back then; common,
story today though; anyway, if you’re listening; stay, tuned; you’ve,
been listening to what’s been read; perhaps, for you too a paradigm
paralysis has been smashed; and, a new paradigm put that just
takes anything you knew; back, to zero; okay; i, am red dog and i
have spoken; and, everybody said who was listening; “aho, red
dog; you, have spoken”:
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Chapter Seven

Pleasure, and Aversive Neurology:

Whole, Brain Functioning Verbal and Non Verbal
Communication Patterns

That, you can have looked deeply into how the brain functions a set
of neurology is located deep behind the back of your nose; that's,
involved in mediating a pleasure response; such, a structure to
describe for you where it is; you, can draw a line through your
frontal temporal lobes and you'd be going in directly to the septal
region; and, such a structure connects your frontal cortex to your
mid brain involving emotional processing; and, therefore

The, septal region responsible for modulating pleasure and interest;
is, further located anterior to grey matter connecting your optic
chiasma; and, anterior commissure; and, such is directly connected
to olfaction; that, is your sense of smell; and, is engaged in reward
and reinforcement; and, is also connected to the hypothalamus;
and, hippocampus and other vast brain regions; ok?;

Your, septal is also connected to the aversive neurology of the
amygdala and tegmentum complex; and, it neurologically inhibits
such centers as you are remained in an interest and pleasure state
of i awareness; and, that a state of aversion existed it neurologically
inhibits the septal region; so, you cannot have been feeling happy;
and, feeling miffed at the same time; ok;

States, of pleasure; and, aversion; compete, for shared neurology;
and, have unique body componentry also preferentially linked to
each separate state; and, neurology and muscle connection exists
that feelings of joy is supported via extensor muscle; and, feelings
of dis-pair and aversion is felt via contractor muscle of your body;
and,
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Motivation, and mood regulation; in, WBF technology and training is
of a critical role played by your septal region; and, evidence is also
supported via happyface’s research that looked into how the
hemisphere of you brain participate in robust states of pleasure and
aversion; and, how this relates to the lateralization or sidedness of
body movement; and, such formed the basis of whole brain
functioning taught to you here;

Evidence, exists that dead food consumption and limited mind
functioning patterning and syntax inhibits proper septal
development; and, instead can have caused the aversive
componentry of your brain including the amygdala and also the
tegmentum to have hypertrophied; and, further that an impacted
septal region is responsible via its neurological inhibition; to, be
involved in depression; and, also corresponding in blunt behavioral
responses; and,

Can, a better recovery process applying jubbs longevity cell
rejuvenation and whole brain functioning technique; to, assist those
afflicted with emotional and cognitive challenge?; for, all such
condition is due to non whole brain functioning patterning; that,
dis-regulates effective functioning of the septal region; and, such
connects your frontal cortex and back of the brain together; and, is
central in being able to tell what's happening outside versus what
happening inside; and,

Recovery, of a wide range of mental and emotional challenge is
dealt with; via, entrainment of WBF verbal and non-verbal syntax;
that, activates the septal region; and, neurologically inhibits the
aversive componentry of your brain; for,

Septal region activation is essential to WBF patterning; and,
inhibiting aversive limited mind function; of, the amygdala and also
tegmentum; all, providing the resource state is large enough ok?;
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The, vestibular sense was the first sense to form on the earth; and,
is of the integrative componentry of your brain; it, is involved in your
sense of balance and the release of endogenous opiate; and,
whole brain functioning

Specific preferred syntax is engaged; you move toward what's
attractive and away from what is repugnant; what, is within and
toward is you being a state of associatedness; and, you being
outside and away from is being able to dissociate; ok?;

Happyface, has a greater taxonomy of any other researcher on the
earth in your sensory motor complex; you, can read more about this
by reading a WBF manual; and, the vestibular system is involved in
all whole body movement sensation; like, as time has been
suspended or you've felt as you are moving forward in life; or, even
in a limited brain functional way said you were glad to be away from
work;

The, vestibular system is involved in your sense of speeding up or
slowing down; and, it is involved in turning perception and
guidance; and, also direction moved in as indicated; all, words
predicting a whole body movement is a vestibular word; as, is on or
off or throughout or forward up down sideways etc ; the, vestibular
system is involved in regulating the tonus to your body muscle and
organs; ok?;

Whole, brain functioning engages inclusive language not exclusive;
and, its framing things positively and noticing that as you have a
preferential feeling inside you are in your whole brain patterning of i
awareness; otherwise, you can have displayed limited mind
function; via, words such as don't won't can't should will must try
but only just is an example; ok;
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Super, quantum interference devices show how you can project
energy outside your body; an, operation of the past that was really
counter to your own intelligence; had, been being used; similar, to a
technology of a computer morphing; just, like a video morphing;
advanced, complex intelligent military industrial complex designed;
imagined, an edge that had been cutting apparently the public; to,
be re-re-re-presented; that, technology old of a decade of a use of
an image;

Your, clone could've studio’d; woolyhood, and bullyhood of a future;
of, crisis actors needed; we, all see isn’t something cared for
anymore; just, a crazy operation period; really, of a system that had
been weaponized; you’d, have just

A denial of an active complexity actually; your, mind certainly wasn’t
quietened; but, ever made more to have chattered in the past; and,
if you could've created limited mind function; you, could see that
was the case; you, just look at the rags and how they’re all using
language up to this point; alright;

You’re, looking back a couple thousand years; to, a weapon of a
limited mind function; driven, intelligent signal; complexed; you’re,
just a soldier; an, armed prostitute; plenty, blood boy created; and,
a superconducted techno-cloning electroencephalographic
heterodyned condition; just,

Runoff the wire of the house; as, a lilly wave; carrying, piggyback
frequency waves; to, have influenced you and i; not, for our greater
good at all; yet, learning how to laugh at that; no, control over you;
i, am red dog and i have spoken;
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Chapter Eight

Being, in i Awareness: Structuring, of Behavioral
Synesthesia in Whole Brain Functioning

A, story; and, an acted condition; can, require you to be applied in
an individual initiative; partnered, or group initiative; yet, each
involves how you’re keeping your own self company; i, awareness
and whole brain functioning patterning; and, application of the
vestibular sense; to, be remained associated; and, integrated and
congruent; is, a modeledness for all experienced; cluster, of
modeling and enriched pattern; whereby,

Who is observing can have the experience of; a, colloid of life; All,
functioning together as a whole; in, a confluence; you, and i are
multiple channeled; yet, you have to have the ability to be able to
isolate; the, components of the sensory motor complex; of,
behavior; what’s, been limiting; that’s, a fat taker effect here; has, to
be broken down to its component parts; which,

One part as we’ve been saying is a less than enriched model of
love; and, what lovingness is; and, that part is separated from
another part; which, is involving; the, memory of events strung
together that are negative; that, represents a terror; not, integrated;
and, a feeling of an incompetence; in, the present and the future
because of that; and,

Both, these parts talked about here; can, have other than been
integrated; a, synesthesia can have occurred between the two; you,
function as one; versus, having compromised to be got; of,
something which should ordinarily be something you have; it’s,
what stockholm syndrome is; having, fallen in love with a slave
servant monkey relation; therefore;
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I, am red dog and i will speak; communication wellness mastery;
requires, for you to apply an astute application of the vestibular
sense; connecting, ideas and your behavioral syntax together; in,
an integrated and associated manner;

i’d, be round happyface for many years; and, see a devout care for
having beloved around; who, are caring of a condition; to, know
who you are; i’d, say that was probably just the one passion
happyface had actually that’s it; otherwise, there wasn’t any
passion;

To, have remained to the last; permitted, who survived; who, is here
now; on, turtle island; who, is below you; and, behind you; is, this
beloved; such, starving; in, sickness; of, no reasonedness; except,
that just something dead is been put above your head; who, can
perceive; happyface, was like the cheyenne; serious,
integratedness of a hero; as, dull knife was; if, you go back to the
1880s; you’re, gonna see the existence of sorry-ness; left, over; a,
horn at big little; south, now in a reservation;
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Struck, with a fat taker effect; not, integrated; out, of balance; is, a
beloved of a whole tribe; the, remnants of now; once, removed; by,
social engineering; of, a fat taker; parentless; be, only not an author
of any writ; who, penned nature certainly; and,

Such white long legs; you, can be observed the effect of; even,
some hundreds of years later; yet, eclipse brings you back this
gorgeous country;’ which, is of your north in your being; of, wisdom;
of, beauty; of, a moderate coolness; and, the rain; it, comes in four
seasons;

So, much grows in such an environment; little, mini-climates; ever,
present it is; even, as a tale reflecting; how, the cheyenne had to
live; and, endure; yet, isn’t this just like all in russia and china; and,
north korea; iraq, syria, and iran today?; a, well deep; of, a water of
a tale; of, a bucket; that’s on a rope drawn up; out, of what is empty;
that, what was useful could flow in; all, be drawn now; up, up and
up and up this well; and,

Now, you can start to see the bucket appear; and, as the bucket
appears; water, is overflowing; some, spills a little is so overflowing;
and, here now water; for, the first time has seen light; before, this;
it, only has cared for; being, in an elevated state; rising, only; i, am
sitting; with, several other braves around happyface; we’re, waiting
for braves that are coming in for some training; and,

You, gotta know how to unpackage and repackage behavior; it’s,
just a little bit left of this volume; i’m, sorry to have packed so much
together for you; yet, i couldn’t help myself; but, to give you a few
more notes; and, these notes are coming to you now; from, a
moment i was listening; to,

A brave around happyface; read, some of this work; whilst,
happyface would instruct you in how to pop; subliminals; and, mark
out and sequester information; you’d, be getting something more;
you, could recall; matter of fact; i, would say recall things for several
months afterward; practically, word for word; now, back to
happyface;
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Can, you remember; the, stillness; and, silence; and, transparency;
you, have inside?; can, you feel your shoulders now; start, to relax
a little more; you, can be lengthening the inspiration now; a, little
more through your nose; maybe, you can feel a little smile coming
on; not, too

Discernible but pleasant; and, you’re in a timeless state right now;
to receive information; and, all extraneous noises and chatter and
movements; you, feel so quiet; you, have memory of being in a
sweet moment now; everything, is indelible;

You’re, feeling a sense of your own genius; yet, empty; ready, in a
position to be filled; you, are not coming from any belief; oh no; not,
such a low order of nothing sensory based; no, no no; not, for you;
you’re, learning how to have sensorily tracked stuff; you, can be
asked what did you track?; and, you better come up with something
you saw you felt; something, that actually happened; okay?; and,

Beloved, of turtle island; here, in the forest; in, the trees in nature;
integrated, fully; i, could hardly see where these beloved were; but,
i’d look at a house afterward; and, think oh my god; how restricted;
how, could anyone do something such an average small nucleated
condition?;

Service provide-whore style; and, yet who far away in them self;
not, here; delivered nothing of i or you; yet, just a phantom of
fiction; not, one; but, two maybe; and, a chatter of a beggared
thinking; and, wishing; and, wanting; and, whining; from, no real
humbleness; not, really;

Grief, hasn’t allowed you to integrate what’s lost; as, a village
offering; you, as a brave’s intention; this, is the deposit; such, is
from giving of your self; beyond, just possession; is, what’s proper;
is, water finding its own level; who, is the beloved here as originals
on turtle island; and, on the earth; and, today; seen, never; is, a
kiva; in, any reason; that’s the same as it was; before, a fat taker
came; and, if from across the water though; from, the east;
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Cloud, said to happyface; that, Wadalodaherting; a, tribe of
wannabes and has beens; disassociated, utterly; them, left this
beloved; yet, sorrowful were beloved; you, could see around; here,
is where you see happyface; of, intention; you, can be achieved of
your outcome; and, in the west; an, ocean; the, middle; in, living;
going; i, am here; say, you; beloved, spoke; west, of the phantom;
finally;

You’re, less than ease of ability; to, have reframed what was
prejudice; is, a state that is desired; as, you are this original; and,
it’s an approach you’re able to apply; to, assist gain this eclipse
movement; you, remain alert; and, can have an anticipated sense
of being transformed; any, adverse state that can have been of the
past; such, is an i awareness;

Transformed, as a result of a realizedness; that, stillness silence
and transparency is your core being; colloid, of life; you, observe is
okay; it’s, made in a way; you’re, wiseness is a care; of, word
added; rather, than what you’ve said to take away; and, give back
an emptiness which is your original condition; which, is the art of
listen speech; being, applied as you’re listening to this story; inside,
being read; now;

Be, of your word and syntax; where, you’re aware that your body
language; non-verbal, communication is the major portion of things;
yet, all is also a primary form of language; it’s, what energy in
motion is; and, your outcome created; as, a stimulus left on a tissue
protoplasm; you’ve, transformed that vibration so all confluence is
existing now; and, avoided it is a related clathrate; and, oscillating
circuit; in, a circuit board; as, a transistor radio;

Your, outcome desired; achieved, successfully; is, a situation;
you’re, imaging from a memory of a serial processing; and,
pleasure and interest felt as word application; asm syntax is; such,
is connecting you evermore with an image and feeling associated
with such; you’re,
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More whole brain patterned in your being after this; there’s an
instruction you’re going to be carrying out after this moment; as,
before this moment and after; we’re, talking about what integration
is; and, this is as pleasure and interest is; and, this is in WBF what
creates WBF; now;

You’re, learning how to reframe what is going on; and, you can
have a meaning or contextual reference; which, you could learn
about in WBF training; you’re, accessing a state that’s elemental;
as, a constitution in i awareness; each, modulating channel being
applied in your syntax; is, integrated in the representative forms;
varying, as your memory learning and behavior; which, is state
specific; is, attached to as the listener;

You’ve, got from another; a, message perhaps; of, how this is
recalled; what, created mental set existed for you about this; and,
self talk; and, detail that is about your own referential index; which,
should be a fifty fifty thing internal and external; and, your
orientation also is fifty fifty; yet, it might not have been; and, that
would then be what happyface might go after; in, assisting you
recover more your total self; okay;

Okay, now; details, that’s on the outside; you, can be remembering
visually; as, you can be listening inside to your own voice; saying,
not only should you experience and become in more awareness;
which, is beyond being awake;

Dreaming, or wakefulness; you, can hear your baby cry if you were
sleeping; as, you’ve got your resource state large enough you can
collapse any stuck state into this; in whole brain functioning; and,
this is what we’re really talking about here; as, a synesthesia; you,
have become one again; now,

Your, identity is pristine; as, the sky; and, is not what you’re capable
of; or, what you have an attitude about; and, wbf and i awareness is
developed for you here; to, clear away such limited conditioned that
can have been from a fat taker effect okay; your, experience is
more in your learning achieving being recognized and growing;
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You’re, being productive; rather, than just wasting time in your life;
having, other than been successful to experience a transformation;
assisting, to cause you to be cued in more; that, your imprinting a
confluence more; where,

All fall quiet; where, the multiplicity of things was before; and, this is
this synesthesia we’re talking about; as, a neurological process in
WBF that’s being applied; and, such story as in these volumes; are,
being given to you as a strategy; you, can be given feedback more;
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You’re, able to successfully remain more with your outcome; you,
can get things done easier; you’re, with the path of least resistance
really; and, the condition of your life is more pleasurable and joyful;
and, a felt lengthened inspiration; and,

A transformedness towards all of success; and, any feedback is all
applied as a resource; turned into one you’re able to interpret more
powerfully; you’re, getting constructive agreement; between, the
parts and parties; no, controversy exists between the parts; all, be
integrated; okay?; now;

Your, brain has processes; such, as a blowout; where, it just
becomes too much; and, it causes a contrasted condition enough;
for, you to radically depart from where you were; that, can have
been not so good; and, you’ve got to be able to be given; sensory,
based feedback; that,

Can allow you to process; and, make sense of; and, integrate with
your environment; and, this requires you to be more whole brain
patterned; and, be living more in an i aware meditation; what,
developmental solution requires your decision making strategy
within; which, engages your vestibular sense; which, is really your
working stage really; and, this is what i saw happyface giving me; it,
was the ability to be able to be more sensory based in what i was
doing; okay; now;
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Chapter Nine

Your, Response from Beloved Listening Is the Effect
of Your Communication

Better, you be focused on a solution; than, a problem; because,
having a solution and outcome basedness; you’re, going to move
toward things; whereas, if you only frame it as a problem; there’s, a
possibility of failing; forked, tongue; failure, and countedness you’d
be just full of language given you; like, that you'd have to have dealt
to manage; and, you'd need to know how to have kept a center
whilst you found what you’re agreeing with; with, what’s said; and,
there can be some pieces you don’t agree with;

You’re, gaining rapport with those around you; you, pace what you
can agree to; and, be focused with what you don’t; a, polarizer is
going to polarize with the last thing you said and agree with the first
thing you said; so, you're gonna apply the strategy of being in up
time to notice the strategies other beloved have around you;

A, skilled technician applies the patterns you already have inside;
now; and, joins what’s newly being said here to what is existing
there where you are; just, adding something on; to, include and be
inclusive of how your listener is actually processing information
themself; and, in this situation as you’re listening to this; taking, this
in; okay; now,

Initially, it was for me to encounter; where, i could be better; and, to
deal and manage; with, an awakened one in front of you; you, can
apply so you’re receiving more the totality of your own self; what’s,
not necessarily been worked out; yet, that can be; and, any version;
it, can be multiple; it, can have taken happyface many years of very
deep investigation to come to the insights of i awareness and whole
brain functioning; and,
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The, instrument you could learn; and, you can then be observing
where WBF is or not; and, this is better than any 3-D imaging
device; of, any technical complexity in this day; a, well developed
discovered instrument; that, happyface put together; from, a
neurobehavioral physiological background; applied, can; via, having
learned to observe another in front of you; you, as happyface; can,
become instantly able to determine the degree to which WBF is
existing; okay; now,

Motivation, involves you learning growing achieving and being
recognized; you’re, able to get feedback that allows you to be
sensorily basing; your, feedback as an outcome; for,
communication is the outcome you’re getting back; not, what you
put out; and, such a feedback is what communication is; and, you're
really becoming expert at this; at, such a training you could've gone
to back then; in whole brain functioning;

You'd, be functioning with result that was immediate; you'd, be
functioning with success instant; you'd, have the instant goal
accomplished; with, the path of least resistance; right, here now;
you, can

Tick the box yes you want reform in banking kinda thing; and, have
a moratorium; where, the whole earth is; of, what’s not essential; to,
take a year off; until, all are aware fully how currency is created;
and, here on turtle island you've got constitutional currency again;
and, it’s possible to again have from informed consent; a,
govern-ment; okay; now,

In, whole brain functioning; happyface, is teaching you that a
mistake is a good thing; just, not going along repeating stuff like
that; that’s, all; a, good parent is simply reminding; yet, focused on
what’s working; and, using permanent language for such; and,
temporary language over what is just a temporary behavior;
labeling, things that way; and, you're really looking at how reframing
there is making sense; and, this is the feedback you're getting;
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You, get feedback to whether you've achieved your outcome; and,
it’s not your intention; it’s, the response that you're getting back
from what you're doing; now; okay; so, wbf is a focus on
excellence; and, the feedback is your focus perpetually on whether
or not you're achieving your outcome; period; that’s, just

Your ability to become more flexible in achieving this; that’s, all;
okay; so, how you process and value; less, than having achieved
what your intended outcome is; what, strategy do you have for
processing this; is, something happyface would be looking at; okay;
now,

I, am red dog and i will speak; here, i’d hear happyface say; you,
can dance; this, being for what you care for; yet, you must make a
demand; and, as you do the law of the universe; is, that this must
be filled; a, quarreling multiple led; that,

A fat taker eaten; what, was killed; pleasure, was underneath; only,
most had lifted a hand; and, can you say; one, hadn’t been kind
really; only, sufferedness had been; a, deer and antelope; and, a
rabbit found; all, such had become a flesh; a, pleasure could be got
from; yet,

Happyface, is reminding you that cedar nut is for you; all,
necessary; and, allow the animals to be; now, we’re coming to the
close of this fifth volume; and, i’d like to enter into the sixth; we’re
learning more about this component of WBF called synesthesia;
which, is how you clear away stuck states; and, you're left with what
you're outcome is; which, is more i aware; and,

The, mind is meant to be empty of mental construct; yet, from
chatter; and, gossip; and, talk; and, not much done; and, internal
dialog non-stop; of a compulsive obsessive mental set came to be;
of,
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The beloved of turtle island; and, iktome wherever; and, the coyote;
the, jay bird; and, the red dog; gentle rain; and, the looking frog;
pandora, and t bird; were, present still; getting, instruction; each,
individually personally growing; to, be of a total potential; stealth;
each;

Can, you come and do a whole brain functioning technicians’
training?; for, i’d hear happyface say that; who, is in the west that’s
shed away what’s old; to, make way for what is new; is, hungry for
new ideas to be joined; doesn't,

Want to be just left in the west; but, for the sun coming up in the
east; Wakan, Tanka in you; and, a tribe called the Wadalodaherting;
that, had come over from the east across the ocean; and, brought
infanticide; it, was a horror at the time; it, was just a tribe of
wannabes and has beens; having, no care to fit into nature at all;
and,

Mannered, rough created is iktomi and coyote; beloved, of a kind of
a sibiled being; between, what had been a condition argued; you’d,
learn how to elegantly now be able to disagree; and, yet you can
have learned how to get along better; and,

i’m going to leave you with this because we’re moving into the sixth
volume; of, the path of hollow bones; into, the third volume of
communication wellness mastery; so, far you've got volume four
and five; and, this next volume is no exception;

You’ve, gotta learn a little more about the neurology behind your
behavior; and, how all learning memory and behavior is state
specific; you're, gonna be learning about rapport; and, anchoring
states; you, can then be able to work with such; you, can build a
resource state large enough
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By chaining states together; to, build a powerful resource; that,
magnetically is of a large enough population of cells; in, your head;
that, can affect this change; i, am writing to you from the year four
thousand twenty-six; and, it’s sometimes just a little vague what
was going on back then;

A, couple thousand years have passed; i’m, just sharing with you
what’s happened since happyface has shared with you this
teaching of whole brain functioning and i awareness; you’ve,
stopped practicing where you're excellent already; and,
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You're getting on with where you need to be more excellent; now, i
hope you're excited; as, i am; there’s, way too much for me to
actually get onto; yet, i’ve done everything i can to give you an
essence of what you'd learn in the beginning of a training; you, had
come to; so,

You, can make such training; be, having awoken mastery in you;
you’re applying skills now; stay, tuned for volume six; i, am red dog
and i has spoken; and, everyone listening replied back; “you, are
the red dog; and, you have spoken; aho mitakuye oyasin”;
everyone would've got ahead of themselves and just been so
excited just to say “aho, red dog”; and, the reader would have had
to wait a moment for everyone to get a little quiet again; then,
repeat the last command to you; listening; and, would say again;

“Now, before you respond; listen, to what i’m asking you; you,
respond properly okay?; now; i’m, gonna say ‘i am’; then, i’m gonna
given my name; then, i’m gonna say i have spoken; you’ll, hear that
too; and, upon that having been spoken at this point then you say
‘aho, red dog; you, have spoken; aho, mitakuye oyasin’; okay?”;
and now all braves listening repeated back to the red dog what had
been asked of them......
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Afterword

Under, A Communistic System Currently On Turtle
Island: A, Child Is Raised By A Phantom

The, odds of getting a flat tire; is, only one in seventy; yet, it’s a one
is twenty five chance your family is gonna be the subject of a
victimless crime; a, crime where no injury cost or damage existed;
a, crime where no third party independent witness exists; a, crime
where nothing verifiable exists to any claim;

Happyface, asked the a-turn-on-you; a, mister devil; who,
ingratiated himself; as, a foreign situs trustee; of, happyface’s
estate; and, did so via barratry; all, the service provider’s
work-whores ingratiated themselves; to, trade another’s child; and,
lie to the court; we’ll, call the magi-strate a mister burns; in, the
state of nebraska;

Right, now you’ve got the standing rock sioux beloved; with, a
corpse above them; with, someone apparently giving some order;
that, dogs can be applied to bite protestors; and, violence and
intimidation applied as well; apparently, state-sponsored?; it’s, a
one in twenty five chance you’re gonna be the victim of child abuse
law; why?; well, because

Any com-plaint made; will, only have been looked upon with fiction
and presupposition only; dakota’s, surrogate mother; was, found to
make false allegation; many; yet, allowed to continue on; without,
any verifiable claim; and, never have had to have such;

No, permission was ever given for dakota to be taken; ever; just,
pretextual false unfounded allegation; all, that’s needed applied;
and, clear evidence of retaliation against happyface; who, was a
battered spouse; not,
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Protected by a system of fiction; well, under negative economic
inductance; it’s, a twelve billion dollar business on turtle island; all,
allegations; most, due to retaliation; and, a communistic system
supporting of such; not, designed for you or i; yet, a service
provider’s goal of a communistic state of affairs; at, this moment
before eclipse;

The, Normalization Of Deviant Behavior: Fat-Taker Struck

Work-whores, have a job; a, job of a pretended service; for, the
actualness of receiving financial gain; the, idea that a state is a
better parent is bulldust; and, communism; and, it’s not designed to
serve you or i; a, child’s welfare being of concern; at, this moment
only mostly a victim of

Child abuse laws enacted; a, form of domestic violent law
enforcement; from, something written; that’s, vague and
purposefully deceitful; and, of illogical syntax; and, of no proper
noun; yet, really designed to socially engineer the beloved actually;
okay?;

Concern, here for eclipse; is, where negative economic inductance;
has, created fruit trees grown from a shall and a will; that’s,
epidemic; which, is a law written apparently as a guide; as, a future;
yet, where nothing verifiable was existed;

Children, and family are being presently abused; by, that
communistic family court system; a, child and a parent has no right
in such a system; and, the voiceless; and, child’s right; as, a matter;
supersedes any other topic;
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Infractions, taken for revenue collecting; like, a fruit tree for your
local council; an, infraction apparently where no harm injury cost or
damage was; yet, debtor’s prison and incarceration from infraction;
is, to do a parent; a, ghost that has separated a child from loving
parents; and, to give a child to a wrongdoer; and, protect that
wrongdoer; you’ve, got a void court order; and, no system to void
any void court order; eh?;

Don’t, tell me that taking a child can’t cause a fatality; taking,
dakota caused happyface to have a stroke; and, end up with
neoplastic condition; and, it was caesar take-all; and, in this present
system; not, having any agreedness with an adversary; delivers,
you to pay all; and, under negative economic inducted system; of,
no constitutional money; nothing, verifiable eh?;

A, fatality practically caused dakota; who, was taken; are, you
questioning the idea that gags were not used; and, drugs to stop
him from crying; that, dakota was like a pincushion; stuck; and,

No medical records passed on proper; don’t, tell me that medical
and legal battery didn’t occur; that, is a non-controvertible part of
this claim; an, enormous injury cost damage and harm is being
done to children before eclipse; that, many enter school damaged;
this, before eclipse has had it’s full effect;

A, fat taker struck condition; was, removed; two, point three million
beloved; mostly, males; for, males don’t report crime done to them;
surveys, done in the home show males are beaten more by older
women; than, females; reported, statistics is a lie; of, what the
violence really is; the, real violence is being aloof; being, distracted;
being, interrogatoried; and, intimidating; as, a male if you report any
crime; laughter, is in your face; for, blood can be all over yourself;

Laughter, is at that desk before any ink would’ve even dried; many,
of those children that are victims; are, being given primary support
by that parent; those, young males mostly; less, than fifty percent
had been able to even be with their child; before,
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Incarceration; yet, contributed considerably to this child’s welfare;
before, such a child was parentally alienated; by, such a
communistic pig system; you , and i have just acquiesced to
apparently; a, parentectomy; no, care really is of a child parent
connection; is, a cruel and unusual punishment dished;

For, the children; a, termination of the relation to such a parent; ye,
be of such a pri-soner or pri-daughter; all, being the cause of
evermore bad behavior; and, don’t tell me it doesn’t; it, does; it’s, a
good fat taker effect accepted; you,

Apparently just accept the injury eh; and, nothing preventative or
supportive; all, you’re gonna see is a mop up afterward; yet, not so
good is it; i, think you’d say highly immoral; wouldn’t, you agree?;
and, therefore

The, normalization of deviance; you’d, apparently be conditioned by
suggestive programming; on, wooly hood and bully hood; no,
proper family shown in any cartoon; deviance, normalization;
organized, monopolized style; such, deviance normalized is
organized on

A large scale within a system; where, officials as work-whores can
have whatever misconduct one likes basically; and, when a film
only now has an apparent uniform as being a good guy; and,
anyone else a bad guy; never, used to be that way;

Where’s, the check and balance on government?; that, is not part of
the government; yet, is representative of you and i; and, common
law here; a, deviant normalized implicated structure; where, a child
apparently automatically has no right to a parent; conditioned, and
amplified by the patterns of choices; and, language exchange kept;
and, what organized and

Focusedness or not; you, become conditioned to accept; that, any
behavior you have; is, not commensurate with any response got
back; and, the environment designed to produce a problem;
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Happyface, is asking you to be his trustee; to, come from an office
of trust and not profit in this time; and, to work toward satisfying this
claim; which, is verifiable and non-controvertible; and, you can
agree to note that

The family courthouse is an incentivized trap; to trap fathers; brown
shirts get paid more as an agency; the quicker the more children
taken; can you recognize the behavior of beloved conditioned by
deviant behavior?; that’s, been normalized?;

Can you witness in another’s statements learned helplessness
existing; one, hasn’t looked to find any solution at all; and, one is
not even looking with learned helplessness; can you agree to note
that most don’t know what’s up?; okay, now; wouldn’t, you agree
that all before eclipse is just

been put by a ghost?; to, support a ghost; that’s, not better than an
apparent weak ego; yet, none of it is equivalent to your being with
your parents; and, that the service provide-whore’s workwhores; all,
were given notice; no, permission given; all, rights reserved; and,

Notice, given next day service; yet, by barratry and continuedness;
wrongdoers, are supported; for, no system exists to void any void
court order; you, only have a law at the moment of fiction; at, the
family courthouse; and,

The innocent fingered for retaliation; and, being made equal to a
group of several others; of, no central organized nervous system;
where, your voice becomes mute; a, joining to what’s got no central
organized nervous system;

To, do that you’ve got to be dead in that law of fiction; only, being
held under commerce; purposefully, trespassing upon happyface’s
trade name; having, used that name to create an estate; and, taken
money from it themselves; and, stolen happyface’s property to do
that; and, a parentectomy is the rule of the moment before eclipse;
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A secret weapon for a quiet war; has been to pussy whip
americans; which, getting rid of the father; who, can be aware; and,
might do something about that; should, certainly be suffered to
have oedipus complex see?; for, those

In charge know; you've, gotta have boots on the ground; and, not
having such; conditioned, helplessness instead; yet, can you be
happyface’s trustee?; and, assist work for happyface to be resolved
of such; for, it is that the attorney general certainly has been given
notice; and, it is that no one is home in that orifice;

So, it is you’re given this appointment now; to, be happyface’s
trustee; and, become central masts and hubs and focalizers for this
eclipse movement; you, can stop crimes against children like
dakota; happyface’s, claim is about; otherwise, it’s a system that’s
protecting the wrongdoers; to,

Allow a selfie; like, mister devil; to, commit barratry; and, make self
the foreign situs trustee; hostile, of course; and, continues to
trespass against happyface’s trade name; and, is a knowing
trespass; constructively, ongoing; harming;

You, and i be given some challenge to overcome; and, the service
provider has apparently some service to be given; yet, not for you
and i; you’ve, got systematic disaster; where, you’ve got
misconduct; like,

State sponsored terroristic acts; which, unquestionably as a
historian you cannot deny; mistake, and error routinely commonly
organized; in, a system that isn’t about anything purple; yet, only
blue and red; apparently, separated but not; yet, really that is
owned by the secured party creditor; upstairs, of that corpse;

Routinely, commonly organized deviance; and, life privately
intention; certainly, not in an i aware state; is, primarily of a limited
mind function; before, eclipse has had its effect; okay?; so, what
goes on is you can have been acclimating; to, totally what’s normal;
and,
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Apparently you no longer consider it deviant that dogs can be set
upon protestors by a corpse; that, actually injures; beloved, would
love to protect the water; and, would prefer a crash and burn; than,
being part of saying yes to a major disaster; or, anything such;
getting, into a huge river;

Water, is more important; and, beloved’s values; and, don’t tell me
a corpse above the beloved is not the cause of the tension existing
at the moment; yet, even as it exceeds one’s own rules of
elementary safety; you, can witness beloved being dogged by a
corpse; and, patsies ready to milgram some of the crowd there; in,
hindsight such deviance; like, looking back at waco; does, it always
have to be apparently an afterword consideredness; and, perhaps
not ever perhaps;

Normalized, deviance is where you and i apparently are okay;
where a whistleblower can have been retaliated against; and, it’s
obvious; where's the oversight that’s existing as common law eh?;
before, eclipse; so, even a protocol not followed; is, a normal
deviance allowed; brown, shirts can have been all got from a civil
service list; those, jobs were not advertised to everybody; yet,

Money, is given apparently; and, no constitutional nothing be
followed; don’t, tell me happyface doesn’t have a verifiable claim;
this, is; and, everything else is a mere fiction; and, you’re being
asked to be happyface’s trustee; and, fulfill happyface’s claim; tick,
the box yes you want reform in banking; and, form central hubs;
otherwise,

A, violation of rules be the deviant normalized protocol; allowed, to
continue as a serious error; as, a trainwreck; as, a collapsing dollar;
as, a perpetual theft of the value of your currency; and, it’s the
continued allowing of an ongoing pattern; of, a pattern as a toxin;
and, you and i allowing a ghost; and, who owns that ghost; to,
exploit the system; for, isn’t truth what’s mutually beneficial?;
nothing, is put in the best interest of the child; at, the family
slaughterhouse; calling, all covert fact; by, a conspiracy; you, put
covert fact there instead of theory now;
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For, this is a verifiable claim; given, to the attorney general; that, is
non-controvertible; and, that no one is home in that office;
happyface, never received a single care back; this, is not merely a
theory to have normalized some deviance; via, a monopolized
ownedness of the media; are, you at this moment becoming more
grocked?; you can see yourself as a first responder; as such a
mendicant?; otherwise, you’ve got what’s not familiar really;

A non-standardized way of operating; like, a secret weapon for a
quiet war; which is more powerful than even boots on the ground as
an enemy; your children here on turtle island; being made
parentless; isn’t, okay is it?; a, corpse did not make dakota;
happyface, did; and, that property which is the fiction of a joy of
being with your parent; is, a property of happyface and of dakota;

Not, of a state; shortcutting, under pressure; and, urgency
apparently; yet, no independent third party witness; nothing,
verifiable; you’ve, got safety being breached; someone, can save
their own job to continue to perform; a, rewarded got away with that
shortcut;

Eliminating, hearing is a normalized deviance; where, you’re getting
an assimilation of a court; with, nothing behind it; and, that’s all
happyface has ever got; and, that’s all you could ever get right now;
you, have allowed a fat taker as a hand above your government;
okay?; now; as, a rewarded got away with a shortcut; a, reduced
time for; not, hearing what’s rational or logical; a, rationalized
shortcut of no mutual beneficialness; normalized, on a large scale;

A, corpse can’t hear your child crying; you, normalize deviance
evermore grossly; like, going into a foreign country and mugging it’s
leader; as, war like in libya; and, a one in eighty one now drowning;
fleeing; lawlessness; yet, where no tax was before; where,
everybody had a house; the, displaced and the collapsing dollar;
and, marshal law; become, the norm expected does it?; you’ve, got
a deep being in denial; that, anything is wrong; and, the
unawakened just trundle along;
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Assuming, risk and created risk; what, do you know of?; is, that like
a normalized sexual mutilation of boys on turtle island; before,
eclipse has had its effect; a, move felt somehow okay; a, poked
nose into deviant official behavior; before, eclipse you’re quickly
beat down and shown the door; for, no one is home in that orifice;
and, what vulnerability was existed

In a professional field; like, a hindsight as a close call; and, any
near miss; and, patterned shortcut taken; yet, what’s outside; and,
deviant; is, beyond any independent evaluation at the moment;
and, why would it be?; negative, economic inductance is what’s
only been; before, eclipse has had its effect;

This, path of hollow bones; and, communication wellness mastery;
gives, you more situational awareness; of, such matters; as, a
mendicant; you’re, keeping your outcome immediate; you’re,
forming hubs; and, getting on with the path of least resistance;
ticking, the box yes you want reform in banking; all, have time to
change the strategy; you, and i can be more effective; yet, nine out
of ten incarcerated is for a sexism;

Oedipus, is for the role of getting a fat taker as an armed prostitute;
a, bank-whore has the ability to have committed legalized sin;
parentectomies, must be apparent for that; yet, if you’re a child of a
mother incarcerated; those, kids are five times more likely to be
fostered; for, hey; you’re,

Living in a fatherless cunt-tree aren’t you?; alphabet, soup land of
no central organized nervous system; of, a court fiction; can’t,
dock-u-ment any compelled reason; to, return any child’s parents’
rights; it’s, an it; and, of no proper noun in any document;
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The, little nipper at the family slaughterhouse in new york; could,
change the transcript; and, the attorney could be beaten to be
permanently injured; and, your business destroyed in life; will,
cause perfect little retaliate-whores; and, a false allegation; mostly,
against fathers; and, the meaningful proportion as a background; a,
complaint be exaggerated; erroneous, and contrived; and, that’s the
growing child abuse industry isn’t it?; before, eclipse has had it’s
effect;

Tick, the box yes you want reform in banking; otherwise, it’s just
gonna be the normalization of deviant behavior; your, child can be
kidnapped; and, be fat taker struck; for, under communism at the
moment on turtle island; a, child would be raised only by a
phantom; i, am happyface and i have spoken;
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Codicil

As, it has been; before, eclipse; little, of much awareness has been;
for, taking a child away from a family; and, relation; as, what is
incurred to dakota; when, you foster a child; that, child immediately
is in a special class of population; for, typically such a child has
teaching disabilities; you, are who you are ultimately; while, what
neurology shaped by experience of childhood; and, such a deep
importance in weight; be, to such that; originals, called this
parentless condition wasi’chu; which, meant fat taker; as, a
behavior;

The, originals are so in touch with childhood; the, early on import of
and weight that’s added together; that, show that compulsive
obsessive behaviors engaged; and, behavior that is more
aggressive and violent; with, challenge encountered; is, far less
likely to be the result that a healthier tended nurtured environment;
where, a child has a father’s right; a, child who is voiceless; is, of
right; after, eclipse; yet, before this moment;

There, was a time before the eighties; where, you couldn't adopt a
child; very, difficult and all of a sudden; adoption, and fostering is
the big thing; was, it a good sign or a path toward a better world?;
it, isn’t; for,

Children raised in a positive environment by both parents; show,
more omnipresence in consciousness; greater, sense of i
awareness; a, better quality of life index; satisfaction of life; single,
parent have statistics that show that such children are far more
violent; and, suffer from conditions of violence and things such;

Children, that have more contact with the father have a higher IQ;
but, this is a condition where you're living in an age where mothers
don’t know what a whole penis is; and, no one can say that in a
society you're aware one is
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Cast into a role; that, boys don’t suffer more from oedipus complex;
violence, is the perpetratedness of the progeny of a single parent
condition; it, makes sense that if you've got a ghost running the
show at the family courthouse; everything, is just made up; nothing,
verifiable;

Happyface, was a stable father and offered a proper environment;
and, was ripped apart; no, care for the child under circumstances
like that was there; doesn't, mean that a child with two parents is
better; in, this situation you see it’s more than just the family
structure conditioning a trial; and,

All know that the more educated you are; the, more time you take
to have children; and, you often tend to marry a lot later; and,
relations like that are far less likely to just be busted up; more, likely
to have stuck together; and,

Some, will more have children be born out of a form of discretion;
after, a union has been gelled; rather, than conditions of no
discretion that children can have been born before eclipse; having,
a couple of parents in this world;

Everybody knows; you're gonna do better aren’t you?; that, having
society bust up your relatedness; union, is cause a greater material
ease; and, under negative economic inductance you've just got less
educated and low income conditions; challenges, encountered are
far likely to have an outcome that’s healthier;

Children, are raised in a positive environment; where,
triangulatedness can occur between two parents; versus, just a one
on one type of conditioning; long, term brain development; and,
attention parentally increased; is, applied as a mechanism after
eclipse has had it’s effect; and, then negative economic inductance
isn’t what’s running the show;
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Children, are of more import than banking; and, making a buck;
brain, cell turnover is an actual measure; and, absolutely behaviors
have caused hard wiring of neurology; versus, no experience no
hard wiring;

A, child being developed; being, derailed and neglected very early
on; is, put upon by society; ripping, the child away from the mother
and the father; as, easy as one two three; all, based upon
presumption that

A corpse apparently owns your child; owns, your property; and,
once that gets hooked up there; apparently, you're married to them;
you've, got a three married condition of no central organized
nervous system whatsoever after that; yet,

What would you expect if you put a man in charge to do anything;
and, the only conditioning that bloke had; was, a black frock white
wig type of conditioning?; that, everything would just be run by
presumption; and, you'd have a bloke with no idea about common
law; setting, up laws

Apparently to protect kids; yet, children are victims of child abuse
laws; and, families are too; under, such a condition of a fiction of
law only; because, money had to be pulled apparently from an
account; to, pay whoever it was there;

The, black frock and white wigged one; single-parented beloved;
and, in their social skill; it’s, obvious; and, too numerous social skills
are missing; that, you would have if you had both a mother and a
father; and, you cognitively fare far better; you're, of a parentedness
of both a mother and a father;

A, generation next; passed, on; is, of a lifetime of health; after,
eclipse and you've got rid of negative economic inductance;
running, a silent weapon for a quiet war; limited, mind function and
a lack of i awareness; and, immaturity;
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Lack, of moral reasonedness; is, cleared away after eclipse has
had its effect; because, behaviors that have created that have been
orchestrated as an act of war on you; pennies, on the dollar need to
be spent on that; far, better than steel just rusting in dougway;
antiquated; you've, got

Boots on the ground; none, of that heavy machinery can work at all;
the, growth of your brain and nerve; the, situation of childhood
conditioning; influences, your totality; and, that’s obvious; wouldn't,
want to argue that it didn't; and,

Why, do you not put things in terms of the best interest of the
child?; gender, have a great growth of nerve a condition of a mother
not a father followed; and, that's called pussy whipping; and, is a
secret weapon for a quiet wart;

To, bring a cunt-tree down to its knees; reduces, the type of
attention that preferential gender conditioning can have created; a,
non-egalitarianism in the genders; and,

Overall, a greater sense of care is shown; where, experienced two
parented raised children are observed; and, obviously that makes
sense doesn't it eh; the, development of your brain; and, whole
brain patterning; and, being

Remained more in i awareness; does, affect growth of your nerve;
and, whole brain functioning can be conditioned; you're, living more
in the totality of yourself; and, coordination and spatial orientation;
and, memories stored; and, learning and behavior; engages,
neurology; and definitely the dentate

Gyruses as neurons are grown far more; in, studies showing more
positive parental care; and, behavioral that’s seeking of novelty;
installed; is, always brought about because of a nurturedness;
while, threats and stressed out conditioning; creates, greater hyper
vigilance; and, affect response to challenge and stress; for,
environment; and, certainly development of your social skill;
emotional, maturity; and, your ability to have a focus; is, profound;
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Changed, based upon experiences of life that are early on; and,
observation shows such; influences, if anyone can say that’s
unique; be, responded by a female and a male; and, brain growth
of nerves that are hard wired more; occur,

Having two parents; yet, you've passed through an era where the
saying was; one, parent is good enough; yet, who said that?; and,
who would say that?; and, why would you say that?; where, did that
come from?; is that some facted socially engineered statement?;

Certainly, I don't know anyone living who could say something like
that; and, a lot of irrational things have been said haven't they?;
you've, got to develop a greater sense of your own critical
reflection; i, am happyface and i have spoken;

No, Peace Where Nato Has Expended Its Diabolical
Tentacles

The history looking back from the year four thousand twenty six to
two thousand years back to today; a, second world war had been
which setup a blocs policy; called NATO; which, was to instigate a
fight with Russia as a

“Cold War” unacceptable; both, sides bankrolled by CB-cowo; that,
is what was behind the scene continuously redacted by any pundit
of the day; all, saw every year every breath and every move NATO
as an idea carried out expanding nonstop an eroding European
continent security;
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Usury, only fanned flames everywhere; too, many examples have
been just before that moment all saw how various nation got gutted;
Kosovo, Libya, Afghanistan, Iraq for instance; all, expansion
nonstop was always heading east; violation, of civil right was of
degrees of fascism within each nation; some, nations far more
fascist than others; yet, who it was it is seen was the most
legitimate obviously is who would hold investment only;

War, keep in mind as a key point is fought more asymmetrically and
unconventional; in, the “company” would be used to have “its”
warlords placed; always, to put a stranglehold on a nation’s mineral
and energy reserves; so, sterilization and psyops and infiltrating a
nation’s government with clear intentions of Corporations being
each other's enemy; and crime of stealing everybody’s personal
private data;

Like, chemotherapy and many iatrogenic deaths have occurred;
which, was also culling a population of a nation; it, was observed
how neoplastic condition was treated; with, a sledgehammer and
chemotherapy caused acute sepsis; where, lifecolloid in the blood
becomes no longer a normal picture; and,

hypoxia which is lack of oxygen and low static magnetic field in the
body shifts in a cellular metabolic path; which, causes the energy
molecule ATP to have broken down into a compound called
hypoxanthine; so as that

Molecule, combines with oxygen causes xanthine oxidase and
extreme free radical damage; you, end up with ischemia /
reperfusion harm; where, membranes is no longer able to hold its
barrier; also, oxidized lethal lipid nanoparticles had been injected
and caused massive antibody formation; which, would confuse and
weaken immune response; and, reduce albumin which is the super
transporter in the blood;
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No, amount of supplemental oxygen can be magnetically bound
anymore to oxygen; this, father put a lot of energy into a process
and compound to reduce toxic effect and normalize tissue called
jubb’s blunt; which, is a blue light activated nitrogenated turpinated
compound; which, clears up aberrant energy and switches on
efficient energy; as, a powerful apocynin; none, really heard much
before this because a monopoly had taken over the world;

Two, companies mainly called Blackrock and Vanguard; all, was
controlled in the media and stock market around the globe of
CB-cowo’s plan; to, cull the population; keep, in mind done by legal
name fraud and common law trespass; the, injectable toxin which
had graphene in the secret technology behind creating the lipid
nanoparticles and the mRNA was found in contaminated; yet, not
listed on the label; and such is

Desensitized a body to Dis-ease unless you were able to have a
fitness to withstand such; all, toxin was engineered by CB-cowo in
foreign labs; keep, in mind the largest shareholder the one percent
owns as much as the other ninety nine percent; guilds set up at the
courthouse to block anybody’s claim; so, what do you see be
expressed in that day which really was about the globe getting split
up; strength is together shouldn’t you know;

Before, the strange attractor has its effect all saw only a primary
culling vector of graphene oxide dissemination globally by aerosol
and other means cause planetary catastrophe; plenty, of ways were
hidden spraying such; like, what was top secret back then called
“operation indigo;” companies, like Sky Fola did spray aerosol
depending on the specific mission; and, it was all observing a
global control matrix;

Part, of the picture of using graphene was to control thinking and
behavior; and, why no learn from those who were getting sacrificed;
you’re, learning about the brain before these beloved died; hooked,
up to the computer and Bluetooth; ultimately, all patterns observed
was about depopulation by genocide; this, is what the
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Controllers of CB-cowo were hell bent on; you’d be connected by
fiveG satellite; irrefutable evidence was of immense volumes of
toxic graphene oxide; suddenly, being placed into the environment;

Spraying, aerosol aluminum is an extreme fire accelerant in forests;
and chemtrail introduced impacts the lining of all the vessels in your
body; injectables, that was connected to the flu as a roux was way
to introduce

Graphene oxide contaminant; being, highly magnoconductive its
static B field and dynamic capacity interferes with supramagnetic
particle in the blood like ferritin also magnetite; as, you can see it
an iron core becomes magnetized as a current is passed around
such;

Keep, in mind that your transmembrane voltage radiant in a cell is
ten million volts per meter; which, is a hundred millivolts across a
ten nonmeter membrane; wherever graphene exists have it within
this abnormal magnetic field

Wreaks havoc; so, such pegylated lipid nanoparticle encasing the
mRNA as a secret ingredient behind the scene; graphene, oxide is
being used; yet, graphene oxide is twice the order of capacity to be
conductive in magnitude as what copper is; so, pay attention to the
works that is coming up;

You, become fully enlightened; you, and i can assist discharge the
charge of genocide; all, is ushered into a new epoch;
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Usury is Engineered War

Usury, is a system of insovereincy; the, principle borrowed is
created but interest never is; and, a shortfall always exists of
insovereingcy; because, such a system is based on a pyramid
ponzi scheme; at, the moment which needs to be changed; so, as a

central bank gets to losses; a, nine hundred eleven billion loss yet
only has fourty three billion left in capital; while, the

Net, financial position which is minus is in a market to market
condition; investment, in that fluctuates based on interest put; no,
one likes to invest in one percent when ten percent is being offered;
bonds, held bought at one percent because of the pandemic is the
black swan; it’s, a sat deep realized loss; the

Faired, under bankruptcy isn’t sovereign; and, is to set off any
charge; so, all in such a system is running off a cliff to get halfway
across the canyon and see no ground is underneath you in that
respect; a, key point is that the timeline manipulated by controllers
of CB-cowo who use super artificial intelligence of aladdin
computing; so,

Awareness, normal over the top of consciousness isn’t
consciousness itself; such, a system pulls the rug under all; so,
source isn’t being sculpted by quorum sensing correctly; yet,
precognatively chosen ahead; in, a real system which you and i can
stop the order of some process super Ai can’t; it’s, dumb; so

Where, source is supposed to be in a real void attention would be
with intent interactive with the phenomenal present; where, true
quorum sensing is a structured frame of order is repeatable; and,
can be adjusted which is scientific; yet, no under CB-cowo
controllers; who, have been allowed to hijack debts; and, control
stock into some forty years ahead; you and i aren’t waking up to
any self autonomy together under that system;
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Stick Together Because to have been Split is How all has been
Controlled you seek agreement with your adversary;
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